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SPECIAL

JUNE

NOTICES.

We have an over-stock of
Bed Comforters or Puffs
made of good style prints
and batting which we shall
sell to-morrow at only #1
each.

RJNES BROTHERS.
DR. E. B. REED.
MEDICAI. BOOMS

592 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND. ME.
Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh Is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
by the allopathic and homoeopathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-tilths ot the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-cent stamp and *2.00. Examination at the
office *1, and consultation free.
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CONCEDED
A Tower of Strength combined
wifli Elasticity, Long Fibre,
Fine Lustre & Fast Color.

Fewer Vessels Built This Year Than
Any Year Since 1861.
[Special to the Press.]
Bath, Dec. 7.—The bulk of the building
of the past year, in fact about nine-tenths
of the total is in>choouers. No ships at all,
one bark, two steamers, sixteen schooners,
three sloops,

schooner yacht, one steam
yacht, and one barge, with a total of 10,067.21
tons net. This is the leaft amount since
1861. when 4,399.91 tons were built.
ono
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1882
1883
1884
1885

Net Tons.
42,870.01
30,147.82
25,668.65
12,636.31
10,067.21

1886

VESSELS Hl lLT BIT THE

NEW

ENGLAND

SHIP-

BUILDING CO.

Sell. Agnes Manning. 875.76
Sch. T. Sawyer. 399.16
Steamer Sappho. 276.G5
Stm’r. Mount Waldo. 324.43
Sch. S. W. Lawrence.1369.76
Sch. Eva B. Douglass.1093.72
Sch. Cassle F. Bronson.1124.67
Bark William Bayllcs. 325.08
Sch. Maine. 190.90
Sch. J. 8. Hoskins. 411.50
hum,

832.86
379 20
137.78
242.95

1301.28
1039.90
1008.40
308.83
181.36
390.99

...

viimi

Barge Relief. 216,70
BY WU. ROGERS.

Sell. 11. F. Poole.1165.07

1098.68

Sell,
not
launched
nor
named. 184.20
Sloop Arthur U. 16,o4
BY B. W. & H. Y. MORSE.
Sch. Anna E. J. Morse. 733.04
BY 0. B.

176.00
15.24

090.39

HARRINGTON.

Vaclit Hope Leslie.
Steam Yacht Viklag.

SUPERIOR

38.45

40.47
13.80

o.uo

BY. GEO. HAWLEY.

KNITTING SILK.
One of the many fine productions of Beldlngs Bros.
& Co.'s Immense Silk Mills, whose name alone
is a sufficient guarantee for excellence.
goads

are

apen and

offering

...

Weigh!

DINGLRY, RICHMOND.
Sloop Elk. 16.20

14.50
DONNELL, BATH.
sell, John G. Whittier. 104.31
99.01
Sch. Carleton Bell. 189.00
132.0*
Sch. Samuel Dillaway. 811.34
770.78
BY PEEKING &

THIS

N. K. Shipbuilding Co.Str

KNITTING

SILK,

knitter*.

Price 25 cts. per half-ounce Halls

placing It within the reach of all, thereby enabling consumers to enjoy the luxery of Silk
Hosery, Mitts, etc., at a trifling expense.
Remember these fine goods in all Shades and Colors,
—CAN BE HAD AT—

VESSELS LOST.

SOLD.

Ship Austria, Bath,

1300

account.

Ship Ellen Goodspeed,

tons,

method of Index

Stamping.

oct22

San Francisco

on

1220 tons,

on

sn-eodtf

on

count.

foreign

ac-

foreign

ac-

CONVERTED INTO COAL BARGES.
Bark Nippon, Bath. ..1039 tons
Ship Lizzie Moses, Bath.1065 tons
MAINE.

Durant Block, Congress St.
new

about 800 tons
1500
1200

count.

FITZGERALD’S
Agent* ffnr the

10,067.17
COMPLETED

Sch. Fannie A. Milliken, Bath. 250 tons
Ship John Rosenfeld. Bath.2267
Sell. Horace K. Sturges, Augusta. 592
Sell. Lizzie B. Morse, Bath. 383
Sch. Jennie R. Morse, Bath. 408
Sch. Charles R. Campbell, Batli. 410 *•
Brig < Hstalia, Richmond. 496
Sch. William Tice, Bath. 191
Sch. Muriel S. Haynes, Augusta. 485

Bark Edwin Reed, 1216 tons,

Hale

BE

YEAR.

Arthur Sewall & Co.Sch.
B. W. & H. F. Morse.Sch.

-ALSO THE-

A favorite with many

BY LIBBY' B.

VESSELS NOW BUILDING NOT TO

One-half Ounce Balls for 35 cts.

KENWOOD

Sell. Tom Beattie. 140.10
133.10
BY FRANK 8. BOWKER, PHIPSBURG.
Sablno.
46.98
44.64
Sloop

10,671.37

FITZGERALD’S.
Full

Maine Postal Changes.
Washington, Dec. 7.—The mail messenger service has been discontinued from
North Sidney, Kennebec county, from Maine
Central railroad, 1£ miles, from December
15, 1886.

Cetting Ready for Fires.
Richmond, Dec. 7.—The steam pumps for
tlie Richmond water works arrived Monday.
They will be ready to work in about a week.
The selectmen have just purchased 800 feet
of new hose to use for fire purposes, in addition to tlie hose already on hand.

ABOVE
MAKE
OF LADIES
DRESS SHOES HAS
BECOME
SO
POPULAR THAT WE TAKE PLEASURE
IN INFORMING THE
PUBLIC THAT
OUR STOCK CONTAINS A FULL LINE
OF STYLES AND SIZES, AND IF YOU
WANT A SHOE THAT IS PERFECT
FITTING, HANDSOME, HAND MADE,
OF THE BEST FRENCH KID AND BY
EXPERT WORKMEN, YOUR WANT CAN
BE SUPPLIED BY THE “CANS”
FRENCH SHOES.
THE

PORTLAND,
oct2i

M. G. PALMER.

W&Snrmflm

A Newspaper Change.
Rockland, Dec. 7—The Rockland CourierGazette has changed hands, A. H. Jones
buying the half interest owned by W. O.
Fuller, Jr. Mr. Fuller goes to Kansas to
engage in banking. II. M. Lord, now of the

Waterville Sentinel, will be the

new

editor

i\f tha rniii'!ai,-n<i7atta

A Church mission

meeting.

Saco, Dec. 7.—The Maine Diocesan Board
of Missions of the Episcopal Churcli commenced a two days’ session at Trinity church
tonight. A paper was read by Rev. Canon
Washburn of Lewiston. Among the clergymen in attendance on the session are Bishop

Neely of Portland, Revs. Snyder of Saco,
Brunswick, Harding of Tliomaston, Payne and Martin of Augusta, Foster
of Baugor, Dr. Park of Bath, Sills, Ogden
and Little of Portland. A business meeting
Holbrooke of

GREAT BARGAINS.

and Communion will be held tomorrow. The
session will close with a service at Christchurch, Biddeford, tomorrow evening.

Closing Out Sale of Christmas Goods.

Satisfactorily Adjusted.
Skowheuan, Dec. 7.—A satisfactory price
list for the work in the shoe factory here
was agreed upon between Superintendent
Safford, representing Keene Brothers, and
the executive committee of
Skewhegan
Assembly of Knights of Labor today. Work
is to be resumed at the faetory as soon as tne
stock can be shipped here. No other point
but the price list was at issue. The Lasters’
Union is a party to the agreement.

to remove from our present quartstore on Congress Street, in Janu-

Being obliged
to

ers

ary,

ble,

our new
we shall

to

dispose of our whole stock, if possiWe shall have all of our
avoid moving.

CHRISTMAS

GOODS

Dec. 8.
We
for inspection,
show one of the largest and finest stock of HoliGoods to be found, and the prices have been
reduced In order i<> close out as much <>f our stock
;is possible, We have a large lot of

ready

Wednesday.

day

SLEDS
left over from last year, all perfect, which we will
close at about one-half price.

chasT day,
241 Middle St.
WEATHER.

Washington, Dec. 8.
The indications for Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont are snow followed by
fair weather and slightly warmer.
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W. W. EiciiKi.UF.iteKB,
Sergeant, Signal Corps, C. k. A.
Cave Himself Up.

Hartford,Conn., Dee. 7—Hezeklah Case
of Bloom held, the farmer who killed Thomas Munroe last Friday night, gave himself
up this morning, and is now in jail in Hart-

ford.

spent the night.
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waterlogged, with the sea making a clear
breacn over her. She evidently had a hole
stove in her bottom. lie thinks the reports
of both vessels being got off are erroneous.
Tlie sea is too heavy today to get to the
island.
The Biddeford Strike.

MKTKOROLOlilUAL KKPORT.

Observation,

landed on Baker’s Island, where they
At daylight the Eliza Ann
was nowhere to be seen, and he supposed
her lost, as, with the sea running as it was,
in her position, no one could board her, and
to have gone over to Marblehead she must
have dragged directly across the dry breakers.
Yesterday Captain Cole of the Alta
V. Cole, with his crew, came up to the city,
leaving the crew of the Eliza Ann on Baker’s

they

13UUiU>

Weather.ICloudy lH S*ow i LSnow
Mean dally bar...80.116 Maximum fcher. 21.2
Mean dally ther.,19.1
Minimum (her.13.6
Mean

Damage to Shipping.
Salem, Mass., Dec. 7.—Captain Jameson
of the schooner Eliza Ann of Rockland, with
200 casks of lime, is making anxious inquiries as to his vessel. She was reported in
this morning’s papers as having been gotten
off and taken to Boston. Captain Jameson
reports that he left her at anchor off Baker’s
Island on Sunday night at dark, with a crew
of live men, in company with the crew of
the Alta V. Cole, lumber laden, six men, and

decO-1 w

THE
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Biddkfokd, Dec. 7.—The situation at
James Andrews & Sons' granite quarry
Two-thirds of the
shows little change.
quarrymen returned to work this morning,
but all the stone cutters and five of the seven
blacksmiths did not go near the quarry.
One huudred strikers, most of whom belong in Massachusetts and Eastern Maine,
met in Knights of Labor Hall this afternoon
and held a lengthy session. A committee
was appointed to confer with local assemblies of Knights of Labor to see if the latter
will offer aid. The trouble all hinges on this
simple point. Several strikers have gone
home, ami the others today voted to hold out
until their demands are met by the em-

ployers.

THE MOEN-WILSON CASE.
Yet Made
Clears Up the

Nothing

Public

*RS FOR PARDON.
r

A

Field

Day

the
Prison.

Maine State

Striped Suits Before

the

Governor and Council.

BY T. M. HAGAN.
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Mystery.

PuovuiENCE, 1L 1., Dec. 7.—The Journal
an affidavit from the correspondent in I lanielsonville, Conn., that the statement of Mrs. Miranda Young, sister of Levi
Wilson, that the latter was her brother and
son of Jonas Wilson, was given by her to
him on December 2d, but since contradicted
in the affidavit of Mr. and Mrs. Young, that
Jonas Wilson had acknowledged Levi to be
tlie son of Philip L. Moen.
Wokcestek, Mas3., Dec. 7.—Friday last
the Gazette published, at tlie request of Mrs.
Geo. M. Klee of Uxbridge, oldest sister oi
Levi Wilson, lier complete denial of his
claim to be tlio son of P. L. Moen. On their
return to Uxbridge, Mr. and Mrs. Wilson
demanded their signatures to affidavits sup.
porting his story. They refused, and expostulated witli him for telling such a story,
and he threatened vengeance on them unless
they would help him. Seeing Young’s affi

published

published yesterday, they went to
Gonrge W. Hobbs, Esq., and voluntarily
made affidavits supporting Mrs. ltiee’s story
of lust Friday, and emphatically declaring
davits

that there is no truth in Wilson’s story. Both
say in the affidavits that they believe him tc
be insane. Mr. Kice says Wilson baa told
him tlio secret of his hold on Moen, and that
it hail in it no such claim as he now sets up.

The ChadbdUrnes

Clinton Tell

and

Their Stories.

ions of keenest regret on the unfortunate
death of the deaf mute who was expected,
when educated, to explain the mystery and
restore the family honor.
During the trial, the younger Chadboume
said, his wife who knew that he was at home
during the whole of the night of the murder,
did not, or rather was not allowed as he expressed it, to testify in his behalf. Since he
lias been m prison she has obtained a divorce and is married to another man. Chadbourne thinks that now she might give impartial testimony, and is confident that if she
could be heard, she would exonerate him.
The most interesting convict of the ten
was a

Conroy

and

Cary

of Portland Put In

Their Pleas Also.'
[Special to the Press.]
Rockland, Dec. 7.—If you should ransack the churches of Maine it would be difficult to find ten men who could make more
solemn protestations of innocence, or support them with more plausible stories, than
did the ten convicts who appeared befoie the
Governor and Council to plead for pardon
today In the warden’s room at the prison. It
was almost impossible to disbelieve some of
the stories, even though they came from
men whom twelve good men and a
judge had
deemed worthy of a prison. The event was
one of surpassing interest to the
convicts,
and most of them showed their feelings by
their nervousness and eagerness in telling
their stories. Some of the men had spent
years in the prison, and during the time, of
which they could give the measure to a
day,
had almost forgetten the ways aDd men of
the outside world for which they longed so
passionately. But two or three of these
men have in their faces or manners the
signs that would indicate to an ordinary observer the records which lay behind.
The

rest were ordinary-looking men, who would
pass unnoticed in a crowd. One sees dozens
of men every
day in a city whom he would
fear on a dark night more than he would
mese convicts.
ret tne mildest-mannered
and softest-voiced man of the lot told the
Governor and Council how he had followed
his man on a dark night and clubbed him to

death for his money. This man was Joseph
D. Smith, and as he stood up in the warden’s
office before the small audience of officials,
nervously twirling his convict’s cap in bis
hand
and
an
keeping
unsteady
eye, now on his audience and now on the
walls and ceiling.
He told with evident
shame how, in the town of Charleston fifteen years ago, he killed and robbed a man
named Joslln. He had intended to stun his
man, uot kill him. But when the victim
arose from the first blow, he struck a»ain
and again until he became a murderer.
Smith didn t know exactly why he should be
pardoned, he said, except that the fifteen
years had seemed a very long time, and the
prospect of the rest of his life looked very
dismal. He had trouble with his lungs, he
said; had bled at one time a pint from them.
But he looked in fair health, and declared
that if the Governor would pardon him he

could earn his living by working as a carriage trimmer. Convict Smith ended with a
bow and a wistful
smile, to give place to
Thomas Conroy, who hails from Portland.
who
declared that he was too
Conroy,
sick to live, looked more defiant than 111.
His words came out in low tones
suggestive
of a growl, although he seemed to be
doing
his best to be gracious.
Conroy’s chief argument was that he had been punished
and
that his
enough;
sentence
was
excessive in
the
first place. He was
sentenced
in
1884 to eight years
for
compound larceny and assault. The assault consisted in throwing pepper into the
turnkey’s eyes and breaking out of Portland
jail. In Boston, while they were trying to
arrest him,
he stabbed a Massachusetts
officer. The State of Massachusetts wants
him for this, and the officials there have sent
the cheering message that if Conroy is pardoned out they will have an officer ready to
welcome him when he steps out of Thomaston.
Conroy was told this, but thought
nevertheless that he would rather take his
chances in Massachusetts than Thomaston.
He says that he is sick and cannot live his
time out in Thomaston. Consumption is
what ails him, and he has raised a good deal
of blood and phlegm, lie says.
When asked
to intlate bis lungs he didn’t succeed
very
well, and declared that his consumption was
wasting him away. When some one suggested that he be weighed, Conroy hastened
to tell of some other sad symptions, and
didn't seem anxious to be put on the scales.
But the warden had him weighed. When
he came in 1884 lie tipped the scales at 154;
now he weighs 147.
This didn’t seem to impress any one as a very good showiag of
emaciation for a consumptive.
Conroy’
hates tlie newspapers, ana complained to
the Governor that they had even gone so far
as to criticise the color of his hair, which is
very black and covers a very ugly looking
head and mug.
A sister, who lives in Portland, pleads for
Conroy. He says that his family are honest,
and have always borne a good name. When
the Governor asked him if he had ever been
in prison before he answered with a tone
very much likea sneer, “Two years in Cana-

da; for malicious mischief; broke a looking
glass in a bar room.” As a boy he was arrested for petty larceny; he denies that he
" an

iuc

larceny lor
which he was put in Portland jail,
If pardoned he would go to Kentucky, where he
could support himself at his trade; he is a
guilty

ui

ii>w|jouuu

barber.

The next man differed as much from Conroy as it is possible for two men to differ.
He was an old man, bowed apparently with
age and grief, although his hair and whiskers
had not changed to any appreciable extent
from the original black. This old man was
Benjamin Chadbourne, and his lot has been
one of grief if not of crime.
He was sentenced to a life term in 1883, for alleged, and
as it seems apparently proven, complicity in
one of the worst and most
mysterious crimes
ever committed in Piscataquis
county. Alvin
Watson of Parkman was found dead in his
own house, his body mangled, with many
cuts, almost any one of which would have
been sufficient to have killed him. Near him,
and soaked in his blood, was found a ve-t,
tue property of a deaf and dumb boy. That
deaf and dumb boy was this old man Chadbourne’s son. Suspicion was directed against
the old man and his other son, Benjamin W.
Chadbourne, who previously had had a quarrel with Watson. Stains of blood, which
Professor Carmichael declared to be human
blood, found on Benjamin W. Chadbourne’s
overalls and the little understood signs of
the deaf and dumb boy combined to convict
both Benjamin Chadbourne, and his son
Benjamin W., of murder in the first degree
and send them to Thomaston for life. The
friends of the convicts, feeling that if the
deaf mute could only talk, a mystery could
be cleared up that would show the Chadbournes to be innocent, sent the boy to Hartford to be educated. The drowning of this
boy on the grounds of the school has onlyadded mystery to the case.
Benjamin Chadbourne is now 02 years old.
and he spoke to the Governor and Council
today with an earnestness that corroborated
his declared premonition that this would bo
his last chance to regain Ills freedom and remove the stain from his character.
He
knew nothing, he said, of the crime except
what all the neighbors knew. But he gave
some reasons for suspecting a man who has
never been charged with the crime.
That
man, he said, is Nicholas Smith, of Harmony.
One of the Council asked the old man if
his wife did not commit suicide after the
trial, and inquired why she did it. Chadbourne straightened up and answered: “My
wife was a very praud-spirited woman. 1
mortgaged everthing I had on earth to defend myself and my son.
She was left with
nothing but poverty and disgrace.
It broke
her proud spirit.
She was a Ham.
If you
know anything about the Ham family in this
know
what pride is.” Here the
State, you
old man broke down, and
pulling a red bandanna from the orange-colored side of his
convict suit, he sobbed aloud over his own
griefs rather than over the pride of the Ham
He then continued, in a broken
family.
v**v*w»,
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old next Monday. I never was known to be
drunk but once in thirty years. 1 am not a
member of a church, nor do 1 want to he. 1

followed the Methodist class for twenty
years, and when I moved to another town I
went with the Free Will Baptists.
1 believe
in the crucifixion of Christ, and that he
to save
saved.

came

sinners,

and net those

AfterW.the old man went

jamin

out, his

already

son.

Ben-

Chadbourne, was brought in. He
is 35 years old, of medium
height, and not a
wicked looking man at all. lie looked his

his hearers in the
eye, and labored with evident anxiety to convince the Governor that
he was innocent.
He, too, believed that
Nicholas Smith had
something to do with the
murder, and gave his reasons, the principal
one being based on certain
signs which the
mute made—signs which seemed to show
that a large, portly man, with black whiskers, had beckoned him (the mute) away on
the night of the murder. "If
my poor brother was alive and educated he would clear us.
but with him has gone our last
hope," said
the convict with evident
feeling. The stains
of blood on his overalls, lie said, came from
some pigs.
The fact that lie had previously
threatened Wateon made heavily against
Chadbourne in the trial. Chadbourne ex-

plained today that lie had previously threatened Watson, and gave his reasans for so doing. Cliadbourne’s wife did not bear the
best
reputation, and Watson openly twitted
the dishonored husband of his wife's infidelIt

of these occasions that
Chadbourne had a fight with Watson, and
uttered the expression: "I would cut his
throat as quick as X would a snake’s,” which
was remembered to his cost on the day of
trial.
Neither of the Chadbournes assigned any
motive which should have Induced anyone
else to have committed the crime; but the
story which they told makes the case a deep
mystery. The younger Chadbourne gave at
some length his reasons for believing Nicholas Smith guilty, and dwelt with express-

ity.

DAILY

was on

one

titions, bearing

seven thousand
names have been sent in from
ance societies of the State,

five hundred
the temperasking for Joe

Clinton’s pardon. The story the old fellow
told the Council was a highly entertaining
and at times humorous account of a fight
well remembered in Maine.
He was sentenced in 1885 for two years for shooting
Severance in Kockland. Clinton was a deputy State constable for the enforcement of
the liquor law w Kockland, and Severance
kept a hotel which Clinton had raided.
Clinton, according to his own account, was
passing on the street in Kockland when Sevwith a crowd

of companions whom
"drunken roughs,” insulted him; finally Severance came at him to
thrash him. He says that Severance was
“fighting drunk," and had threatened to kill
him. Clinton did not fire until he had been
struck several times, then he fired at Severance’s legs. Severance then attacked even
more vehemently, and Clinton fired again.
The third shot, Clinton said was accidental.
"Were you much hurt, Clinton,” asked one
of the Council.
“And you should have seen me when I got
away,” he replied. “I was one of the worst
battered men you ever saw.”
“Uut did not Severance strike you first
with the Hat of his hand?” said Governor

Clinton declares

were

Robie.
"Yes sir, your Honor, a drunken bully is
sure to be very gentle when he raps
you,”
was the quick reply which made all the
Council laugh.
“Have you a wife or children,” was ask-

ed.
•
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thankful that I haven’t,” he replied with
evident feeling.
Severance has sinae recovered and Clinton
complains that he has visited the prison and
gone through the shop, “lording ft over me
as I work in my
disgrace.” Clinton spoke
highly of Chas. E. Littlefield, Esq., whose
he
testimony,
said, was the only fair evidence given; but the old fellow thinks that
two of the Rockland papers used him very
meanly. As Clinton closed his speech,
seeming to realize his disgrace, he said:
"What a prisoner says does not amount to
anything. What is the use for a convict to
say anything. You will not believe it. But
to Rockland, and ask the men who know
oe
Clinton, whether he did not live an
honest life all the years until this came up.”
Thomas D. Jordan next hobbled in on
crutches to get pardoned for a burglary for
which he was sentenced from Oldtown for 15
in 1882.
years
He seemed feeble, but
his story
showed that he had been
rather a
weak-kneed
citizen,
having
sold rum before he aided in the burglary.
He has honorable discharges from the First
Maine Cavalry and Third Maine Regiment,
but since then has done nothing very good
for his countryHe has applied for a pen

50

sion.

A story which commanded close attention
was told by James A. Cary of Portland,sentenced to five years in 1883, for selling furniture which had been left with him for repairs, and for forging a note. Poor Cary
says that the furniture was worth but $35,
and he got only $2 for It. The note, which
was for 88, he sold for 80 cents.
When he
did this he was under the influence of liquor.
He was sentenced to five years, which he

thinks excessive. He promised the Council
and Governor that if they would let him out
lie would let liquor alone, and live an honest
life. He has a nrother, mother and sister in
this city.
Cary s prison record has been perfect, but
he has suffered terribly mentally.
The doctor at one time feared that his brooding over
his misfortune would result In insanity.
Cary wrote to the Governor asking for pardon, and the prison officials think that he deit.
John Lawrence, who was sentenced to be
in
hung 1870, for murdering his mistress in
Bangor, but whose sentence was commuted
to imprisonment for life, wanted to get out,
hut there seemed to be others more deservserves

Sessions

His

Spoliation

Open

Claims

Washington, Dec. 7.—Senator Dawes
had prepared yesterday before the message
was sent to the Senate, and will introduce
at the earliest opportunity, the following resolution :
Resolved. That the Committee on Finance be
instructed to inquire and report as soon as practicable what specific reduction can be made in customs duties and Internal taxes which will, in tbeir
judgment, reduce the receipts to the necessary
ana economical expenditures of the government
without impairing the prosperity and development of home industries or tne compensation of
home labor.
A Commendable Reform.

The Congressional committees which were
to attend the funeral of the late Representative Price of Wisconsin will not go.
This is
due to the known opposition of Sir. Price to
the unnecessary expenditures which are
often made on such occasions. He, in a public speech, denounced the custom. It is possible the action of Congress in this instance
may result in a reform in Congressional ex-

penditures.

Senator Cheney Sworn In.
Gov. Cheney appeared and was sworn in
this morning. He was assigued to the seat
which was occupied by Mr. Pike, his prede-

cessor.

The

have that resolution answered by the adoption of another resolution, which stated that
any action upon tariff at this session is inex-

pedient.

Spoliation Claims
Attorneys interested in the French spoliation claims, who have carefully examined
the decision of the Court of Claims in the
test cases, say that it fully sustains the
former decision and entirely overrules the
arguments of the Assistant Attorney Gen-

lied upon that Canada will not back down
without cause, from the firm stand she has
taken.
It is officially learned that if matters are
not settled before spring the Canadian service will be extended by the addition of six
new cruisers, including several new steamers.
The
increase in the
fish industry
throughout the maritime province is most
marked, especially since the abrogation of
the treaty. The increase in Nova Scotia has
been in proportion.
Ten years ago there
were nine vessels engaged in the Prince Edward Island fisheries. Now there are fiftythree vessels with 7,000 fathoms of seines.

Bay

Boston, Dec. 7.—Municipal elections were
held today in nearly all the cities of the
Commonwealth outside of Boston. The results follow:
In Taunton, Everett D. Godfrey, Citizens
candidate, was elected mayor by 779 majority
over Fuller, Bolters candidate.
The aldermen stand six for license and two for prohibition. The license vote was yes, 1231; no,
810.
In Fall Kiver, John W. Cummings, Democratic candidate for mayor, received 3825
votes to 0004 ior tireene, rtep.
ine license
vote was no, 3500; yes, 320G.
Haverhill elects as mayor Joseph H. Sheldon, Citizens candidate, by a vote of 149!) to
1225 for Kelley, Rep. The license vote was
no, 1314; yes, 1213.
Klisha 15. Maynard, Deni., is elected mayor
of Springfield by 333 majority over Edwin

D. Metcalf, Rep., the present incumbent.
The city voted no license by a majority of
130. Two women were elected to the school
board.
In Holyoke, Dr. Janies J. O’Connor, Rep.,

is re-elected over James E. Delaney, Dem..
by a majority of 28. License was favored by
a vote of 1557 to 851.
In Malden, Marcellas Coggan received a
practically unanimous election, there being
only 82 scattering votes against him.
The

city government is non-partisan.

License

no, 1509: yes, 359.

In Gloucester, David V Robinson, Rep.,
received 1131 votes to 990 for Gaffney, Dem.,
and 200 for Morse, Labor. The license vote
was no, 1198; yes, 901.
In Fitchburg, Frederick Fosdiek, Temperance candidate, was elected mayor, receiving
1184 votes to 1083 for Culley, Citizens candidate. License vote, no, 1222; yes, 984.
Mayor Botch of New Bedford, was reelected on the Citizen’s ticket, by 412 plurality. Tlie city voted against licease.
in Lawrence. Mayor Bruce, Dem., was reelected over Robinson, Rep., by 582 plurality.
The Democrats of New Haven, Conn, today elected .Samuel A. York, mayor, by 300
majority. License vote, yes, 2306; no, 1240.
In North Hampton, no license had 150 majority. Arthur G. Hill. Rep., was elected

Henry A. Kimball, Dem., by

a

of 305.

Death of Father McDonnell,
Dec. 7.—Rev. John T.
St. Mary’s Church,
died
this
morning, of pneumonia, aged
about 80 years. He has been here two years,
during which time he has built one of the
liuest churches in the State, which was to be
dedicated in two weeks. Previous to his
settlement here he preached at Penacook, N.

Rochestkii, N. H.,
McDonnell, pastor of

pending

1140 cases

involving

830,000,000, and under the same act 28
claims, involving $4,000,000 has been transmitted by heads of the departments. Of
these, nine cases involving $150,000 are still

President Cleveland.
None of the cabinet ministers will discuss
the message, but all re-echo the desire of the
American government to see a just and acceptable conclusion reached. It can be re-

the

Ceneral’s Report.

In addition to the above there has
pending.
been filed under the “French Spoliation Act”
2150 cases, amounting to $12,000,000. It is
thought 500 more cases will be filed and the
amount increased to about 815,000.000.
During the year 425 suits claiming $17,706.428 were brought to trial. In 396 suits
claiming 816,995,554, judgement was for the
claimants for S967.589.
During year 1379
civil suits to which the United States was a
party were terminated in circuit and district
courts.
The number pending July 1st was
2,826. The number of criminal prosecutions
terminated during the year was 14,479, about
one-half of which were for violations of international revenue laws.
The aggregate
amount of judgements rendered in favor of
the United States in civil suits was $421,138.
The amount actually collected was 8202,172.
The amount of fines imposed in criminal
prosecutions during the year was $567,631.
The civil suits to which the United States
was not a party, numbering 12.326. were
terminated during the year m the United
States Circuit and District Courts. The
Attorney General devotes a chapter to the
subject of United States prisoners and the
general question of convict labor, and advocates the building of a government penitentiary and reformatory at an early day.

XUXtli OOKGRESS-SECORD SESSION
SENATE..
Washington,

Dec. 7.
Mr. Dawes offered a resolution on the reduction of taxation.
On motion of Mr. Hoar, the Pacific £ltailroad Funding bill was made a special order
for Tuesday, December 21, at 2 o'clock, with
the same rights it has now.
Mr. Ingalls made statements as to the
withdrawing from the homestead entry of
the Atlantic and Pacific railroad lands in
New Mexico declared forfeited by the act of
6, 1886, intimating that the fault lay
witli the commissioner of public Hands who
seemeu 10 regaru every pre-emptor as a kleptomaniac bound on pillage and plunder, and
he offered a resolution, which was adopted,
directing the Secretary of the Interior to inform the Senate whether such lands have
been restored to entry and if not so restored
the occasion of delay.
Mr. Blair gave notice that he would tomorrow ask consideration of a
joint resolution
proposing an amenement to the constitution
the
extending
right of suffrage to women.
A message from the House
announcing the
death, yesterday, of Messrs. Price of Wisconsin, and Beach and Aruot of New York,
during the recess were takon up anil appro-

July

priate resolutions adopted.
The Senate then out of respect to the three
deceased Representatives adjourned at two
o clock.
house.
After reading the journal, by unanimous
consent, the States were called for the Introduction of bills and resolutions, when the
foRowing were Introduced and referred:
By Air. Heroert of Alabama, a resolution
authorizing the committee on rules upon one
day’s notice, to designate any measure for
the consideration of the House ; also to remove certain disabilities from citizens of the
United States.

By Mr. Adams of Illinois, to change the
law in relation to the amount of United
btates bonds required to be kept on deposit
by national banks as security for their circulating notes.
[It provides that banks having a capital of
■is>uo,ooo or less shall not be required to keep
on deposit bonds in excess of
one-tenth of
their capital stoek as security for their cirand
culating notes,
such of those banks as
have on deposit bonds in excess of this
amount are authorized to reduce their circulatlon by the depositor lawful money as provided bv law; provided, that the amount of
such circulating notes shall not exceed in
any case, 90 per cent of the ,par value of the
bonds deposited as herein provided 1
By Mr. Peters of Kansas, for the deposit
of gold or silver coin or bullion as
security
for national bank circulation
“y

lowi-For the relief
&?&£!““cot
Supreme Court aud to

of the Suited States

expedite the despatch of business in that
court; also, requiring investigation and legislation compelling the payment to the gen*

Congress,

otherwise,

he has been elected

or

Congress to which
appointed, the person

elected or appointed to fill it shall be compensated and paid from the time that he is
elected to fill said vacancy, provided that he
shall not receive pay while holding any
federal office.
By Mr. Cain of Texas—To change the
time for beginning of terms of Congress.
By Mr. Tucker of Virginia—Making the
.Senate polygamy bill a special order for

December.

By Mr. Matson of Indiana—To prevent a
contraction of the currency. (It authorizes
the Secretary of the
Treasury to issue United
States notes of the same denomination as
any national banks that may have been
heretofore or may hereafter be retired from
circulation by reason of the payment of any
bonds held by national banks to secure their

circulation.)
By Mr. Belmont of New York—Calling on
the
Secretary of the Treasury for information as to what interpretation is now given

by the Treasury Department to the tariff law
of 1883, which in one section declares that
fish, fresh for immediate consumption, shall
be
imported free of tax, and in another section declares that foreign caught fish, imported fresh, shall be taxed at the rate of
fifty cents per hundred pounds.
Also, calling upon the Secretary of the
Treasury for CODies of correspondence hearing on the subject, and for information as to
the annual revenue derived from fish caught
in the lakes aud in the North Atlantic.
Mr. Bragg called up a bill appropriating
$200,000 for an establishment at Fort Reley,
Kansas, for a permanent school of instruction for cavalry and light artillery, and making a further appropriation of $175,000 for
barracks and quarters at Fort 1). A. Russell,

Wyoming, ana Fort Robinson, Nebraska.
Passed—yeas 138, nays 88.
The morning hour having expired Mr.

Caldwell of Tennessee called up for consideration the electoral count bill which was a

special continuing
chairman

order

Caldwell,

for Dec 3d.

Mr.

of the committee, having jurisdiction of the subject spoke in favor

of the bill.
At the conclusion of Mr. Caldwell’s remarks the House at 2.40 o’clock adjourned.
THE STORM.
A Foot of Snow at Sanford.
[Special to the Press.]

Banfobd, Dec. 7.—About twelve inches
of snow has fallen since noon.
Foot and a Half of tile Beautiful.

Petebbobo, N. H., Dec. 7.—Snow has

fallen steadily since 'J o’clock this morning,
and a foot and a half has fallen. The down
train over the Cheshire Railroad was delayed till 3 o’clock this afterneou, the track

being completely blockaded. The evening

train from Boston was

hour

one

late.
A Severe Cale

Along

or

more

the Coast.

Boston, Dec. 7.—A scow owned by the
Boston Dredging Company, valued at $7,000, and usea for dredging purposes, broke
from her lastenings yesterday and today
was thrown upon tne beach at Winthrop and
was battered to pieces.
She will be a total
loss. The storm here has lasted all day.
a
There has been
heavy snowfall, interfering seriously with travel in the streets. The
wind has been high, and many disasters at
sea are feared, especially as the Signal Service gave no warning of the storm’s apand signals were not ordered until
proach,
tlie storm was here in full force.
The wind
averaged 23 miles an hour up to 2 o’clock this
afternoon, at one time the velocity being 40
miles an hour. On Cape Cod 50 miles is
recorded. The storm seemed to approach
from the ocean, and in some respects is one
of the most remarkable ever known on this
coast. It appears to be general on the coast
towards Maine and the Provinces.
Railroads Blocked In Vermont.

The French

biougnt under the ordinary jurisdiction of
the Court of Claims. The number of such
pending is 691, involving *2s,•00,000.
Under the Bowman act 1238 cases have been
transmitted to the court by committees of
Congress. This involves a large amount.

DOMINION.

in

Tariff

Agitation.
Mr. Van Wyck’s tariff bill, in which he
proposed to put lumber, molasses and sugar
on the free list, caused quite a movement on
the Republican side. Mr. Morrill desired to

There are now

Elections
State.

rontost for

precedence with the chance that neither will
obtain present consideration.
Reduction of Taxation.

cases

Canadian officials toward American fishermen have created quite a sensation in departmental circles, and are not regarded as calculated to facilitate a settlement of the disputed question. The spirit of courtesy which
existed in the enforcement of the regulations by the Canadian government is contrasted with the seizure of British vessels in
the northern Pacific, and the alleged unjust
treatment of the crews of the latter.
The
entire Canadian press is sure to condemn

over

troduced a bill this afternoon appropriating
8100,000 for the rebuilding of the custom
house and post office at Eastport, Maine,
and asked for its immediate consideration.
Objection being made, however, on the Democratic side it was referred to the committee
on public building and grounds with the understanding that it receive their immediate
attention.
In response to a Muestion regarding his intention concerning his open session resolutions which are special for tomorrow. Senator Platt of Connecticut, told your correspondent today that he understood they
would come up tomorrow, but whether in
the crowded condition of affairs at present
he could obtain the consent of the Senate
for their consideration or not 1 he could not
tell. “If they do not" he said, “it will not
be my fault, for I want them brought to a
vote.” There is hadly a possibility that they
will be passed if considered. Senator Blair
gave notice be should call for the consideration of his proposed amendmeut to the constitution extending the right of suffrage to

Garland’s annual report
says: That duriug the year 634 suits, aggreirafinir
in
nmnimf
fi*« Ann fbtn
l.—

Ottawa, Dec. 7.—The references in President Cleveland's message to the action of

majority

there in season to take his seat
when the Senate was called to order. He in-

The Attorney
Attorney General

President Cleveland's Message and
the Canadian Press.

Municipal

arriving

Treasury Department Decision.
The Treasury Department has decided
that Canada postal cards imported into the
United States are dutiable at the rate of 25
per cent ad valorem as printed matter not
specially provided for.
Postmasters Appointed.
The Postmaster General lias appointed the
following named fourth class postmasters:
Wm. O’Brien. Raddinston. Maine; Mrs. E.
B. Smith, Lake View. N. H.; Richard Leonard, Larrabies Point, Vt.

Portland tonight.
THE

(Special tlie Press.)
Washington, Dec. ".—Senator Hale arrived tills noon from New York, where he
had just landed from ids trip to Europe, after rather a long aud rough passage.
He
weut directly from the station to the capital,

n

the East

the commencement of the

to

thore is pertain to ho

acroes

so as to read:
"Whenever a
vacancy occurs in either House of
death or
of any member or
delegate elected or appointed thereto, after

Attorney Ceneral Garland Makes His
Annual Report.

SO

bridge

tion51, R. S.,

Again Brought Up.

woman.

a

By Mr. Parker of New York—To amend
the oleomargarine bill. Referred to committee on agriculture.
By Mr. Cox of New York—To amend se*

by

French

The

Press

the construction of
River.

Resolution.

A

A. C. Jones of Bath, who stole some rope
and chains, and is in for a short term, wants
it made still shorter.
The last men to appear were Lorenzo H.
Turner and Lewis E. Hopkins, in for seven
years for killing the old Ibaian woman at
Richmond. They were drunk when they did
it. Hopkins’ case has not been helped by
the fact that his wife went to the Governor
and Council a few weeks ago and besought
them not to let her husband out for fear he
would kill her. When this was told to
Hophq seemed surprised, and said: “I
kins,.
would not harm a hair of her head.”
These two men ended the hearing.
With Governor Rohie were <Tnvprnnr_clect
Bod well, A. Little, Esq., of Portland, Prison
Inspectors Osgood and Bean and Councillors
Goodall, Bixby, Fernald, Sands and Locke.
Senator Simon ton was also present as counsel for Smith. Councillors Fernald and Sands
go to Itocklaud to investigate further the
case of Clinton;
the rest of the party go to

mayor

Platt to

Senator

PRIPF

public lands
by cattle companies.
By Mr. Hewitt of New York—Authorizing

Eugene Hale Back Again
from Europe.

Senator

1886.

8,

eral government for tlie use of

eral.

ing.

vote

WASHINGTON.

shrewd, rather bluff looking Irishman,

some over 60 years old.
He would pass in a
crowd for an honest, hard working man.
This man was Joseph E. Clinton, “Old Joe
Clinton,” as he called himself. During the
war he served on a revenue cutter in the
North Pacific, and since then has worked
sixteen years for Cobb, Wight & Norton of
Kockland. One hundred and forty-three pe-

erance

FROM

DECEMBER

PRESS.

IIooksktt, N. H.,

Dec. 7.—A severe snow
prevailed since 8 o’clock this
with
a
northwest
blizzard throughmorning,
out the day. Fully 15 inches of snow has
fallen.
The thermometer
registered 183
above zero.
Railroad trains on the Concord
Railroad required two engines and are two
or three hours late.
The Suncook Valley
road is completely blocked up tonight.
storm

has

Disasters at Sea.
Scituate, Mass., Dec. 7.—The terrible
storm which has raged on the coast for the
past two days has today added two more to

Shortly

the list of marine disasters.
noon James W. Turner and

living
Anderson,
'liciiAunnirl
1»r>ra
n

near
)>ri(V

after
Alexander B.

Scituate lighthouse,
hainrv rlrinun KvnnH

side on the beach about a mile to the north.
The}' summoned help from the village
as ■quickly as
the heavy
snow drifts
would permit them to, and when they
reached
.the
beach
the
was
brig
found lying broadside on the beach, masts
and
the
sea
over
her.
The
resgone
making
cuing party quickly manned a life boat,
which was launched with extreme difficulty,
and by skillful handling the brig’s side was

reached, though enormous waves threatened the boat with instant destruction.

The half-frozen and exhausted mm were
taken aboard and a few minutes later
Ten minutes
safely landed on the beach.
after they reached the shore the vessel was
total wreck.
The rescued men were removed to a house near by and kindly cared
for. The vessel was the Susie Kveffer.Capt.
George Kyeffer, 270 tons, of New York,
owned by Capt. John Kyefier, and was valued at 85000 and partly insured.
She left
St. John, N. B., Sunday morning, with a
and
laths
of
and
encountered
shingles
cargo
with blinding snow, which
a heavy gale
cleared up Monday night.
But the storm
encountered
this morning with
was agaiu
increased severity.
While attempting to
make a harbor she was driven upon the
beach and the crew were obliged to take to
the rigging.
Hardly had the rescue of this crew been
completed when another vessel was discovered being driven
headlong upon the
beach about naif a mile north of where the
brig was. The crowd quickly rushed to the
beach and found the vessel to be the two100 tons,
masted schooner Florence Aze,
Captain Dink. She lay hard and fast on the
beach about 100 feet from the water’s edge,
pitching tremendously. By means of a mortar gun a breeches buoy was rigged and after some little delay in making the rope fast
to the main rigging, all the persons were
safely removed from the vessel. They consisted of the captain ami six of the crew,
..
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daughter, aged 30, and an elderly lady, a passenger. The lady and boy were nearly exnausted when they reached shore, and the
young girl became unconscious soon after.
All were furnished with warm clothing,
food and medical aid. and all soon recovered.
The schooner belongs in I.urenburg, X. S.,
and left there Saturday morning for Providence, with potatoes. She will probably go
to pieces before morning.

The schooner sighted Highland Light early this morning, but soon lost her reckoning,
ami later fell In with the brig Susie Kyeffer.
Supposing the latter knew the bearings, the
schooner followed the brig, and was driven
on the beach.
The schooner is valued at

$3000._
THE CROTTKAU

TRIAL.

Attempt of Anarchists to Win Over
Members of the Jury.
Mii.wuakee, Dec. 7.—The Grottkau trial
continues the chief topic of interest in Milwaukee, It was reported that attempts had
been quietly made by the imembers of anarchist groups to win over some of the jury,
but no spec! tic case could be learned. The
friends of Grottkau are carrying out their
threats made in regard to witnesses.
One
carpcuter named Hoppe, who was so unfortunate as to have to testify for the State, was
driven from the factory where he worked bv
his fellow workmen, who are members of
the Carpenters’ union.
IIoppc reported at
the sheriff’s office in a high state of fear, and
said that from the threats lie had heard lie
feared that he would be shot in the street on
Ills way home. Hoppe was promised protection. It is difficult to reach these cases, as
the victim is a very unwilling witness against

his persecutors.
Among the most rabid of the group who
are engaged in the work of frightening witnesses is a hod carried named La in pel, who
escaped conviction last summer for inciting
riot at the Milwaukee Garden. His partner.
Protzmann, was sentenced to the House of

Correction for six months and was released
last week.
Protzmann celebrated his release by publishing a card, wherein he says:
Sloan—Judge Sloan—tried to convict me.
1
hope tlie old sinner will live to repent In sackcloth. Sloan. Williams and (irlnnell need no
monument to keep them green in our memory.
Protzmann even had the audacity to visit
the sheriff s office and repeat his threats of
“fixing" District Attorney Williams and
others connected witli his punishment

CENERAL NEWS.
The dead bodies of three Indians who had
perished in the late storm, have been found
near Ashland, Montana.
Several more Indians are believed to have been lost.
Two weeks ago the Canadian schooner Sylvester Xeelon left Chicago for Colllngwood,
and has not yet reached her destination.
Many believe she has gone to the bottom.
John E. Owens, the comedian, died in Baltimore yesterday, aged bo years.
President Cleveland wns Improved in
health yesterday.

foreicn.
Commc -t* on the

President’s Mes-

sage g,' tiio London Press.

Two Persons Killed by an Av '?nche
in Carlnihia.
.Viscount Vicourlis Not Pleased With
Dillon’s Speech.

London, Dec. 7.—The Times of this morning, commenting on the message of President

Cleveland, says it is fortunate for both parties that the negotiations are in the hands of
the government instead of those of the immediate disputants iu the fishery question.
Opposing interests seem too strong in America for any movement towards free trade.
The Standard says President Cleveland's
message is a sensible and statesmanlike production and eminently pacific.
A note of
menace is not heard, although in describing
the fisheries question he throws undue blame
Yet not a word
upon Canadian fishermen.
is spoken to excite hostility or strife.
Trial of Socialists In Berlin.

Berlin, Dee. 7.-The trial of the

Social-

ists connected witli the American anarchists

has

begun.

Cen. Kaulbars Promoted.
St. Petersburg, Dec. 7.—Gen. Kaulbars
will be promoted to the grade of Lieutenant
General.
M.

Floquet to Form a New Cabinet.
Paris, Dec. 7.—M. Floquet has been entrusted with the formation of a new Cabinet.
Killed by an Avalanche.
Dec. 7.—An avalanche has occurBerlin,
prul in
rr

____

l_ 11

and much

damage was done to the forests.
Austria Keeps Her Armies Ready.
Vienna, Dec. 7.—The commanders of the
army corps at Brunn, Gratae and Prague
have been summoned to confer with the
minister of war.
Won't Vote for Home Rule.
Dec. 7.—Viscount Vilcoursis
writes that if Dillon’s speech was the deliberate opinion of the Parnellites he will not
vote again for home rule, and that many of
his friends will likewise refuse to support
home rule again.

London,

A False Clergyman on Trial.
Dublin, Dec. 7.—The trial of Arthur
Moreton, alias Kev. Theodore Keating, on a
charge of obtaining money under false pre-

tences was begun today. Moreton, who professed
to
be
a
Catholic priest, succeeded in imposing on the Archbishop of
Dublin and other clergymen, whose pulpits
he Aas requested to occupy.
Many of the
prisoner's former admirers were in court to-

day.

A

Sad Affair.

Vienna, Dec. 7.-At Pesth, last evening,
nve

officers and some young actresses from
the Orpheum, entered a cafe at a late hour.
As there was not room enough for all at one
table, one of the officers named Schneeweiss

jokingly ordered Kose Taciano.

a little nineyear-old songstress to give up her place to
him.
She refused, whereupon the officei
a pistol at her and said, “Go away or
will shoot you.”
Kosa replied saucily, “I
shan’t.” The officer pulled the trigger, and
Rosa fell lifeless. Horror stricken at the accident, the officer fired a bullet into bis own
brain and fell dead.
Either Double Murders or Suicides.
The doorkeeper of the Pesth Music Acadea waiter and a waitress, went
together to
my,
a low cafe last night, and after a
drinking
bout either shot each or committed suicide.

runted

The

doorkeeper and the waitress were lovers
though both were married. The former had

robbed his employer, and his mistress left a
letter saying she had resolved to die with her
lover. The waiter, before his death, wrote
that he would die with his friends.

Accident

on

Littleton, N. H.,

the Rail.

Dec. 7.—Thomas

Ray-

mond, brakeman on the Zealand railroad,
was instantly killed yesterday.
He jumped
off the front of the engine to
iffiange a

switch,

and was run over.

THE TREASURY

REPORT.

Secretary Manning Recommends the
Payment of the Greenbacks, the
Suspension of Silver Coinage
and the Reduction of
the Revenue.

The following are the important portions
of the report of the Secretary of the Treasury-:
THE SILVER

DOLLAR.

The mischief pregnant in Great Britain's

silver

boycott

of

1816

leaped

to

light

when

Germany, in 1873, imitated that imperial
blunder. France, in presence of the silver
flood from Germany, distrusted the
power of
he<- open mints alone to maintain the ratio
the two metals under free coinage of both,
-1__L.

1_I

J_

of
as

1

mensely greater inundation

gold from the
Australia; and
first restricting her mintage (which did not
defeat the purpose of
Germany, as prompt
closure would have done,) at last closed her
mints altogether to the further free
coinage of
silver for the public into money of unlimited
legal tender; and thus, at last, was subverted
the monetary peace of the world.
Since that date, nowhere in the world has
the mint of any great government, which
coined either metal into full legal tender
full
money, coined the other metal into
Thus
legal-tender money at any ratio.
was ended the prevalence of an ancient
acceptable bimetallic standard and measure of commass
of
the
two
modity prices—the
monetary
metals, fused by free coinage, a fixed ratio,
full legal tender power, into one
and the
metal money and price-measurer.
Thus began the confusion of two unconjoined monometallic measures, throughout a world all
knit together in commercial unity.
Thus
began the great monetary dislocation.
The essential conditions of the old monetary order in their last analysis seem to be
these:
1. Mints open to the public for the free
coinage of gold.
2. Stints open to the public for the free
coin gc of silver.
3. Coined gold a full legal tender.
1. Coined silver a full legal tender.
■5. Rated equivalence of both metals in such
coinage, fixed by states powerful enough to
make and keep it prevalent.
Our whole monetary history may be comprised in four chapters:
1. 1792 to 1834, when we had a plenty of
silver, but managed by act of Congress (April
2, 1792) to shunt all our gold into European
new

of
mines of California and

mints.

2. 1834 to 1862, when we had a plenty of
gold, but managed by another act of Congress
(July 31, 1834) to shunt all our silver into
European mints.
3. 1862 to 1878, when, by three acts of Congress, (February 25 and July 11, 1862, and
March 3, 1863,) except the gold required for
customs taxes, we managed to shunt both our
gold ana saver aDroau.
4. 1878 to date, when,

equally complete as of gold, yet were it now
given to silver in this actual moment of dislocation, the practical result would be to withdraw the same from gold.
That would be a
change without advantage in any respect, and
in every respect with disadvantage.
More conferences, further diplomatic correspondence are proposed. I venture to think,

with all due deference to those who are re»pjn«ihle for a decision, that the time for another conference has not arrived, and that the
moment for
diplomatic interference is not
perfectly felicitous. A conference will be profitable not until after any reluctant State
has placed herself in substantial accord with
former conferees whose concurrent
purpose she
has long known and twice frustrated. In
is
it
now
for Great Britain to make
short,
propositions to other powers. When, if ever,
she preceives her interest to lie in
retracing the
error of 1816, she has the means of
apprising

other powers of a change in her opinions.
To go on as we
are^is the least creditable of
all the courses open to our choice. The

treasury
silver purchase is defended by nobody, ap-

proved by nobody; even every vote for the free
coinage of silver is a vote that the
Treasury silver purchase shall cease, an assertion that it ought to cease. It is an expense
and a taxation demonstrated by
experience to

be of no avail for any useful end.
To stop the purchase of silver is our duty,
and our interest.
To stop the purchase of silver will arrest the
growth of that standing shame in our finance,
the treasury surplus, ft will put us in the
way of abolishing the same altogether, not by
cheating our creditors, shaving our pensioners,
or

crippling

bite

of

Congress
(February 28, 1878) we have managed to dam
up the major part of our Jsilver product against
the possibility of exportation.
act

The enhancement in value of both metals,
due to their general employment as legal tender money, in large degree survives the monetary dislocation which consists in the disjoining of the two metals, one or the other of
which is now mere merchandise in every country in the world. For while no nation or

group of nations possessing a sufficient stock
of both metals now conjoins the two moneys
into one common purchasing power and price
measurer, as they were long
conjoined, silver
still has free coinage into full legal tender
in
Central
and South America,
India,
money
gold still has free coinage into full legal tender
in
and
here.
money
Europe
Not by our choosing, nor by anybody's
choosing, this is an international question.
Nor can we safely shut from the range of our
scrutiny and reflection, besides the policies
and interests of foreign states the semi-civilized and most numerous races of men, whose
continuous absorption of silver for centuries,
their more recent and increasing absorption of
gold, (of which $12.),000,000 have been received and retained in India alone during
seven recent years,) are factors to be duly
weighed, and the chances of change. It is
this monetary dislocation of the world in
which our own silver question is included as
an inseparable though fractional part, and in
which even our surplus problem is deeply
enmeshed.
Careful perusal of the instructive debates at
the last session of Congress leads me to review
the four policies which then received marked
attention.
1. Free coinage of silver.
2. Conferences.
3. Continued purchases of silver.
4. Stopping purchases of silver.
The free siver coinage prescription for the
monetary dislocation satisfies but .one of the
several indispensable conditions which I have
While it is an
set forth above in full detail.
Indispensable condition of permanent rest ration
that the free monetization of silver shall be
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gold dollar until we can
unite with the leading powers in restoring and
establishing their permanent equivalence.
If the law were repealed which makes compulsory Treasury purchases of silveT, and if
that repeal were accompanied by the declaration of Congress that the United States now
a

local

with the

parity

hold themselves in readiness to unite with
France, Oermany, and Great Britain in opening their mines to the free coinage of silver and
gold at a ratio fixed by international agreement,
it is the deliberate judgment of the undersigned
that before the expiration of another fiscal
year this international monetary dialocation
might be corrected by such an international
concurrence, the two monetary metals restored
to their old and universal function as the one
standard measure of prices for the world’s

commodities, the depression of trade and industry relieved, and a general prosperity

renewed.
I respectfully recommend to the wisdom of
Congress the unconditional repeal of the act
of February 28, 1878, accompanied by such a

declaration:

rrNTS

percentage of labor-coat in the product.
But,
other thing* being
equal, the loweat percentage
of labor-coat in any
i* the

guaranty

product

that competition ia
outstripped. Protectionist*
have done service to
humanity by insisting
the
fact
that we pay to labor the highest
upon
in
the
world. WhUe debate ha* been
wages
going on whether our high wages were because
of taxation or
despite taxation, economist*
have discovered and demonstrated the correlative fact that labor-coat in our product* i*
the least in the world.
Were trade as free with and within all the
ununited states of Europe as it is among the
United State* of America, the great surplus
products of our industry, including the manufactured, would have the pick of foreign markets, for the reason that our labor, being the
most highly paid and
insuring loweat percentage of labor-cost, would everywhere
would
Britain
surpass
Great
rivalry.
follow
labor
our
for
to
next,
next
hers ia the highest paid, therefore tbe moat
efficient, and therefore next in effecting a low
percentage of labor coat in her chief product*.
France and Germany would follow next, and
command the next unsupplied markets, and
last of all, at the foot of the list, quite unable
to compete with a single rival in whatever that
rival chose to produce, would come the "pauper labor" of Europe and Asia. The low
least efficiency,
wages of pauper labor signify
which is but another name for highest percentage of labor coat in the product. Other
things being equsl, it is obvious that high
wages can never be paid unless it if profitable
to pay them, and it can only be a good businesa to pay
the highest wages, because the
efficiency of those who earn them vindicate*
its superiority
by the reduction of labor coat
in the produet.
uigu wages
are correlative

iu Moor

ana

cneaper

product

Low wages to labor
costlier
product are correlative
terms.
The
one
the
othe
unplies
wherever labor competes with labor upon
otherwise equal ground. What pauper stands
any chance competing with the intelligent
artisan?
Our highly-paid labor ensures the lowest
percentage of labor-cost in the product, but
our tariff taxes upon raw materials
handicap

and

terms.

a

American manufacturers with the

highest

per-

centage of cost of material in the product.
The result is that capital and labor united in
our American industrial products,
despite our
advantage in the most highly-paid and efficient labor, are put into a hopeless competition
with the industrial products of other nations,
none of which taxes raw materials.
The advantage we possess in the most efficient and

highly -paid labor in the world is nullified by
self-imposed disadvantage of tariff-taxed

the

raw

with

material,

which

our

labor is

inwrought.

PAYMENT OP THE GEEENBACKS.

The public debt consists of four principal
items, which are, in round numbers, as
follows:

The total value of our domestic exports for
last fiscal year was almost exactly

the

$666,000,000,
products of

of

which 88 per cent were the
fields, forests, fisheries and
mines, and 16 per cent only were the sum total
of manufactured products in which American
our

The unfunded debt—
United States legal tender,
*346,000,000
labor was inwrought.
The funded debt—
Loan of low, three per cents,
In the last quarter of a century, progress in
64,000,000
Loan of 1801, four a half per cents,'230,000,0(10
telegraphs, transportation, labor-saving inLoan of 1907, four per cents,
738,000,000
ventions, and the mechanic arts has reduced
Including the $2,000,000 a month expended the profits of capital and the rate of interfor silver, the total annual surplus revenue has
est by more than one-half;
has increased
been nearly $126,000,000 a year for the last
the
of
labor
the
wages
throughout
seven years.
With this surplua_*C_have been
has augmented by
world;
at
least
a
off
funded debt at an average rtite orpaying
ThTMntfc, surplus which our manufacturers
a
$100,000,000
year, and have been spending
can
produc«t|££nd domestic needs for sale
the residue mostly on silver dollars, of which,
abroad.
I'rolongia^without .necessity our
in January next, $250,000,000 will have been
war tariff taxes on raw ttatffrials, we hare '-***0
coined.
undersold and excluded from'vl reivn markets
That part of the funded debt subject to call
by nations not taxing raw material*.,
has now been reduced to $64,017,800, and, in
their low-priced inferior labor, and rnlTriliflr”September, payment to any holder, without percentage
of labor-coat therefore included in
regard to future calls, was publicly offered. their
product, our taxed raw raater '.and
best
foreoast now
According to the
their
free
raw
materials
have, A nito be made in a matter that can better be
ter ted the
so-called
labor TteA
"pauper
judged of from week to week, it will be practicable to have called for payment the last of Europe against American competition. Ov<
increasing capacity to produce an industrial
the three per cents by the first of next October.
surplusage has been
by war taxaShortly after the term of the present Con- tion exactly suited toaccompanied
prevent the sale of that
gress expires, and long before the Fiftieth
surplusage in foreign markets. Out of our
Congress In the natural order of events would actual abundance
this war taxation has forged
assemble, organize, and determine upon new the instrument of our industrial and
commerlegislation, it is probable that existing tax laws cial mutilation.
our manufacturers
(at a time when the annual larger commercial in their endeavor Defeating
to compete abroad with the
need
and
use
of money in
moving manufacturers of untaxed raw materials, it
the
to
their operation has set them on a ferocious
crops
gives
competition at cutthe most serious
consequence) will be with- throat prices in our own home market, to
drawing from circulation and pouring into which they are shut
up, and for which their prothe treasury the proceeds of a surplus taxaducing powers are increasingly superabundant.
tion, beyond all sums of which tie present These
prolonged war-tariff taxes,
Congress has hitherto considered or prescribed and brutal as a scheme of revenue,incompetent
fatal to the
the employment. A needless depletion of the extension
of our foreign markets, and disorderpeople's earnings at the rate of $126,000,000 a ly to our domestic trade, have, in the last resort,
year the present CongTess can completely cure.
acted and reacted with most ruinous injury
Setting aside the vanishing three per cents upon our wage-earners. As the more numerand the unfunded debt of $346,000,000, the
ous part of our
population, our wage-earners
residue of the public debt has been in such ure of
course the first, the last, and the most to
wise funded
our
by
predecessors that uo oucvicu uy injurious laws. £imv govern$250,000,000 cannot be paid, except by pur- ment
by true statesmen will watchfully regard
chase at a high premium to the bondholder,
their condition and interests.
It these are
before September 1,1891, and that $737,776,400
satisfactory, nothing else can be of very mocannot be paid, except by purchase at a high
mentous importance; but our eo-called propremium to the bondholder, before July 1, tective
statesmanship has disfavored them al1907. On and after those loans are payable,
together. Encumbering with clumey help a few
at the option of the United States, at their face
thousand employers, it has trodden down the
nna without premium.
lhe|prescn! premium millions pf wage- earners. It has for twentyon the four and a half
per cents of 1891 is
one
denied them even the peaceable fruits
about 11 per cent. The present premium of years
liberty.
on the four per cents of 1907 is about 28
per
It is proposed to reduce taxation by cutting
cent. To continue our present
surplus taxa- down the tax on whiskey, tobacco and beers,
tion, and to employ its proceeds now or for
and
on
removing the
duty
sugar.
some years to come in
giving to the bond- Nobody pays a tax on tobacco
except the
holder any such, or still higher, premiums by
consumers of tobacco.
are
They
willing to
anticipatory purchase of those bonds before pay for the luxury, and they ask no relief.
they are dne and payable at par, is a tiscal Any probable reduction of the tax on whiskey
policy so unnecessary, extravagant and would be more likely to iucrease the revenue
merciless
to
the
industrious
toilthan to diminish it. The price of sugar has
ers
of
our
Isnd, from whose earnings, fullen to an
exceedingly cheap rate. Our own
or
are
deducted
taken
oil
protits,
capital
apd
sugar crop is so very small a part of the total
the revenues of the treasury, that I cannot
amount of sugar we consume, rtiat sugar ranks
in Congress
presume their representatives
next to articles wkolly produced abroad,
like
would let stand any law devolving upon the
tea and coffee, in suitability for taxation, on
head of this department such a thriftless task.
tne ground that its consumption is universal,
I therefore respectfully recommend :
that the tax is easily and cheaply collectad,
1. Repeal
of
the
clause
in
the
that the increased price paid by the consumact of February 28,
1878,
making com- ers is an unconaidered trifle, anil that what is
of
treasury purchases
silver, taken from the tax-payers goes into the taxpulsory,
tor
the
reasons
heretofore
given payers' treasury, not into a few private bank
and in order to reduce surplus and unnecesaccounts.
sary taxation $24,000,000 a year.
The taxes to be flrst remitted are thoee
2. Gradual
purchase and payment of which
or hinder the sale of our
1.

2.

$846,681,016 outstanding promissory notes
of the United States with the present and accruing treasury, surplus, issuing silver certiH-

in their room, and gold certilicates if
need be, without contraction of circulating
volume of the currency.

cates

REPEAL

or

THE TARIPP

ON

WOOL.

Under our system of government by party,
end the rule of the majority, I do not think it
unbecoming even in a public officer at this
time to recall certain responsible and specific
pledges in respect to the sum and methods of

Federal taxation, subject

to

which the people

of the United States, in the exercise of a lawful election, took away the administration of
this government from the party
intrusted
therewith for a quarter of a century and lodged
it in other hands.
These pledges never can be fulfilled without
a reform in the sum and methods of Federal
texatioa. Nor can our country ever profit
fully by its incomparable advantages among
the nations of the earth in population, peace,
land, and liberty so long as we go on pleading
infancy, and swaddle, in mediaeval rags, its
Tttvuiiuun

by

wage-earners, but

our

ucnnutj

Twrvv

CUCIgLCS.

It is actually the war rates of the war tariff
of the last generation under which we are now
living; for the undebated, unsifted law of
1883, made by a conference committee, did but

keep

alive the

body of

the tariff of 1864.

The average percentage of the taxes on. to
the values of, imported commodities has been
as follows:
I
l’er cent I
Morrill tariff of 1830-'til. (before the war.)
est)

1862—'W, (lu

1866

was

Present

prolonged

was

high

48.35

tariff

ic.o(was In 1885)
"Free trade” actually describes the internal
commerce of our States. It applies to the commerce, one with another, of no other great and
sovereign states. It does not apply to our
trade with foreign nations.
No man now living will ever sec "free trade" adopted by these
United
States in their
commerce
with
foreign nations; for taxes on imports,
the
foundation of
from
this
governever
been one chief source
ment, have
of Federal revenue, and such they will continue to be. Taxes on imports are levied by
all nations. Last year England raised a revewar

of $9.5,978,583 from taxes on
imports;
France. $68,616,325; Germany. $47,557,160.

nue

no foreign nation
Hut
taxes raw materials.
Such taxes injure home industries, in which
those materials are worked up and increased
in value by home labor.
"Protection” is also a misnomei. It implies

superiority elsewhere. That superiority over
any great industry of ours doca not exist upon
the globe. It implies infants here and adults
elsewhere. Such is not our reputation. It
implies that amid competition universal, where
the fittest survive, we shall perish. But it is
everywhere else believed that whenever wc

shall release ourselves from bad laws and
enter that competition unmanacled, rivals will
be distanced, and our primacy established in
the markets and commerce of the world.
We pav to labor the highest wages in the
world. Highly-paid labor signifies the most
efficient labor—signifies that high wages sre
the most profitable wages—signifies that the
high rate is earned. The highest wages to the
laborer thus involve end imply the
lowest

sur-

plus products

in foreign markets. Their removal will set capital in motion by the promlae
of better returns, enlarge the steady employment and increase the annual income of
many
thousand wage-earners, whose
prosperity will
diffuse prosperity. These taxes are the duties
on raw materials, and the moat
widely injurious of them is the tax
upon raw wool. But
the income of all the wage-earners in the
United Stetes can be at once enlarged effectively, certainly, permanently, by reducing the
cost
to
them
of
the
necessigreat
ties
of
life.
war
Onr
tariff
taxes increase needlessly the cost ol clothing,
shelter, food, to every family. Every wageearner's expense, every tax-payer's expense, for
the clothing of himself and bis family is nearly
doubled, at least in the Northern, Middle and
Western States, by taxation which can now be
remitted, yet leave the treasury a sufficient
revenue.

I rcspcci tfully recommend to Congress that
confer upon the wage-earners of the
United States the boon of untaxed clothing,
and in order thereto, the immediate passage of
an
act simply and solely placing raw wool
upon the free list.
(K course, a repeal of the duty should be
followed by, but need not wait for, a compensating adjustment of the duties on

they

manufactured

woolens,

whilst

our

man-

ufacturers
are
the
lesson
learning
that with the highest paid and moat efficient
labor in the world, with the most skilled management and the beat inventive appliances,
they need fear no competition from any rivals
_1.1

18.84

was

War tariff of

prevent

__

1_

long as they can buy

kind.

__

*_I____

their wools free, of e\ery

But the common
clothing of the
American people need not be taxed; therefore,
it ought not to be taxed ; to free their clothing
of taxes will finally reduce, by half their expense for one of the three great necessities of
life, and thus enlarge honestly and justly the
income of every wage-earner in the t'nited

daily

States,

To say nothing of other taxes upon raw
materials, there are several hundred articles
among the 4,182 articles thst we tax, which
ought at once to he swept off the tax Uat into
the free list,—petty, vexatious, needless taxes,
much enlarging the cost of collecting the revenue from imports I shall at an eualy day, prepare and submit to Congress a supplementary
report on the collection of duties.
THE STATE.
KXOX

COrXTT.

The Impression prevails In Rockland that
Joseph E. Clinton, serving a two years' sentence In State prison for the assault of Capt.
Severance, will be pardoned.
PEXOBMCOT COUJtTT.

Monday evening Charles T. Henderson of
Orono was walklug on the track near Oldtown, when he was struck by a train and
thrown down a bank and against a fence.
to

Strange
say no bones were broken and his
only injuries were some bruises about Ift*
head which are not serious.
SAOADAHOC COt'XTV.
800 feet of new fire hose has Just been purchased tor use on the hydrants of the Richmond water works. The pumps for thw.
water works have arrived and will be In po
sitlon for use In about a week.

■
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AS GOOD AH THE PAItTY.

WEDNESDAY MOKMNU. DEC. 8.
We do nut read anonymous lebers and oommun
I lie name and address
the writer are
«h ions.

In si! eases Indispensable, not necessarily for pub
•cation but as a guarantee of good laitli.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

Blocking

in North Carolina
and sleet In South Carolina. The Sunny
South is goiug back on its name.
snow

storms

Mr. Morrison evidently has his war paint
©u and intends to make it warm for the protection Democrats.

According to the New York Sun Mugwump handkerchiefs, winter style, have a
wide mourning border.
The Lewiston Journal notes a temperance
revival in Androscoggin county. We hope
|t may strike the spindle city, and that some
t»f those wicked constables may be converted.

O’Donavan Rossa denies that he Is organizing a societyjto seize Canada and Australia.
The British lion will undoubtedly feel very
much relieved by this information.
A reform in the length of President’s mes-

imperatively demanded. They take
altogether too much space to say that our rehages Is

lations wun

factory.

roreigu powers

continue

satis-

ABOUT AN AVERAGE.

__

yesterday.

gress

In view of the failure of the Bank Examiner to discover traces of either Gould’s or
Blackstone’s peculations, it is no wonder the
question is frequently asked, “What do bank
examinations amount to, any way?”

The New York Sun says it is perfectly
clear that the appointment of Morton is one
of the old fashion Jacksonian sort—an appointment to office as a reward for party services. That is so, and it is impossible to assign any better reason.
Latest advices from the muskrat say he
anticipates a hard winter and is building
early and high. The weather of the last
week seems to show that as a prophet the
muskrat is a much greater success than

Wiggins.
makes

himself much

clearer on the tariff question than does the
President. He is for a tariff for revenue only, and he doesn’t hesitate to say so pretty
plainly. Manning isn’t looking ahead to
1888, while with the President it is different.
He doesn't need to be cautious therefore.

Mexico's assertion of right to try American
citizens for offences committed against her
citizens, but on our soil, of course ought not
to be assented to by the United States. The
President’s attitude in that matter is correct.
But there was no occasion for our government to play the bully or bluster in the way
it did last sunuuur.
_

It is

a

plain, straightfor-

ward, business-like document, written with
no attempt at embellishment, and presenting
only here aud there any evidence of interest
ou the part of the author.
DIFFICULT

TO AROUSE

ENTHUSIASM.

Bangor Whig.
The President invokes for civil service reform.the "cheerful and ungrudging support of
Congress,” hut with the Benton-Stone case
fresh in the minds of the people it will be
somewhat difficult for this administration to
arouse much enthusiasm for a reform it has

rendered ridiculous.

It is chiefly as a statement of the condition
of the nation’s business that the message
sent to Congress yesterday is valuable. It
is uncommonly perfunctory and dry, has no
brilliant or aggressive passages, hardly one
that is even vigorous, and in a literary view
is below the average of executive state papers. Wnen one has read it through from
beginning to end, lie does not feel that he
has gained much. Its want of forceful earnestuess
and
stimulating suggestiveness
leaves him tired.
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To the Cuticura Remedies I

owe

My Health, My Happiness
and My Life.

“poor luck”
Soda, are yellow

made with Cream Tartar and

We cordially invite the
public before
choice ana extensive assortment of
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because to much Cream Tartar has been used; on account of the
great variations in the quality of the Cream Tartar and So la sold on
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largeones oroKe, in uuoui I wo
weeks, discharging large quantities of matter, leaving two slight scars in my neck to-day to tell the story of my suffering. Mv weight then was one hunuie

dred and fifteen sickly pounds: my weight now Is
one hundred and sixty-one solid, healthy pounds,
and my height is only five feet, five Inches. In my
travels I praised the Cuticura Remedies, North,
South, East and West. To Cuticura Remedies
1 owe my health, mv happiness and my life.
A prominent New York druggist asked me the other day, “Do you still use the Cuticura Remedies ; you look to be In perfect health?” My reply
was, “I do, and shall always. I have never known
what sickness Is since I commenced using the
Cuticura Remedies.” Sometimes I am laughed
at by praising them to people uot acquainted with
their merits, but sooner or later they will come to
their senses and believe the same as those that use
them, as dozens have whom I have told. May the
time come when there shall he a large Cuticura
Supply House til every citv in the world, for the
benefit of humanity, where the Cuticura Remedies shall he sold only, so that there will be rarely a need of ever entering a drug store.
M. HUSBANDS,
P. O. Box 1097, New York, N. Y.
Cuticura Remedies are a positive erne for evjry form of Skin and Blood Diseases, from Pimples
to Scrofula. Sold everywhere. Price: cuticura,
60cents; Soap, 26 cents: Resolvent, #1.00.
Prepared by the Potter Drug and Chemical
Co., Boston, Mass.
Send for “How to Core Skis Diseases.’’
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D. & L. SLADE CO.,
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HE

Floquet has surmounted the difficulty
presented by the fact that he once defended
a man charged with attempting to assassinate the Czar by taking the portfolio of Minister of.Interior instead of that of the foreign
M.

La's New Jewelry Store.

But there are other diffioultles in his
pathway not so easily conquered, the chief of
which is that he will not have a majority in
the Assembly, and can only keep his minis-

office.

try alive by combinations difficult to form
and more difficult to hold together. Unless
he is a very able and adroit manager, and
that is not his reDutation. his cabinet will

follow De Freycinet’s.

For thelolidays.
COME AND

Make Your Selection

Early.

large aud elegant line of all classes of
Jewelry usually kept in a flrst-elass Jewelry store,
from which you can make your choice.
have

I

MESSAGE.
The President would cut down the tariff in
s«ch a way as not only not to injure the producer or consumer, but to bless both. If he
can construct a bill warranted to do these
things undoubtedly it will go through both
branches of Congress with a rush. Possibly
Mr. Morrison and a few others of the extreme fiee traders who seem to be anxious
to do as much damage as possible, might oppose it, but the great majority of the representatives would undoubtedly vote for it.
But unfortunately the President does not ac-

a

SOME POINTS OF THE

company his recommendation with a bill
guaranteed to produce the results which he
and everybody else would like to see. And no
doubt it is very lucky for him that the constitution does not compel him to be any more
specific, for it is hardly likely that he has
discovered the solution of a problem which
wiser and more experienced men have puzzled over a long while without any very sat-

isfactory result. As far as he makes any
definite recommendations they are that the
tariff on the necessaries of life and on raw
material be taken off or reduced. Yet he
must know that all attempts to put sugar,
whicli is one of the necessaries of life, on
the free list have been opposed by the Democratic
majority in the House and that
they are bitterly opposed to it to-day. If
the raw materials the President alludes to are
such as are not produced in this country
then Ids suggestion in regard to them is a
good one. Senator Dawes advocated that
policy some time ago and so have other Republicans. But to take off the tax on raw
materials which enter into direct competitions with raw materials produced in this
country would kill at one blow many industries from which a great many people get
living—conspicuous among them the
business of wool growing which lias reached
vast proportions in some of the States. Besides a policy that would protect the manufacturer and remove all protection from
the farmer or miner is utterly indefensible.

►

anticipating buying an Overcoat, Ulster or
winter, would do well to look at our stock

WEEK

A tine lino of the best Imported makes, In black
leather and pearl, with gold plated trimmings.
Trices low. (A beautiful plush hand-bag given
with every pearl pair sold!)

values of unusual importance are being offered.
These Bargains are all new goods, but the “Special
Lots” that are being; offered at Reduced Prices have
become broken in sizes and will be disposed of at a
sacrifice

■w'

w ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

■■■
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mm
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We

are

Gold Queen Vest and Extension Chains.

COLD

Kersey Overcoats for Boys
$15 each, made to sell for 20.

constant and increasing
menace to the
soundness and stability of our currency. But
the tone of his recommendation shows that
he feels that it is destined to pass unheeded,
as beyond all doubt it is.
a

St.
eo<12ui

I

ft

Eye glasses for 25
f<

cents.

j-q

it

t

tt

A.LSO

<<

Light

Westerly Is a wealthy manufacturing and banking town, having a population of about S.oOO; an
assessed valuation of $4,602,340; and debt of but
$80,000. It has S Havings and National banks;
10 large mills and factories; the most extensive
granite works In the country, and excellent railway and water communication.

has opened an office hi

»:»

BLOCK,

KXCH.UIUE ST

,

CELEBRATED BANGS CARBURETOR,

while giving a more brilliant and effective light
The

BANCS CARBURETOR

has been in constant use for the past five years in
Boston and other large cities, and needs no recommendation.

THE MAINE

Corner
augC

Congress

STATElEAT
are

of as
t»as

ready

quality
good, if not better
a lower

Company, at

AND LIGHT CO.,

than Maine Water
can

fur-

R. H. Stearns & Co.,

SHERIDAU’S

—

BELL KIMIM CWiW CMPM!,
City
XXetll,
THURSDAY EVE5ISM, DEL. #, lss«,
under the auspices of the
FIRST

In great variety and at prices to defy competition. Fine Ladies Watches a specialty.

Condition

Middle
W. C.

IKKNUli

A«l>

AMbKlt/AlM.

Many novelties In American Clocks. Great reduction In French Marble Clocks. Gold Bowed
Spectacles and Eye Glasses accurately fitted.

SILVER WARE
Articles In both solid sliver and plated ware.
Also

a new

Silver

lot of

Thimbles, Napkin Kings,Ac.

Celluloid Toilet and Manicure Sets,
in Satin aud Plush Cases, which are ’beautiful and
presents at any time.
Come down on Middle street and see me at my
old stand (established 1871), hut in a
useful

NEW REMODELED

STORE,

with large show windows. It will pay you. Out of
town customers can take the horse cars from tiie
depot and stop at the P. O. I am two doors from
the corner of Exchange street.
laxik or enquire
for Lamson’s Jewelry Store, 177 Middle street.
till
Christinas.
evening
Open every

I10V30

Street,

Portland, Me.

WARE, Manager.
7

cholera and all diseases of hens.
Is worth Its
in gold.
Illustrated book by mail free.
Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for 25 cents in
stamps. 2 1-4 lb. air-tight tin cans. 81.00; by mail,
81.20.
Six cans by express, prepaid, for 85 00.

Away

eodtf
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BANKERS
Choice

.Vlu.ir by Griatascr’s Vail Orchestra.
Refreshments will be served In Keeeptlon Hall by
the Society ol LITTLE WOMEN.

Trust

Single admission 60

rents extra.
Dec. 8, at 9 a.

hand.

177 MIDDLE ST.,

s IS
",,v17

BARGAINS.

MORNING,

CONORESS

The Annual Christina* Fair will tw held at V.
C. A. H % la lap
lltcrnoRu nod

H.

have been made (or this sate; and visitors will And
wide range of choice In the articles nflered.
Supper will be served through the evenlug. decHdl w

SWAN & BARRETT,

Bankers and Brokers
186 MIDDLE STREET.
Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.
for Saving's Banks and Trust
constantly on hand.

JF^inds

STREET.
WK&MU

Bath.8s * 4a
Maine Central. .7a & 6l

The superiority of these spices and mustards consists In their

P. & O. K. K....6S

PERFECT

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

N.. 104 MIDDLE STREET, Portland.
tanldtf
January 1.1884.

Medals'in Europe and America.
quickest, safest ami most powerful
for
ltheumatism.
remedy known
Pleurisy. Neuralgia, Lumbago. Backache, Weakness, colds fn the
chest and all aches and pains. Endorsed by 5,000
of the
and

Highest Awards of

COE,

Druggists
highest repute.
Benson’s Plasters promptly relieve and cure where
other plasters and greasy salves, liniments anil lotions, are absolutely useless. Beware of imitations uuder similar sounding names, such as

Physicians

’•Capsicum," ‘’Capuclii," ’’Capslclne,"
worthless and intended
utterly
BOR Benson's ahb ms wo

gists.
New

8BABUBY
York.

A

as

they

BARRELS7~
A'lfRM/noT'i'SS.r.’tt
sep20dtt
CIDER

are

deceive. Aik
others
All drugJOHNSON. Proprietors,
nov29dM.W.S8mnrtn
to

Wo. 197 Middle Street.

dec7

dtf
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Portland.
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SUPERFLUOUS HAIR

Permanently remosred. by an Indian Preparation.
Reliable reference given. Consultation free. By
Mrs. W. W. Hadley, 175 Fremont St., Room 4(1

Boston, Mass.—Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Tliurs^
W a. m. to 4p. m. P. o. address, 128
Sunuut r Street, l,ynn, Mass,

days; hours.

EKBUILE^ Plnpi.gg,

MOTH.
nnd lllnrk Heads

permanently cured, by

an

English Preparation. Price »2.oo. Address'Mrs
W.IV. Hadley, 128 Summer St., Lynn, Mass.
oCt22

PIANOS ! HOWES,
BURDETTORGANS.

HILTON k HARRIS.
>12m

THe

W.

Th*» lafpkt

S.

A.

ImnnivpniMiil in

CORSETS !

TUNING TO OROER.

THURSTON,

one
are

verdict from
benui.ral

SOLE AGENTS,
iWk.lcale and Krinil,)

> ORK.

endSin

457 CONGRESS ST.,

JOHN F.

PORTLAND,

a

lot of

Holiday

1

sent us by mistake. Sow we prefer
to take $7.50 per set of Sli pieces than
to have all the trouble of repacking and
reshlppiug. Therefore thfs morning we
shall offer them at

RINES BROTHERS,

ONLY $7.50 PEH SET.

A Home Investment.

These are really good styles and very
mueh less than usual sets of same value.

nov2

SOLE AGENTS FOR PORTLANO.
_eoiMw

CALL TO-DAY, Sli BE.

MAINE CENTRAL R.R.

PORTLAND TRADING COIIP'Y,

lraprovemen and Sinking Fund,

534 CONCRESS ST.,
SHHI

Oppwilr

illotk.

Hr»

T«‘rGHRIST¥ASMeja

ME.

Can be JCnrlchtU In FI

aror

by using

4 1-2 percent.

GOLD BONDS,
Due

interest January and July.
—

BELL'S

Practical Wig Maker and Manufacturer of Huniau llalr Goods.
uov22
eodlut

resh cut from the trees every day. Funeral dedims aiul all orders punctually attended to. Petrr
Fr.rr.on, Tlori..,64f' Conger..m. de7lw

■

NEW STYLE CHINA TEA SETS

SHERRY,

ROSES

Hoods two large

were

IJTA liberal discount will be made to dealers
who will carry a line of these goods.
Specially
adapted to Jewellers, boo ; .'Hers, picture dealers,
and all artandfancy goods
res. no29MWAF4w

HMR

With

hogsheads full of Hue

Faded hair restored to Its original color. Waves
frizzles, or any hair work dressed over
equal to new, at

offering.
The neatest,

all sized purses. There Is but
all who have seen them: They
of

AT LOWEST SEW YORK PRICES.
noTl

PURITY,

GREAT STRENGTH
AND FULL WEIGHT.
Thejr are the BEST FLAVORED and
MOST ECONOMICAL for the consumer,
the BEST SELLINO and most attractive shelf goods for the retailer.
We
hare In stock a full line of above goods,
and are pleased to offer them to the retail trade.

R.octo_•_eod3m
H. Stearns & Co.
CHINA TEA SETS!
Tahanto Art Goods. Au Accident will Sometimes Benefit Many

All kinds of repairing done; old jileees made
over to look as good as new;
knotting and
weaving done

Before buying Fur Robes or
Horse Blankets, don’t fail to
look at the bargains Coe is

__

Pure

SPICES.

BONDS !
Rockland ........8a & 49
No. Pacific Gold..8a
Anaon.4s

Absolutely

I

STOOLS AND LOVERS,

Washington St., Boston,

ROBES.

Portland.

deend7t

Mierliag aad C'oaiiaeutal
Kxchaagr
bought and sold al aao«t favorable rate*.
Travelliag aad Coauuercial Letter* of
Credit Issued, available ia all the Priaci.
pal Cities of Europe,
laveoiuteai Securities Bought aad Mold.
nov27
eodtf

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

IVES, BELLAMY & CO.,
364

u

IOO doz. India Silk Handkerchiefs at 29 cts. each.
Greatest bargain ever offered in these goods in

reserved seats 26

in,

ovdU

TECHNICON, I

Something new In Metal, finer effects being obtained than by any casting. Gifts suitable for
any
and all occasions; In great
of subjects,
sizes and prices; so that they variety
meet the demands

FRANK B. CLARK,

OFPI^R.

TUESDAY

ALBUMS !

Now is the the time to buy your Albums for Christmas.
I offer a special trade for this week only for 67 cents. It is
the greatest bargain ever known.

ar eweler,

cents;

OnsaleatStockbrldge's Wednesday,

octl4_dtf

-OK-

PHOTOGRAPH

DEC. 13.

So. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

This Month.

GHAS. H. LAMSON, SILK HANDKERCHIEFS.

to do so, for it was only a few days ago that
he greatly staggered the faith of the public
in his devotion to that reform by restoring
to office a Democrat, who had been guilty of

SPECIAL SALE

—

MONDAY,

suitable for

Securities,
Savings Banks and
Funds constantly on

AT

“Demon Drill” by the P.W.C. Drill Team

Cor. Middle iuid Exchange Street.

Goods for Holidays a Specialty. SAMUEL

eod&wly

THI—

WUMRt £ Mire,

Please call anil hear the matchless tones ol these |
beautiful Instruments.

—

DR. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

GREAT

WE

IN

BASKETS.

weight

3120—Flora Neal, 173 Congress St., Lady’s Watcht 1829-Kmlly F. Jacobson, 44 Winter St., Silver
Castor; 2084—Mrs. Bebert Chapman, 207 High 8t., Japanese Vase; 2017—Alice B. Goold. 1 Deerlng
St.. Pickle Jan 2<M50-Mrs. Perley Chase, 82 Winter St,, pair Desert Spoons; 3073—H. N. Haley, S
Mayo St., set Forks; 3138—Thomas A. Roberts, 12 Congress PL, Cake Basket: 1703—Mrs. George
Motley, Woodfords, Me., Box 80, Napkin King; 3127—Mrs. G. I). Goodings. 25 Deer St., Sugar Shell;
Burns, pair Ear Drops; 1877—H. S. Carter, 11 Prospect St,, Pocket Knife; 2<>70—Grace
1797—Mary
M. Perry, Perry’s Hotel, Lace Pin; 3159—Emma L. Martin, 184 Newlmry St., Vase; 3000—Emma
41 Ellsworth St„ Butter Knife; 1843-E. F. Fuller, 05 Franklin 8t„ Watch Charm: 3237—L.
Naylor,
A. Robinson. 41 Green St„ Fruit Knife; 2030-Jessle A. Macleod, 181 Pine St., Hair Ornamrut; 1741
—Fred E. Kundlett, 406 Cumberland St„ Sleeve Buttons—1734—Chas E. Jackson, 7 Temple 8t„ Collar Stud; 2072—Martha J. Heald, Pepper and Salt Bottles; 2088—Frank Parshley, 32 Portland St..
Clock; 3013-Miss Mary Barry, 800 Congress St„ Silver Thimble; 1738—Issle Leighton, 298 Portland
St.. Bottle Perfumery; 1852—Annie B. Cole, Ferry Village, Gold King; 3101-L. §. Merrill, Cumberland Center, Scarf Pin.

Fiftjr

WHOLESALE A.\D RETAIL DEALERS
—

nov23

(HI lit 11.

_dlw
THIRD ANNUAL BALL

novU

en

N O V E MB E R.

Christmas Presents to be Civen

IMPORTERS.

is absolutely pure and highly concentrated. One
It Is
ounce |g north a pound of any other kind.
strictly a medicine to be given with food. Nothing
on earth will make hens lay like it.
It cures chick-

dtf

Lucky Numbers and Names Registered at
MORRISON
&
CO.’S
JEWELRY
STORE,
FOR

Powder

SAT

dee3_

TremontSt. and Temple Place,

Cures
Chicken
Cholera.

HA I' 7

FRKK

Admission 25 cents; children under 12 years,
16 cents ; reserved seats, 36 cents.
Tickets and reserved seats lor sale at Stoekbridge’s Music Store.
Daers Open nl 7. € eacert at N.

BOSTON

Sheridan’s

—

ELLIS FAMILY

CONDITION

POWDEB!

AND

The Ladles of tile New Church will hold a sale
of useful and fancy articles suitable for Christmas
Gifts, at Young Men’s Christian Association Hall.
Thursday afternoon and evening. December Dth.
Supper will be served flom *1 until 8 o'clock. Admlsslon to Fair tree. Supper 25 cents. dec7d3t»

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

BLOCK,

and examine our process before contracting for
any other.
uov23dtf

odtr

New Church Christmas Sale

INVESTMENT SECLKITIES

price than they

CENTENNIAL

and Franklin Streets.

_•_

and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

furnish

to

nish, and ask consumers of gas to call at office,

67 FRYE,

GEORGE

eodtf

City, County

REDUCING THE NET COST 40 PER CENT.,

PEBBLE SPECTACLES Tor $ 1.50 each. PEBBLE EYE GLASSES for 1.50 each.
Always cool. Never become Scratched, and more durable than Glass.
A Large Variety of God Spectacles and Eye Glasses, best quality, at $4.00, $5.00 and $6.00 each

CO.,

First National Bank Building.

for enriching coal gas, and thereby

FULL LINE OF GENUINE PEBBLES.

:

—

Co.

and solicits the inspection of the public of the
merits of the

a

continuing
A, V,

Dec.

The ball will tie decorated and booths arranged
(or the sale of Choice Needlework, Art Goods.
Candy, Flowers and Hants, Groceries,Ilou.ekeeptng Articles and Christmas Gifts of all kiwis.
The School Booth with the Tree of Fortune, and
the Japanese Booth with attendants In Costume
will be great attractions.
Evening Entertainments will consist:-Tuesday,
Dee. 7. Opening Address, 6tc.; Wednesday Evening, Dec. 8, Farce, A False Alarm; Thursday Evenlug. Dee. 9, Muslcol Entertainment and Mother
Hubbard Drill; Friday Evening, Dec. to. Comedy,
The Cool Collegians. Admission—Afternoons free;
Evenlugs 26 els., Season 80 cts.; Children 15 cts.
dectl
<151

"DUfi lOOO.

Interest Payable at the Maverick Nat I Bank. Boston

No. 218 MIDDLE STREET.

The Maine State Heat and

cents.

(t

and IO.

BANKERS,
CENTENNIAL

Spectacles for 25

al 7.45, and
aid evening, of

J. B. BROWN & SONS, ST. STEPHEN S FAIR.

<-These lines should all appear equally black to a normal eye. Persons to whom the above lines do
spectacles w m
appear equally black at five or ten feet, have a visual imperfection which commo
nis
corneas,
improve. They must have special lenses ground to correct the deformity of he
defect is called ASTIGMATISM

afternoon,

FIVE PER CENT BONOS,

Jaul3

I

STRICTLY 03NTJ53 PRICE.

The President renews his vow of allegiance
to the principle of civil service reform. Under the circumstances it was quite necessary

the precise offence for which be finally and
irrevocably removed a Republican from office. The President evidently finds it much
easier to talk reform than to practice it, a
state of things due largely to the fact that
the Democratic party have not the slightest
objection in the world to his doing the former, while they have verv strong objections
to his doing the latter. For a time the Presi
dent strove manfully to rise above bis party
on this subject, but the effort mads him look
to have givvery tired, and latterly hs seem*
en it up altogether.

ilecl

Boys’ and Children's Clothing a Specialty.

ttieir

The Dassage of the message that relates to
the fishery question indicates that the government is engaged in negotiations with Great
Britain on the subject, but their nature on
the particular point which it is sought to
settle are not disclosed. All that our fishermen want or ask is that the'r vessels be
granted the same commercial privileges in
Dominion ports that Dominion vessels are
accorded in our ports. If the government
can secure from Great Britain a recognition
of this claim it will do the fishermen good
service and be entitled to their thanks. The
President's characterization of the treatment
our vessels have received from the Canadian
government seems to show a gratifying
change of sentiment. There was a time
when the administration appeared inclined
to saddle all the responsibility for the unpleasantness between our fishermen and the
Dominion upon the former. Apparently it
now thinks that Canada may be 3omewliat
to blame.
The President renews his recommendation of a year ago relative to the silver coinage. It is absurd, as he says, for the government to be building vaults to store coin in
which the people do not want, and which is

Printing, Ruling
Binding.

Congress

474

Boston & PortlandClothing Co.,

-AND-

Check Books,

LORING, SHORT & HARMON.

some extra

THE BEST ASSORTMENT

be found In Maine. Including all the latest
styles, with precious stones. Also, plain and engraved bands and Gents’ Seal Rings.

FOR THE NEW YEAR.

mm u ■ ■ mm m

fine Blue and Browr
15 to 18 yrs of age at onlj

BLANK BOOKS

and

not
not

Opening Dec. T,

TRUST COMPANY

at 8.“

♦

—AT—

POBTLAi l>

dec7dlw

of

Lewis Hall, W oodfortls, me..

FIND,

39 Eickusgf mi.

II.

{O't’OllIlt

GRAND FAIR

1.1 oo.l

MORTGAGE SINKING

« III H<
on

this Wedwe.da, AfersMa

Village improvement Association.

$40,000.
WESTERLY WATER WORKS,

FOB BALE BY

ui:u

Turkey Supper
Ice Cream and
Admission Free
per 25 cents.
other Refreshments lor sale during the evening,
dlt
decs

awm*

FIRST

—

PAII.'S

HtLL.
HKCEPTIOV
served from H to 8 o'clock. Sup-

Real
Nlortgage Mrcarilies.
I am sending Eir.i IflarisaEe. "n real estate
to eastern parties, netting them seven per cent,
per annum, with the Interest payable h-b1..s.
■nail,. I loan only one-third of the value of the
security, and attend to all collections of both interest an., principal. Tbe mortgages are In the
form of Bonds with Interest coupons attached.
I will be pleased to correspond with parties and
Address,
give fall particulars.
M. H. HTRVH1.1I, l.ineolu Neb.
References:
JUDOK W. W. VIRGIN,
1
Hon. JOS I AH H. DRUMMOND,} Portland, Me.
Hon. C. F. LIBBY.
)
Hon. H. M. BEARCE, Norway, Me. sepl7eod3m

n

10 and 12.

showing

mar#

OE THE

NT.

storm will be held
and Kreaiag In

Estate

Entertainment

\

—

OP

LADIES

JOHN M. FREEMAN. Agent.
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST„ PORTLAND. ME.

novlS

VERTICAL -/p.

We note a few Special Bargains at special low
prices for This Week Only.
Mens’$12 Blk Chinchilla Beaver Overcoats for $8,
Mens’ $12 Blk Scotch Tweed Overcoats at only $8,
“
Mens’ $15 Handsome Br Melton Overcoats
$10
Mens’ $15 and 18 All Wool Kerseys, Meltons, Worst* :
eds and other nice styles of fine overcoats at onlj r
$12 each.
Mens’ $20 Smooth, Blk Beaver Overcoats only $15
Mens’ $22 Fine Brown Kersey Overcoats, elegantlj
made and trimmed, at only $18.
Mens’ $25 and 28 fine Chinchilla Beaver Overcoats
at only $20 each.
Boys’ Heavy Chinchilla Beaver Overcoats only $5, 6,

7, 8,

DPEK

—

large assortment and are prepared to adjust the same
upoa scientific principles. We use NACHET'S TRIAL CASE, together
with the OPTHAL.MOSCOPIC TEST LENSE, combining the best
methods known for detecting all optical defects of the eye and determining the lenses needed for their correction.
We littve

THE CHRISTMAS SALE

More
tbe Mhow,liter Vlorignge I’•
than fifty Savings Banks in New Hampshire
Vermont and Rhode island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies anti Individuals are
Investing in this class of se jnritles. Call or
address for Illustrated pamphlet,

by

8th.

Kesp««r..uDy,
M. ft. GILBEKT.

decVdtf

Prank C. Crocker.
eodtf

H. M. PAYSON &

finmimr in Frnm diir Wnrkrnnms.

Extra fine values in Childrens Overcoats (ages 4 tc
$4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, reduced'prices.
In our regular stock of Overcoats which is very
large our patrons will find the best goods for the
least money to be found anywhere.

to

Elementary and advanced instructions in Painting and Drawing front life, with Anatomy and
Sculpture. Tcrnsc, AIO ■ noalh. Six lessons
a week.
Number of lessons optional with students. Students may come mornings most convenient to them.
decSdlw

—

towineuec

Drc. IO.

CO.

CENT BONUS GUARANTEED

It hod c

MR. CHARLES
L. FOX
Studio, No. 127 Dnuforth Street.

New Lines of Fine Goods Are Constantly
—“

Li. A. GRAY, A. HI. Principal.

Hall,

II) at

LADIES' RINGS

^

OKDE

f

GLASSES.

organized in 1864. The best facilities offered.
Experienced teachers employed hi each department. and thorough instruction guaranteed. The
short hand and type-writing taught by a practical
stenographer. Sessions, six days and evenings.
Kates very low. Catalogue free. Any further Information cheerfully furnished. Address,

ACCOUNT BOOKS.
SPECTACLES.
EYE CLASSES.

Reefer this

1

OPl

CugrrH Street, Oppooite City Hall.
practical school of business, having a National College Bank, with a cash capital of $200,'KXi
A

INSTRUCTIVE

Doors open at 7,

The Great Mesmerist.

&

(^notations constantly displayed.

Reserved Seats 15 cents.

Return of PROF. CADWELL,

PRINCE

Dee.

Evening,

Grallrnira, 93.00.
l.adirs, 911.00.
{or twelve lessons.
Waltzing and the “German” Pride* a:, ruing

ROSTOV,

H.

Admission 1© cents,

SPECIAL LOW PRICES.

Class In plain and fancy dancing commence

Wednesday

nrhleli

—

AMD

DANCI NGU

CREEN & BATEMAN.
F.

Tickets 50 and 75c.

Dec. 15th. Stanley: Dec. 22d, Justin McCarthy;
Dee. 27th, Haydns and Germania* In “Martha.”
Ticket* now on sale at Stock bridge’s,
dlw
dec2

I'OKIt tORRKMPOVDE.Trs,

Stanley T. Pullen,
decl

EVER WITNESSED.

as

177 Middle St.

M O IT
—

We are now daily marking down and closing out
many odd lots of Overcoats that are accumulating
from our mammoth winter stock at

THIS

Portland,^Ije.

EVERY NIGHT THIS WEEK.

Laughable

one

Congress St.,

MESMERISM,

OVERCOATS!
Any

A. L. Sawyer, 537

WO ISTDBR.S
OF

Evening

NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.

NEW

Stmogrophy.

BY—

IIIKUU, Pisahl.

H.tKVEt

Bankers and Brokers,

Send for circular.

dtf

—

PULLEN, GROCKEE k CO.

Pupils thoroughly instructed in shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.

N. R.—We advise our pafrous to visit our store iu the morning in order to avoid
the great rusn which we are sure to hare later in the day.

dlawly

•*

—ASSISTED

PKMHKNOKN, Tenor;

W. II.

LlVESTMEflT SUtWIIS rUK SALE.

& CO.

LITTLE

A family of live Mandolin player*, the tinest In
the world, ranking with the great master, (on
other Instruments). Tney are direct from successful concerts In Paris and London

Member* of the N. Y. Block Ext haage.

Portland School of

JOHN

ARMANINI FAMILY.

Block

Bouton

nu.l

PRIVATE AVI HEM TO
New York, € hiengo AVaahington, Portland, Pall Hirer, Providence, and New
Bedford.
octlleoddnuis

Private Wire to New York and Bouton.

GOODS.

Congress

KIDNEY PA I N S

weaneHaay s an
iiov27eodtf

JJiovetues

EXTRAORDINARY BARGAINS

PIMPLES, Blackheads, Skin Blemishes, and Bad
rim Humors, use Cuticura Soap.

With their weary, dull, aching, lifeless,
f JH all gone sensation r**leive«l iu ouc
uiauuie by the Culicura-Anli-Puiu
\
Piaster. Warranted. At druggist, 25
1
deeLW2w
cents, hotter Drug Co., Boston.

analysis

ADAMS,

Reception hours .** to 4 p. ni.,
Saturday’s at 180 1'earl Street.

Hemstitched Haudkerchiefs.
Ribbons. Hand Knit Goods, Jackets. Legging, Skirts, Jersey Jackets, Ladles’ and
Gents’ Silk Hosiery, Gents’ Fancy Suspenders, Ladies’ Aprons, Nurse Aprons and
Aprons for Children, Towels, Napkins, Carving Cloths, Tray Cloths, Black and
Colored Dress Goodg. Special Bargains for Holiday Gifts, Black and Colored
Silks, Rhadames and Faille Francais; also rich Crape Silks for evening wear,
Fancy Flushes, &e.

Chemists and physicians testify to its Purity and Healthfulness, and

Mew York, C hicago
Exchange*.

Teacher of the Oelsarte Systom of Expression.

One lot 26 inch Gents Silk Umbrellas with Silver Mounted Handles at $8.35.
One lot 26 inch Gen's and Ladies Silk Umbrellas, beautifully mounted with Sterling Silver at $5.00, worlli $6.50.
Black Hand Kun Spanish Scarfs and Fichus. Real Iluchess Lace Collars, Collar*
ettes and Handkerchiefs, Oriental, Spanish, Fedora, Mazarine, Gulputre and Duchess Laces.
Ladles’. Gents’ aud Children’s Linen and Silk Handkerchiefs, Ladies’ and Gents’

a

making the lightest and most digestable food;
biscuits and cake made with it are entirely free from the bitter taste
and disagreeable odor often notieed when impure baking powders are
preparation

W.

FRED

Mill.

VII HHI Ht OP

ELOCUTION!
(Authorized pupil of Ulmt*. nte, of Boston,)

Dec.

Evening,

Engagement of the European Novelty, the

eod6m

aug!9

UMBRELLAS.

f'lAvnnncio
WHUAIXitJU

J/va«vvv

their Holiday Goods to examine

PLUSH ALBUMS AND SCRAP BOOKS.

better than

7

Neue bnt thorough and experienced teachRooms open for business day
employed.
and evening aix days each week. For full particulars send for catalogue.
F. L. bHAW, Principal.

Stationery, Silk Flush Boses, satin lined, containing paper aud envelopes at 89
ceuts, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2.00 aud $2.50 each.

baking powder sold.
ni* ti.A

Ihe ideal

as

saicueis, Hauu Fainted.
Brass, 75 cents to $1.50.

°

Card Vases, Cigar Cases, Glove and Handkerin wnisK uroom Holders, nicitei aud

Shopping Bags, Wallets, Purses,
cniei

says

allow him to remain. Every shipbuilder and
shipowner of Bath will join in a request to
the Senate to refuse to confirm Morton.

•

LEATHER.

scientifically proportioned and so carefully combined
that it is impossible to make yellow or sour biscuits; on this account it
is far superior to the Cream Tartar and Soda as now sold on the market*
We are constantly receiving letters from ladies who testify to its
are so

CITY HALL,
Weiluesdu)

BROKERS,

and

JtUUU
College,

ers

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN NOVELTIES.

are as

aeqnir-

PORTLAND, ME

In Fancy Hoods which in point, of variety will surpass our previous efforts. All the
choice uud hundsome goods were selected with great care expressly for Christmas
Gifts und are marked at pppular prices. We can only enumerate a few Fancy
Hoods. Itich, choice novel and cheap novelties in Leather, Bronze, Brass and
Wood Articles never before seen in the market.
Hue lot Work Boxes at 19 cents aud 25 cents each.
Bronze Pitchers, Handkerchiefs uud Glove Boxes, Collar and Cuff Boxes, Gauze,
Hand Painted Satin uud Ostrich Feather Fans; also Bridul, Beeeptlou and Presentation Fans from $1.00 to $12.00 each.

for when the
results

purchasing

abort

a

be

can

every young man,
space of time at

Shaw’s Business

CHRISTMAS GOODS.

in baking; the biscuits,
with soda or heavy and

used.

A day never passes that I do not think and speak
klmlly of the Cuticura Remedies. Seven years
ago, all of a dozen lumps formed ou my neck, ranging in size from a cherry stone to an orange. The
large ones were frightful to look at. and painful to
hear; people turned aside when they saw me, in
disgust, ami 1 was ashamed to be on the street or
in society. Physicians and their treatment, and all
medicines failed to do any good.
In a moment of
despair I tried the Cuticura Remedies—Cuticuba, the great Skin Cure, and Cuticura Soap,
an exquisite Skin Beautltler, externally, und Cut
iuura Resolvent, the new Blood Purifier, Internally ; the small lumps (us l call them) gradually
disappeared, anu

at their

disappointed

The active

PERFUNCTORY AND DRY.
Boston Advertiser,

.'Ointment of Morton to be commissioner of navigation, that it is a bad one;
that Morton is not a practical man for tire
place, as he knows nothing about vesselsPatten, he says, was removed in the face of
a large petition of Democratic shipowners to

soon

Are often

9th STOCKBRIDGE.

F. H. PRINCE & CO.,
No. a State St., lloNtou,

Needed by

®d in

ANNUAL OPENING OF

Boston Journal.

There is nothing of exceptional importance
in the message which was sent into Con-

barque.

Tlte extradition treaty with Great Britain
will probably be laid before the Senate soon,
and there is no reason to doubt that it will
be promptly ratified. Defaulters had better
begin to edge toward Canada.

Secretary Manning

Housekeepers X. JOHN LITTLE & CO.

Young

I'l'Kn

Fewer vessels were built in Bath the past
year than in any year since 1861. About
nine-tenths of the vessels built were schooners.
Not a single ship was built and only
one

New York Tribune.
In truth, it is not precisely a great message, nor does it shed much light on events.
But in the main it fairly sets fortli the opinions and illustrates the qualifications of the
party which selected Mr. Cleveland for Pres-

AJIPMCJieNTO.

FINANCIAL.

Spioed Seasoning.
not

8_

<11

in

THIS PAPERlx^ra.VS::^
Bureau
On Snrura Street), wb t-m mlvertla*
Advertising
Um«ontrauia-»v-v|>v.iad$Iwr ft IN Si fcV

FOB SAUt BY

—

PARKINSON & BURR,
BANKERS
AND

*4

BROKERS.

Haataa,
Members of the Botton and New York Stock Ex
Ml.,

changes.

A list of desirable Bonds always on hand for
sale.
.octl4TbN*Tu2m

THE

PRRSS.

WEDNESDAY MORNING, DEC. 8.
WIT AND WISDOM.
Doctor—I think, madam, that your daughter
inay recover, but the chances are certainly very
slight.
Mother—Don't say that. Doctor; it's more thau
1 can b-bear—and the tickets already bought for
Joseph Cook’s lectures.

The loUowiiui New Yolk stock market la received dally, bv private wire. by Pullen. Crocker
St Co.. No. 33 Exchange street, Portland, Me:
Adams Express.135
American Express.108%
Central Pacific. 47%
Chesapeake & Ohio.
9%
Chicago & Alton.143
Chicago A Alton preferred.160
Chicago, Burlington A Quincy.136%

Canal.104V!
West.141%

Del. A Hud.
Del., Lack. &

&;BloOrande.

Den

Erie. 36%

Krle;preferred-»«*.
Illinois Central..
Ind Bloom. & Western.
Lake Erie &

Patent or Proprietary Medicine.
The Sunday Globe said recently: “One of the
most gratifying signs of the times is that with the
spread of intelligence, the multiplication of books,
and the universality of the newspapers, there
should be a steady growth in the sale of proprietary medicine. It is gratifying because it means
an emancipation from prejudice, and indicates
the existence of a positive spirit of Investigation
and selection. That sucli medicines fill a want hi
every community, and nil it acceptably, there is
no longer any doubt.”
Among the best stands
Dr. ,s*th Arnold’s Cough Kilter, the great reinefor incipient consumption, coughs, colds, &c. Has
a record of more thau forty years. For sale at all
druggists. Price 36c.,.60c., and 91.00.
Old Mrs. Bently—I see John, that this new faith
cure has been the means of savin’ a great many

people.

Old Mr. Keutly—So I’ve licerd.
Old Mrs. B.—Well, the fust time you pass a
drug store, John, I wish you’d stop and get a bottle of It.

Manhattan

If there ever was a specific for any one complaint. then Carter’s Little Liver Pills are a specific for sick headache, and every woman should
know this. Ouly one pill a dose.
Mrs. Veragrande—Oh, 1 know that Mrs. Upstart is just green wltti envy tins day!”
Sympathizing Friend—Yes, indeed.
"You remember we were both married in the
same church, and her wedding was ever so much
finer than mine, and she knew it, too.”
“Yes, it’s so.”
“I’d Just like to see her now tearing her hair
when she thinks of the fact that my husband had
the biggest funeral there ever was on this street,
and, witli her husband just wallowing in health,
she can’t equal It for years yet.”
The remedy for all pain, Salvation Oil. 25 cts.
It would make a stone linage turn green with
envy to observe the expression of profound disgust that settles down on the face of the doctor
when be bears his patients praising Dr. Bull’s

Cough Syrup.
A Oermau-Auiericau pareat, living in New
York, sal to his daughter:
“Katrina, such a big girl asli you vasli should
not play so much dose poys mit.”
“Dot tab so, fader, put de bigger girl 1 vas the
more I like to tlay dose poys mit.”

know how weak and
nervous your wife is, and you know that Carter’s
Iron Pills will relieve her, now why not be fair
about it and buy her a box?
you

Old Lady—Old man, hit’s beginning to rain.
I’ll nut my skeart over my bqmiet, and you put
de new uinberil unner your coat, ell we’ll make
out to keep ’em from spiliu’ I reckon.

NewlJerseyiCeutral. 52%
Northern Pacific.1 29%
pref. 64%

ao

Northwestern.

Northwestern preferred.139 Vi
New York Central...
116%
New York,(Chicago &Bt. Louis. 16%
do pref. 28%
Ohio Ceutral..
Ohio; &:Miss. 32
Ont. & Western. 20%
Oregon Transcon.
86%
Pacific Mail.
64%
Panama. 98
Pullman Palace.141%
Reading. 47%
Bock Island.127
St Louis & Ban Fran. 33%
do pref. 68
1st pref....
...115
St. Paul. 93%
St. Paul preferred.119
St. Paul, id inn. & Man.117
St Paul * Omaha. 52%

prei.....113%

Mining

Now York

24%
65%
63
20%
37
76%

Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW VOBK, Dec |7, 1886,-Tbe following
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:

are

euai......oo .,i

7 60
Quicksilver..
do preferred. 20 00
Homestake.17 00
Ontario.2500
Bodie (ion... 4 60
Horn Silver.2 00
Con. Cal. & Va. 66 00
Mono
4 60
North Belle Isle.
7 60
Savage.20 00
Sierra Nevada.1.13 60
The break this afternoon tvas due to the break

in San Francisco market.
California

Mining

Stocks.

testimonials like the following prove beyond
question that Athlophoros is the only reliable
remedy, and that it will do all that is claimed for
it.
Lisbon, also Lewiston, Me., April 5,188G.
My mother, Mrs. D. Dwelley, has been a great
sufferer with the neuralgia for thirty-five years,
and at times very severely, so much as to dethrone
her reason. After spending a great deal of money
for various medicines she at last procured a bottle of Athlophoros, and to her astonishment, it
has done more for her than all else that she has
ever tried, and now considers herself almost
cured. She is seventy-eight.
Mns. H. N. Merrill.
Lewiston, Me., April 3, 1880.
J used one hottlo of Athlophoros for muscular
rheumatism in the arm, the single bottle cured
me. I took Athlophoros because I was told it
would cure rheumatism and neuralgia, and it was
not a medicine like many others that were advertised to cure everything. In the hope of
reaching anybody suffering with rheumatism I
write to say for that disease Athlophros is a posiA. B. Ham, 07 High St.
tive cure.
Every druggist should keep Athlophoros Pills,
but where they cannot be bought of the druggist
the Athlophoros Co., 112 Wall St., New York,
will send either (carriage paid) on receipt of regular price, which is $1.00 per bottle for Athlophoros and GOc for Pills.
For liver and kidney diseases, dyspepsia, indigestion, weakness, nervous debility, diseases of
women, constipation, headache, impure blood,
die., Athlophoros Pills are unequaled.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

FliANCISCO, Dec. 7, 1886.
All the favorite mining stocks took a fearful
downward plunge this morning. Consolidated
Virginia, which sold yesterday at 66 00, opened
tills morning at 42 60. and shortly after went to
36 00. Ophlr closed yesterday at 40 00, but It
opened tonlay at 26 00 and closed at 27 26. Best
& Belcher opened at 23 (X), loss of 6 00, closing
at 9 25. Savage opened at 1 goo. loss of 6 no,
closing 16 75.
Break in Sierra Nevada being
strongly held at 13 50 and closed at 14 25. Gould
15
& Curry sold at
60 yesterday, but opened this
morning at IS 00, and closed at 12 00.
The
break has caused widespead consternation
The following are closing official quotations of
mining stocks today:
Best & Belcher. 23
(am. Cal. & Va. 52
22
Onhir
Savage.....21
SAN

Kodie. :.... 45

Yellow Jacket.17

JPolnt.10

Crown
Gould &

Curry.

0

Bulwer... 2 12Mi
Hale & Norcross. O
Mexican.
13 *4

Potosi.'..I6V4
Eureka.

Mono...

8 Vii
4

Utah.. 9%
Sierra Nevada.(10
Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, Dec. 7, 1886.—The following are to
day's quotations of Provisions, &c.:
Pork—Long cut 14 0Qgl4 25; short cuts 14 60
15 00;backs 14 60,6,16 00; light backs at 13 uOfg
13 60; lean ends 14 60(5)15 00; pork tongues at
18 00@6,$13 60; prime mess 613 i>0®13 60;extra
prime at 10 50.&811; mess, at 11 00; do new at
12 (XJ.
lb in tierces; 7',i®
Lard—choice at 6lA@7c
7^c In lo-lb pails;7V(i®7s,ic In 5-tb pails;7%®8
in 8-tb pails.

U@llV4c.

hogs, city, at 5% c t> fh.
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery 28
®29c: do extra firsts at 24S26c; do firsts at 10
iffi22c; do good to choice held creamery 10®23c;
do fresh imitation creamy, choice at 2lffi23r; do
firsts lddlOc; do.factory, extra fresh, 21@23c;
some fancy lots higher; do choice 18®20c; do
choice held 16@16e ;dofair to good at 12al 4<:; do
common lots at lO&llc; do dairy nominal at 14
@18c: New York erm, extra fresh at 28®29c; do
extra Qrsls 25@27e; good to choice June 22,u24c;
Vermont crmjr extra at 28g29c. Jobbing prices
l®2c higher.
Cheese—Northern, choice to (extra, 12Vi@13c;
sage|13Mi®14c; Ohio choice to extra 1214@l2Mi;
Western choice to ex ll^@12>sfc; lower grades
according to quality; job lots MiC higher.
Dressed

is..,..,

V

....

1... Q'.„

Ifnatai-n avten

O'?/^t

Wo

firsts

at 24ft25c; N H and Vermont extra at
teru
choice
27c: New York choice at
23c; Michigan choice 24c; Nova Scotia choice 24
lc
limed
Jobbing
prices
highlD.ftlSVuC.
@25c;

24ft25cjWestern

er.

neans—Choice small N Y hand picked peal 70ft
1 75
lmsli; ehotce New York large hand picked
do 1 (ioft l 65; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 SOftftl 85.
Hay—Choice prime at $17 50ft*18; fair to good
*18 00ft$17 00; Eastern fine *12ft*15; poor to
ordinary *125*16: East swale at 9ft*10. live
straw, choice, *16 60ftlG BO; oat straw SSftO
ton.

Potatoes—Extra Maine and New Brunswick t>
bill 1 50ft 1 62
Mi._
Watertown Cattle Market.

(By Telegraph.)
WATERTOWN, Dec. Ti 1880,-Cattle market
unchanged.!
Market Beef—Extra at 0 75; first quality C Ooft
6 GO; sccoud quality at G OOft.G 76; third quality
4 00ft4 50.
Receipts of cattle 901 head.
Store Cattle—Working tixenH pair *1005*165;
Farrow Cows at *15ft*32; fancy at §505*80
yearlings *8 605*18; »wo years old *14:aS28;
three years *24ft §40; Milch Cows and Calves
25ft *48.
Swine—Receipts 16,111; Western fat, live, 414
<ft4V>; northern dressed 614ft5Vic.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 4,904; in lots 2 60
@3 50; extra 4 00ft4 60.
VealCalves 2Vaft7c.

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph. J
OHICAdO. Dec. 7, 1886—Cattle market weak;
receipt' 9,oOO;shlpwents 2,00O;Chrlstmas beeves
6 06 aG 35: shipping steers at 3 30 « 4 85 ;stockers
and feeders at 2 Oog.3 35; cows, bulls and mixed
at 1 4553 10; bulk 2 00ft2 35; Texans at 2 25ft
3 40.

Hogs—receipts 60,000; shipments 7000; lower;
rough and mixed at 3 55u4 06; packing and ship
ping 3 8.ift4 30; light 3 46ft3 95; skips at 2 40
ift3 50.
Sheep- steady; receipts 6,000; shipments 2000;
native steers 2 25ft4 25; Western at 2 50®3 60;
Texaus.2 Oo®3 Jo. Lambs at 3 90®5 26.
Domestic Markets.

[By Telegraph.]

The following are recent charters:
Bark Payson Tucker, Portland to Sagua, cooperage at private terms.
Bark A. C. Bean, Philadelphia to Portland, coal
$1 05.
Bark Auburndale, Portlaud to Itosarlo, lumber,
reported $H.
Bark M. & E. Caun, Portland to Buenos Ayres,
lumber private terms, supposed $9 GO.
Brig L. Staples, and Schr Addle .Iordan, Portland to Matanzas, cooperage at private terms.
Schr John F. Merrow, Portland to Glen Cove,
bbls at private terms.
Schr Perseverance, New York to Portland, coal

ukw YORK. Dec. 7. 1886.—Flour market is
firm ;reccipts 19,994Joms; exports 310 bills and

and disclmrged.
Schr Maggie Ellen, Saco lo New York, granite,
lump sum $400. and back to Portlaud with cinders at private terms.
Schr Evle 15. Hall. Portland to Cardenas, cooperage at private terms.
Schr Etna. Portland to

New York,lieadlug 2Vjc.

Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Nov.

WHEAT.
i>ee.

77%
77%
77<%
77%

Opening_
Highest.

lamest.

Closing

....

<

Nov.
Opening—
Highest....

Way

86%

80V*
85%
86%

OIIX.

Dec.
H7a<4
37'%
87 Vs

Lowest.

Jan.
78%
78%
78%
78%

37%

Closing.

Jan.

May.

43!>/r

38%
88
88 V*

43%
48%
48%

OATS.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Opening....

Highest....

Lowest.

Closing....

May.
3!%
31%
Jl%
31%

Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.]
The lol'.owlug quotations ol stocks are receiver
dallv;
Atcli., Topeka amt Santa Fe Railroad. 97%
62%
New York and New England Railroad.
do urel
Eastern Railroad.125
Mexican Central 4s. 64%
Bell Telephone. 206
Mexican Central.-.14%
Wisconsin Central. 24
Mexican Central R 7S... 68
C. B. & y. 137%
Boston & Maine Railroad. 208
Boston Hi Albany Railroad.200
California Southern Railroad. 33
Flint S Pere Marquette Rallroad.com. 32
99
do pref.
Marnueite. Houghton and Out. R., com— 36
Wisconsin Central, 2d series. 67
Maine Central Railroad.143
New York Stock and Money Market

]By Telegraph.]

NEW YORK, Dec. 7. 1886.—Money on cal I
active, ranging from 6 to 10 per cent.; last loan a
7, closing 7®8. Prime mercantile paper 4®6 pe
cent. Exchange very quiet and steady 4 80%a
4 81 land 4 83% @4 84.
Government bonds [aul
but firm. Railroad bonds active and geueralh
heavy. The stock market closed weak and active
The transactions at tne Stock Dxchange
aggie
6
*aled .606.976 shares.
iiie roiiowing are to-day's quotations of Govern
ment securities:
United States bonds, 3s .100^4
New 4s, leg.....128%
New4s, coup..:.129%
New 4%s, reg .110%
New 4%s, coup.110%
Central PacUlcilsts .116
Denver di R. Gr. lsts.119
Erie 2ds.10o%
Kansas Pacific Consols.107
Oregon Nav. lsts.110%
Union Paclflc 1st.117
do Land Grants..

(Jo Sinking Fnnds.

Samaria.Boston.Liverpool

Dec

Chester... New York.. Liverpool ...Dec
City
Dec
Devonia.New York■ .Glasgow
of

.■

MINIATURE ALMANAC.

1160 sucks; sales 12,000 bills.
Floui quotations—No 2 at 2 00ft2 80; superfine
Western uud State 2 3G®3 10; common to goon
extra Western and State at 2 8053 36; good to
choice do at 3 40ft5 10; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 ttU fi 4 75; fancy do at
at 4 80 a 6 15; common to good extra Ohio at 2 80
a 5 00; common to choice extra St Louis at 2 Soft
patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
460.0,4 76; choice to double exlra dual 4 80a
6 16, including 900 libls city mill extra at 4 50ft

S'lO;
a in

rw» Mils liiif*

da

uoiinM in-

r.r.n

lihin

mi-

2 Snail 10; 060 bliis extra No 2 at 2 80a,
36; 3800 bids winter wlieat extra 2 80®6 16;
4,800 bbls Minnesota extra at 2 80®5 15. SouthWhen!—reern Hour firm, ltye Flour steady.
ceipts 121,650 hush; exports 06,000 bush; sales
239.000 bush: No 2 Spring SOVfcc; No 1 hard at
94c; No 3 Spring 87c No 3 lted 88c :No 2 lted at
B9v*c in elev; No t lted at 91 Vic; No 1 White
at 89c; extra Red Ml Vic. Kyc is uull. Harley
steadv. l oiu is steady leceipts 30,250 bush;exporu'10.072 bush: »ales 01,000 hush; steamer at
s7c; No 2 at 48c elev: No 2 White 60c ill elev.
Oats unchanged; receipts 70,300 bush expcria
67 bush; sales 12,000 bush; No 3 at 34c; White
do 37 Va0,38c; No 2 at 34%@34!)ic;. White do at
38Vi®38V4C; No 1 White 30c;Mixed Western 35
®37c; White Western 37a43i-; White State 38a
40c. Catfee—Fair ltlo Ann 14c. (Sugar market
firm; refined steady; C at 4Vfc(a4Vac; Extra at
(J 4Vi®6c; white Extra C 4%(uBc; tellowat 4®
4'4e; offjA 5 3-llle: Mould at A54»e; standard
A at 5 5-10C; granulated at 6Vic; cut loaf and
crushed 6V4c: uowdered at 0®oy*c; CoufecttonersA6:!4c: Cubes at 6 13 16c. Pt-ii-olciiuiumted at 73c. Tailor* steady. Pork is steady;
mess quoted 11 cog 11 76 for one year old; 10 76
:q 11 oo for two year old. Beet dull l.urd lower—
Western steam spot at 6 66; reAued quoted 6 86
for Continent,7 lo for S. A. Bailer Arm; State
at 18ct28c .Western at 12a 27c. Cheese Aliner;

pel-fine

3

State 10® 13e.

FrrichM Arm; Wheat steam 4%d.
CHICAGO. Dec. 7, 1888.—Flour market quiet ;
Winter patents 4 25®4 60; Soutliern Winter at
3 76.a4 oo;Miuhigan and Wisconsin winter 3 60a
4 00; choice to fancy Minnesota patent at 4 26®
4 60; soft Wheat patents 4 oo®4 25; Minn, bakers ill sacks at 3 own3 25.
Wheat is lower; No 2
Spring at 76Vie; No 2 Red at 77%e. Corn weaker—No 2 at 37 V>c. Oais is easy; No 2 at 26«/«c.
Rye—No 2 at 54Vic. Barley—No 2 at 54c. Fro.
visions easy-Mess Fork at 10 30. Lard at 6 16;
Dry salted shoulders at 4 70®4 80; short cleat
sides 5 90 u 5 95.
Receipts—Flour, 10,000 bbls; wheat. 139.000
bu; corn 125,000 busli;oats 125.000 bu;rye 2,000
hush iharley, 59,000 bush.
Sldpineuts—Flour, 14,000 bbls; wheat, 120,000
hush; corn, 80,000 bush; oats, 80,000 bush
ryt 2,000 hush,barley 21,000 bush.
ST. LUU1S, Dec. 7. 1886—Flour is Aim;
XXX at 2 60u2 60; family at 2 75a2 90; ciioict
3 20®3 30; fancy 3 60®3 66; extra fancyj3 80 4
Wheat lower; No 1
4 oo; patent at 4 16®4 60.
Red at 79Vic. Coin higher; No 2 Mixed at 86V4
®86ssc. Oats are irregular; No 2 Mixed 28Vic
Lard Arm at 6 05 a 0 10.
Receipts—Flour,.2,000 bbls; wheal, 10,000 bu
corn,24,000 bush; oats, 23,000 bush; rye, o,00(
bush, barley 18,000 busn.
Shipments—Flour, 5,000 bbls; wlieal 5,000 .bu
corn, 1.000 bush; oats 1,000 bu; ;rye l.OOOJ bush
barley 1.000 bush.
DETROIT, Dec. 6, 1886.—Wheat—No 1 Wlilti
81c; Midi Rod 82c; No 2 Red81%c.
NEW ORLEANS, Dec 6.1886,-Cotton strong!
middling 8 13-lOc.

CHARLESTON,

Dec.

EOB A BUSH—A largo lot more of
that beautiful white flatting at only 7y, cts.
formerly to cents At L. D. HTUoi'T's
2-1

15
16
16
16
16
18
18

NOW

BO A MU

Kl»-Hay and grain;
HOBMES
810 mouth. 8J..5a week. Best buildings In
largo enclosure for
a

EOB

more.

Sch J E Pettis, (Br) Milton, Windsor, NS, lor
New Xork.
Sch Royal Arcanum, (Br) Gould, St John, NB,
for New York.
Sch Kate L Pray, Pray, Bar Bar.
Sch Captain Jobu, Chatto, Ellsworth (or Bostou.
Sch Marcellus, Pratt, Ellsworth for Boston, wllli
loss of foresail.
Sch Grace E Stevens, Stevens, Sullivan for Boston.
Cleared.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber, Damariscotta—
N Blake.

_______

European Nlarkot3.
By Telegraph.]
LI Vi RFjOL, Dec. 7, I880.-Cotton marke
Arm— i.p.auds at 6 3-10d; Orleans 5 6-10d; salei
10.000 Dales speculation and export 2000 liales.
SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FOR

Germanic.New York.. Liverpool... Deo i
Itheatla.New York.. Hamburg .Deo (
Dec 1:
Vancouver.Portland... Liverpool
New York..Liverpool. ..Dec 1]
Bervia
..

...

BEST THIHO K?<U&9

«*

WASHING ^EuKAOIHNG
IN HAM GK 3C?7. KDT GR COLS WATER.
HAVES t,A
XIKr. ami SOAP ASIA!
INGLY, a;.; gives un.tersal eeti-.ruction,
No family, rich or poor should be without It,
Sold by ail Grocers. BEWAliE of imitationa
(veil designed to mislead. PEA BLINK la the
only SAKE labor-saving compound, sad
Always beat s the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.

Congress Street.

'

wish to purchase

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Calcutta Nov 11, ships South America,
Tucker. New York; El Capltau. Bewail,do.
Ar at Liverpool Gth lust, ship Tlios Lord, Hrady,
Queenstown.
Bid lm Rotterdam 4th lust, ship Auua Camp,
Larsen. New York.
Bhl fin Bilboa Nov 17, barque Mendota, Hamlin,
FROM

Kid fm

Batavia Nov 1, barque Wm Hales, Elliott,
New York.
Ar at Granada Nov 13, sch Grace Gower, Wilson, Georgetown, SC.
Bid lm Honolulu Nov 17, barque C O Whitmore,
Sid lm Newcastle, NSW, Nov 3, barque Alice
Reed, Stalil. Manila.
Ar at Laguayra Nov 15, barque Nellie £ Rum-

ball. lUake, New York.

unique design,
their Intrinsic merits

Memoranda.
from NYork
May 4 for Callao, put Into Falkland Islands previous to l)ec 0 leaky. Part of the cargo will have
to be discharged to make necessary repairs. Tills
vessel has been a long l roe out and considerable
anxiety lias been felt for her safety.
Sch Silvl, from Calais for Lynn, anchored off
Monomet Point. Plymouth, titb lust, with loss of
sails. The crew were taken off by tbe Station

LACTART «so HONEY.

Bennett,

Galveston.
Bid tin Port Eads 8tli,

ship Riverside, Havre.
MOBILE—Cld Uth, barque Hattie G Dixon,sawyer, AspiuwaU.

KEEN AND1NA—Sid GtU, sch Susan N Pickerlug, Haskell, Fall River.
CHAHLESTON-Ar Gth. sch Maud H Dudley,
Oliver, Kennebec, (lost anchor.)
Cld uth. sell Fosttna, Phtlbrook. Peusacola.
BALTIMORE—Cld Util, sch Wm O Snow, Cros-

mOf^innl

Croup, Hoarseness,
Sore Throat, and at

MALE—One second hand Organ in firstclass order lor only $50 former price $125.
This is a great bargain. NEW ENGLAND ORGAN CO., 16 Free St. W. H. H. 8aunders, Mana-

FOB

gcr.»

f’olnie

1

and
the

NEW ENGLAND ORGAN CO.,
W. H. 11. Saunders, Manager.

time not interfere
with the digestive organs
or affect the nervous
system, we offer our

__20-4

nedy. Pkllapelplila; Lottie, Creighton, Amboy;
Wesley Abbott, Whitaker, Rondout; M L Newton, Aylward, aud Altda, Lindsay, Calais; Freddie Eaton, Faterson, Calais for Bristol; Florence

Tower, Deer Isle; Kldora, Strout, and Alfala,
Thurston, Deer Isle; Oregon, Lloyd, Tliomaston;
Star of the West, Davis, Bristol.
Cld 6tli, barque Neptune, Hill, Cienfuegos.
SALEM—Ar 9th, schs Lady of the Ocean, from
New York for Portland; Damon, Port Johnson
for Portsmouth; Geo Bird, Rockland for N York;
Geo A Lawry, Vlnalhaven for do; Clara Dinsmore
Boston for Lubec.
In port 5th, sobs Ella Frances, from Rockland
for New York; Ira Bliss, do for do; La Volta, aud
Ellen Perkins, do for do; W F Parker, Sullivau
for do- Menawa, Bangor for New Haven; Serena
8 Kendall, do for New Bedford; David Faust,
Ellsworth for Rondout; William H Archer, Nova
Scot la for do; Northern Eagle, from Bostoufor
Mt Desert.
PORTSMOUTH—Below 6th. schs Maria Adelaide, and Jennie M Carter, from Bangor lor New
Bedford; F P Hall, and Abliy Tluixler, do for Boston; ira 1) Sturgis, and l.ucy M Collins, do for
New York; Ella M Hawes, Bath for Philadelphia:
Minnehaha. Halloweil fur New York; Jordan L
Mott, and E G Willard. Rockland for do; Letlie
Wells. Calais lor do; Lone Star, Lubec for Boston
E c Dennison, Saco for do; Geu Grant. Boothbay
B Kog
fordo; Kate Lilly, Wlscasset for do;
ers, Batli for do; M B Oakes, and Josie, Macliias
for do; United States, Eastport for do; Louisa A

lodging bouse on Tremont
Boston, Mass., 18 rooms, all full;

furniture, black
and painted Bets;
walput
carpets, tapestry and Ingrain. Bent *71 a month.
Price *900. Cause of selling, sickness. Call or
address MISS L. FOY, 342 Tremont street, Boston, Mass.
19-4

AJSTTD

Honey,

believing it will meet
with universal favor, and
soon become a necessity
in every household.

HORSE FOR SALE.
be
WILL
him.

lor

s

sold low as the

Inquire

of

LACTATE CO.,
173 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

has no use for
L. TAYLOR, at Tay
dec7d3t

FOUND.

I,OBIT AND
UP

novS__eodl mnrrn

COUGHS

Have been speedily cured by the use of ADCOUGH BALSAM, after all other
Cough Medicines had failed. Sufferers
from either recent or chronic coughs or
bronchial affections can resort to this great
AMSON’S

obtaining speedy relief

Get it at once; it may save

life.
A wonderful remedy is ADAMSON’S
COUGH BALSAM. It heals irritated parts,
cures the cough and helps the throat and
lungs to resist the influence of climate so
severe p.i il ls time of the year.
ADAM7 BALSAM has been used by
SON’f. ( t I

yonr

wun toe neat

results.

Sold

on

LOST—A
Bros. &
Middle

man
Bancroft's and A. B. Butler’s,
street, containing money and tickets from
Kennebunk to Portland.
The Under will be rewarded by leaving the same at GYRUS LOWELL’S, 278 Middle Street.4-1

red poeketbook containing
LOST—A
ticket to Bangor. A
money and
reward will lie

paid auyone leaving the

THIS

deod&weownrmyl6

directly upon the
muscles and nerves of the
back, the seat of all pain.
FOB ALL
Lung Troubles, whether
local or deeply seated,
this Plaster will he found
to give instant relief by
applying between the
shoulder blades.
SH1BP.

jy For K lduey Trouble
Kueumatlsm, Neuralgia,
Pain in the Side, and Back
_Ache, they arc a certain

^Mand speedy cure.

j P L ASTER]

Sold by

druggists for 25

Trade murk patented. Mailed
receipt of price
by Firorge C. Goodwin A Co., General Agents,
Boston.
oct20-W,FSiM-Cni-nrin
on

-sa.

wY'Wt's'

The Best Medicines Ever Invented For

Perfect and Immediate Relief in Cases of
PAIN AND INFLAMMATION,
nnd Internally. It is sa/e and

botiftsiternally

action. For burns. Poisoning, Erysipelas, Inflammation of the Eyes or Bowels,
Ear ache, Deafnoes, Rheumatism, Pains in Side,
Back or Shoulders, Piles, Boro Throat, Croup,
or Bronchitis. Pr.oe 25 cts. and $1. at druggists.
E. HOIGAN k fcOXS, Proprietors, ProTWeaee, B. L
certain in its

Boardman,Calais fordo; Harvester, Vlnalhaven
do; Georgietta, fm Sullivan for Philadelphia;
Hattie Godfrey, Millbrldge for Taunton.

sum of
suitable

Congress

Street 1

Dr. J. Miller's Vegetable Expectorant is invaluable for Coughs & Colds, 35c. & $1. at Druggists.r

eod&w6mcW

OC127

Ar at

48$

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

Neural-1

Backache, Rheumatism, Crick, Sprains,
gla, Stitches, Sciatica, Lame Side or Hip. Kidney ■
Affections, Sore Chestor pain in any part, local ■
or deep-eeatod,
quickly go when a Hop Plaster ■
is applied.
Prepared from Burgundy Pitch, ■
Canada Balsam and the medicinal virtues of fresh ■
Hops. Acts instantly, cures quickly. The great-■
ost strengthening plaster ever known. All ready ■
to apply. Sold by druggist and country stores, ■
25 eta., 6 for $1.00. Mailed for price.
tors, HOP PLASTER CO., Boston, Maas.

Proprlojfu
f

Hop Plaster |
NPECIILATE.
FLUCTUATIONS in the Market offer opportunities to speculators to make
money In Grain, Stocks. Bonds and Petroleum.
Prompt personal attention given to orders rereived by wire or mail. Correspondence solicited.
Full Information about the markets in our Book,
which will he forwarded free on application.
II. D. KVfiE. Rnnkernml Broker,
;|S Broad and .'14 New Ntreeto, New York
TO

ACTIVE

Spoken.
Nov 0, lat 3 S, Ion 82 W, brig David Bugbee,
Stowers, front Portland for Buenos Ayres.
Dec 5, Nantucket Shoals WSW 20 miles, barque
Gem. Bray, front Boston for Baltitnoje.

City*_eod&wnrmly

RTG/hkcDMPANY.
CAPITAL,

$600,000

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

DOMINION LINE.

and after MONDAY, Nov. 1,1880, steamer GORDON will leave Custom
House
Wharf dally, Sundays Excepted, for Long Island,
Little Cliebeague, Jenks,Great Ohebeaguc, Harpswell and Orrs Island at 2 p. in.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland and fntermlnate landings at 6.40 a. m. Arrive Portland

—

OFFICES.

a. m.

■———

Dissolution of Co-Partnership.
Co.,
day dissolved by mutual conseut. Mr.
Juste M. Quintero having withdrawn. All affairs
of the late Him be settled by Mr. E. T. Nutter and
Mr. George L. Kimball, who will continue the
business under the same linn name, at 418 Fuse

Avoiiiil’thI

Kate, of PHM,g«
Cabin...S50, *60, *76 .Return..$100, *125, *150
Intermediate*:!')
Return..*60
..Return at lowest rates.
Steerage.*20
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
Foot of India street.
nov2dtf

street.

NUTTER, KIMBALL & CO.
novlldliu

ofco-partnership.—The
firm of Shaw, Godlng & Co., Is b is day dissolved by mutual consent. George G. Powers retiring on account of 111 health. Horace H. Shaw
aud Edwin L. Godlng will continue under the old
style, and are alone authorized to sign in lioulda
tlon. HORACE H. SHAW, EDWIN L. CODING.
GEORGE G. POWERS.decld3w»

Dissolution

Fall and Winter ArrautfemeniM.
THE FIB8T-CLABS STEAMERS

WANTED-By
do farm work,

OFFICE._7-1

TTTANTED—immediately a first clas stin and
* t
sheet iron worker; none other need apply.
C. A. CUMMINGS, 41 Exchange street.
4-1
paid for old gold and silver.
WANTED—Cash
or taken in exchange for watches, jewelry,

silverware etc., at the NATIONAL LOAN OFFICE, 400 Congress St. S. Scliryvcr, Proprietor.
3-1

_

Ladies

of Portland and
hair goods hi otli r
cities,
quality, to call at 518
Cougress street where they can be furnished witli
tlie latest styles at lower prices than the same
quality can 6e bought m Boston or New York.
AH kinds of hair work dune to order. PARIS
HAIR STORE, Opp. Mechanics-Hall.
2-1

WANTED—The
vicinity that buy their
and wish for first

public to know that

have
the finest stock of Pianos and organs to be
found In this city. NEW ENGLAND ORGAN
CO., 18 Free street. W. II. H. Saunders Man-

WANTED—The

we

good capable Protestant girl,
WANTED—A
either Dane
Nova Scotian, for general
must
well recommended. Call
or
come

housework;
at 818 Cougress street, from

o’clock,

8 to 10

a. m.

2-1

wanted to get up Tea Clubs lor our
Pure Teas and Coffees. A host of useful articles to sdeci from as premiums. Send for Illustrated Price and Premium List Special offer:

LAD1E*

to every troth

that

person

tills adverpound of choice

answers
one

tisement. we will scud free
Tea. Address NAT’L. TEA & COFFEE CO.,
oct22eod&w3m
Boston, Mass.
% VTANTE D -A live, euergetlc man, to repreli
scut us.
$75 per mouth aud expenses.
Goods staple; every one buys, outfit and particulars free.
STANDARD SILVERWARE CO.,

Boston.nct22eod&w3m
who

WANTED—All
Florida for health

thinking of going to
pleasure to send tlieir

are
or

..

receipt of one dollar. JAMES MILLER & CO.,
25-3
No. 407 Fort St., West, Detroit. Mich.

of Brldgton
Academy, proposals for taking full charge
of the school for a term of years. Address GEO.
K. CHADBOURNE, Secretary, North Brldgton,

\WTANTED—By
II

Mortgages

REFERENCES.

FlratNat. Bank, NEW YOWL
NEW YORK, *08 Broadway.
Hoe!on Nat Bank. BOSTON.
BOSTON, 83 Court Street.
7th Nat. Bk„PHILADELPHIA.
PHILADELPHIA, 119 S- 4th St.
KANSAS CITY, 7lli A Dal. SU. Am. Nat. Bank, KANSAS CITY
For rain of Interests and full Information
SEND FOR PAMPHLET.

docllm*

Hie

Trustees

poluts beyond.

Through tickets lor Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter, New York, &c.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 6 o'clock,
J. B. COYLK. Jb. Manager.
octltl

thousand dollars at five per
on real estate in Portland. Gilt Edge security. For further partlctilars enquire oi u. u. nice., am commercial hi.
12-tf

Wauled Imuiediaiely.

A

GOOD Couk to go to Richmond, Me., for the
winter season to help cook for a large lee
Apply to the MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE

WANTED!

and South America and
THE OPTICIAN,
Has returned. Room 106, take the elevator. He
will not remain beyond the middle of the month.
U you desire to make any improvement In your
vision you should call, or send your address to
till Preble soon.. He guarantee* u Hi .never,
case, and comes here often, Halting spec’s to
order for any formation of the face, or any unusual error of refraction Is his specials. Please
give your name to his advance agent, Mr. Burpee,
when he calls. If you wish to see better, or obtain
better fitting frames of any kind. He also iuserts
artificial eyes of the best quality.
Please Notice the following Letter
Portland, Maine, Oct. 27.1886.
Prof. Drown.
My Dear Sir: In reply to yours ot-, I ant
pleased to say that through the aid of eye glasses
you made for me about three years ago, my eyes
have been benefltted and my vision greatly linNow am able to use both eyes, while beore I was obliged to do all my work with one
Previous
to being fitted by you I had several
eye.
pairs of eye glasses made through the advice of

Bl’MNEMn

N7V.

to

sell

CO., Koston.

Mass.

deeOdOt

11th,

E.

at 2 p.

A.

tenement,

8e

good pleasant
rent, ready Thursday,
oth, No. 122 Oxford St.
N.8. GARDINER, No, 4') Exchange St.
7-1
RENT—The

brick

store and basement No. 112 Centre street, near Congress
FOR
counter and
would

street;

new

shelvlugto suit
Exchange

arrange

tenant.

BENJAMIN SIIAW’, -1S',

street.__

6-1

mo LET-1Two
G-room lower tenements,
A 48 Salem 8t„ and one 6-room lower tenement,
IB Salem St.; Sebago water iu all. Apply to

JOHN W. DV ICR. 235 Commercial 8t.

Geo&thx*&a
PIAN03.
rut uraron*
V
n«At fian»

4b
BY
I
fMMMTT-MM*
IWMORCAN -myI
•JUUIO-BOStCN
CARL ZERRAHN »•
— AND HUN
Btcos or ortcR
*

•

IN

ORGAMz^FTANO

The Standard of

Purity

cellence.
Endorsed for its Purity and Healthfulness bv al
Chemists ana Physicians who have examined it.
‘1 nave given tills powder a
thorough chemica
examination and find it to be of full weight, entire
ly free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Plios
pliates, ana to be an absolutely pure bread-raisinj
preparation every tvav to l>e recommended foi
wltolesomeness and efficiency.’*

KICHAKD ( STANLEY.

A.

•31 TREMONT ST_
SEhD FOR CATALOGUE AtiD PR1CE5*

and Ex-

CROCERt
nrmdly

MENTION PAPER*

CONSUMPTION.

I have a positive remedy for the abovo dlaeaae; by it# use
thousand# of runes of the worst kind and of long standing
have be**ncured. Indeed, eo strong Is my faith in Itaefflcacy
that I will send TWO BOTTLES FREE, together with# VALUABLE TREATISE on this disease, to uny sufferer. Give expr«M A r, 0. adurukfe Bit. T. A. SLOCUM, 181 Pearl 8L N. Y

vd__d&w
medical Notice,
semi annual meeting of the Eclectic Med
leal Society will be held at the Preble House ;
Wednesday, Decjmber 8, at 10 o’eloek, a. in.

THF.
on

FOR SALE BY ALL
mar lo

CO-

BOS TON. MASS*

teb2Aeoclly

M. Pb. D.

Prolessor Chemistry and Geology, Bates Collegi
State Atsayer of Afafne front 76 to ’88.

7CKX,ri*NM

ASS 9*MLITY SAME CSTABUSMEO A
tat ion uncouali a
Br ANY KANUTACTURl*

Per order
dea2dlw*

F. BERRATT, M. D.,
Recording Secretary-

ItO

4-1

LET-Storage for Carriages. Enquire
ol
‘
KENDALL A WHITNEY.
40
wooden house No. 17
at
BANK’S DRUG
Congress and Free Sts.
3-1

LBT-Two story
TOGray
St,
Enquire
Junction

STORE,
mo LET—The right parties can secure a furA nlshed house, Iu a pleasant part of Portland,
If they will board a gentleman and two children.
Address, with references, G. H. W„ Press Office.
LET-The second story of building No.
TO
253 ami 255 Middle street, from January 1st
1887.
number

Been used for
of years past lot
wholesale millinery aim fancy poods.
Most central location in the city: well lighted and frelghl
elevator. Inquire of W. C. WARE, 256 Middle
dec2tf
street._
130R RENT—The twoetory frame house No.
A 100 High street, nicely arranged for two lam
uL-li,8]\.r,<£!l!;s„0i1Xi‘c.1L?00£;
P",lJ b»tli rooms
BENJAMIN
SHAW, 48VA Exchange Kt.
2-1
a

RENT—Shop 15x50. with
130R
l’"«;ei Apply on the premises,

SIRE

48;i

E1,_
RENT—unices aud

wltlimil

,,r

FOR*
2U-2

chambers sultal’U

for salesrooms, studios and
IM»R

work shoos

It

store

or

Mussey’t Row, Middle street; also

W.8«L^p,y,oL-D-

M

one

8WBSt?

LET-House 29 Cushman street newh
papered and painted, and In first-class order
Inquire at 81 state street.

TO

4J

oct23

CO.,

A

On anti after HOJIDAfi Oct. ft,
I MSG, Fusteuger Train* Leave

Portland

1886.

LINE.

Winter Arrangements.

I.iTfrpotl
From Liverpool
vka Hunt ax. \
THURSDAY,
Nov. 11
Nov. 25
Dec. 0
Dec. 23
Jan. 8

_Jan.

j

! SARDINIAN.

Polynesian,
; Peruvian.
I Sardinian.

IPolynesian.
j Peruvian.

j

j

I

|

AT 97 1-2 EXCHAN6E ST.,

"By a thorough knowledge ot the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition. and by a careful application of the Due
properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Kpps has
our breakfast tables with a delicately
avored beverage which may save us
many
heavy doctors’ bills. It is by the judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitution may lit
gradually built up until strong enough >o resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there Is a weak place. We may escape
fnt»l clioft hv» Irounli
nliruoluun u’ol 1 fnni.

8Divided

IIomoropKlhic Cknuiah, Condon. Ung.

|

AND

Fever

—

COLD IN THE HEAD.
A sure and speedy cure guaranteed by the use
of one bottle. No suulf nor disagreeable inhaler,
but an agreeable and positive cure. Price 81.00,
securely mailed.
Address with postal note,

H.

A.

Box

313,

Knot

Wiv»*r

Saturday* at
sept21-dtf

Bedford,

Vi-w

4 p.

bo

Conaultn
hours from

angiwtf_

B. A. Atkinson a Co. house furnishers,
HAVING
I shall bo
Pearl and Middle streets,

Portland,

ner

happy to meet my friends In the Btate of Maine at
My twenty-live years expemy new quarters.
rience In the business with Walter Corey A Co.,
which was spent as mamiger (in connection
six of Wilfor
u.ltli
I.
'urav
of thu I'nrf lumi li'iit-iii

Vnrk

FOB

dec7,8,9,10,22,23

I CURE FITS!

When I say euro 1 do uot uioan merely to Mop thorn fur a
time end then have them return ajfaln, I mean a radical euro
I have made the disease of PITH, EPILEPSY or PALLING
H1CKNE88 ft life-long study. I war rant mv remedy to euro
the wont cases. Because others have failed U no reason for
nut now receiving a cure. Send at oac* lor a treatise and a
Free Bottle of my Infallible remedy. Give Express and Post
will core you.
Office. It costs yon nothing for a trial, and
Addresa Dr. II. 0. BOOT, lea Pearl 8L*New York.

TABLE
kAVlE
The most delicious in flavor; appetizing In «ffact; gnd by liberal use enables Dyspeptic to ut
in«ftM and hearty food Wlthoat Injurious results
For sale by all (trocars. M. A. JF.WELL * CO.,
octfleodJm
Agents.

WIESBADEN

ARRANGEMENT^

eMrc.

Ika S. Locks.
dtf

—

New

Curtain Fixtures,
KJ>

UPHOLSTER

AND ALL FAttTS OF

WINTER AKRINCEnENT.
The new Steamers of this Line will leave Kail
Wharf, foot ol State street, every MONDAY
ami THURSDAY at 6.00 P. M., for HASTFORI
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked t<
destination.
Freight received up to 4.00 p. m
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Unloi
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Infer
illation at Company’s Office, Hallroad Wharf, tik.
J. B. COYLE. JB.,
of State street.
Uen’l Manager.
nov’jodtf
roatl

THK

ROLLKB,

Map Kolln la Maadard.

our

IfAik jour Dealer for them, tahe

no other

[WH0DSSA1X.7

j

®DdlT

ap21

i TENNEY & DUNHAM,
—

SOLE AGENTS rOK

—

AND

for same

from Original

PORTLAND,
novl2

•

SURE CURE FOR
Livkk and Kidney Complaints,

Headache,

Wind in thk Stomach or
1*ain» in the Bowels,
Indigestion.
March ?, 1886.
Dr TTa*
Dear Sir ifeel It a pleasurable duty to extol
the very highest. I haveMNt
your medicine
rufferer ftom the drvudml dlwMe dv.pep.1. from
e vomited
childhood, and very often after eating
victual.. About 11 month,
up the greater part of my
a tattle of your InTlgoralor.
lo
try
Induced
wa«
I
ngo
which at om e gave me relief, and I have not had a
and am
vomiting spell sine*. 1 ft*el like a new man,
but
perfectly welK I have tried many medicines,
Invigora
until
I
took
effect
least
none had the
your
tor.
Hoping you may go on in your great work lor
•uflertug humanity, l urn Trulv

Jun

ME.
FM&Wtjayl

Bass’ English Ale
—AND—

STOUT,

GUINNESS’
For Sale In

the Original Package by

R. STANLEY & SON.
IMPORTERS,

410

Street.

Fore

nov24

With W. H. Hervey A Co.,5 Union St. Boston,
t'ur Sale by all Druggists and Dealers.

W^BVf If
ic on lUsln PbUnrirluh »
at the Newspaper Aa' ?•
t.D.iirf Agency of Mew*- a
■a anu.
aaOu^Asd auen--—

4KRANOEnENT».

slwr JIOSDIV, Not.
trains will raa aa fallawa
■lEPIKTI KPS.

p.

We have received

a

1

m.

35 Eiohange St., uni Da not Foot ot India Stmt.
TICKETS SOLI) AT REDUCED RATE

and all points In the

Nortlitvt-st. West and SouthwHl.
JOSEPH HICKSON,He,,era; Manager
WM. KDUAK. (i. p.
J. STM'HKNSO#. Knot.
Nov. 1.1886.
dtt

lo'rcTcEtT
I #
against loss.

flue line of

tor tbe holiday trad*.

dcc.1

TO

Delrail, Chiracs, Milwaab
Cincinnati. Ms. I.sais, Omaha, Haul,
saw, HI, Paul, Hals l.ake City.
Dearer, Han Prnnciacn.

Canada,

A*

dtf

SCRAP, OFFICE AND WORK BASKETS

KENDALL &

I, IIM
■

Par (iarbnas, Montreal, Chiracs aad
Quebec, l.Si- p. m.
Par Harhdrld and Cnaisa, 7.10 a. m aad
1.80 p. m.
ARRIVAL*.
Proas Lrwialss and tsbsrs, 8.26 a. ol
12.06. 3.16 and 6.60 p. m.
Prom liorham, 8.26a.m., 12.06and 6.60 p. m.
Pram Chiracs aad Montreal, 13.06.
Pram Quebec, 12.06 P- n,
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland
Montreal.
TICKET OVPICKi

—

.lust Landed, Ex 8. 8. Sardinian.

•^"‘"•oor)MA!,
Mass.

D. H. HAM A Co.,
_
04 Broad St., Boatou, Mas*.

na.l

Par Sahara and Lewlaiaa,7.10a. ■>., 1.16
and 6.20 p. m.
Par IJarkam, 7.10 a. m„ l.SO, 4.L0 and t.M

—

12 AND 14 EXCHANCE ST.,

Dyspepsia,

WINTER
Os

Patterns,

DR. HAM’S

Invigorator.

am imi u\m\ of mm.

—

MEE FURNACE CO.'S GOODS
Repairs

Aromatic

with Beatea Sr Albany K. K. (or the Went.
Close connection made at Westbraah Ja VC.
tiaa with through trains o( Maine Central R. R. and
at Grand Trunk Transler, Portland, with through
trains ot Grand Trunk Railway.
Thrnimh Tickets to all (mints West and South
may be bad ol 8. H. HELLEN .Ticket Agent, Portland A Rochester Depot at toot ot Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PKIKES SuMoct23dtl

OTVLY

GENUINE

—

Brunawirk, Nova Mcotin,-Prince Ed<
wards Inland, and 1'npc IIreton.

Baltiatore, « a.hioglen, and the Maath, and

.^HARDWARE.

WI MJUUB

on

at 1.05 p. as.
Far Bachcstrr, Mpciagrale, Alfrud, Water*
bare, and Haca hirer at 3,40 a. at., 11.45
and (mixed) at 0.40 p. at.
Far Clarbaat at 3.40 a. at., 1.05. 0.40, us
(mixed) k( 0.40 p. at.
Far a«cc«reppe,Caathep|aed 01 i I la. West
break Juacliaa and Wssdfsrd’t at 3.44
ami 10.00 a. a., 1.05, 4.00, 0.40 ar.d
(mixed) >0.40 p. at.
Far Farrsl Areaae (.Oeeriagi IO OO a. a.
4:00and 0.40 p. at.
The 1.05 p. at. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Jaarl. with Haaaac Taaael Haste tot
the West, and at I'aiaa Oessi, Warcealer, for
New hark via Narwick I.iae, and all rail,
ria wprinailrld, also with N. Y. dk N. K. K. K.
(“Steamer Maryland Kottte") (or Philadelphia,

ad 811b ( nrtaiaa,

TurvottSH

TRAINS.

and alter .hlaaday, Oc«. 45,
IS**, Passenger Trains will !«»■
'*
-1
Parllaad)
Far Hsrir.wr, Clialaa, Ayer Jaactiae.
>n«huu. Wisdhnw and Kppiag at 3.4
s. m. and 1.05 p. «»■
Far .Vlnecheater, Caarard, and points North

UPHDLSIEKT liUUUt),

—

for furnishing
and
pinring
brenkwnlrr nl Horklituil. Tlttinr.

SEALED

Portland & Rochester R. R.
..ia

mrr

ra-

PORTLANO & WORCESTER LINE.

STREET,

of (■■

Locks.

Window Shall*

LORENZO F. DYER.
dtf

United States Engineer Office, 1
Portland, Maine, December ;t, lHKtl. (
proposals, in triplicate for furnishing
and placing stone on the breakwater at
Rockland, Maine, will be received at tills office.
No. 537 Congress Street, until 8 p. in., on Friday,
December 24, 1888, and opened immediatefv
ther-after In the presence of such bidders as may
attend.
Blaukslaud full information on the subject, will
be furnished to parties desiring to bid, on application at this office.
JARED A. SMITH, Major of Engineers.

west

(«l»27

niwl

nn

Proposal"
■lour on

!

EASTPORT. CALAIS, ST. JOHN N. B.. HALIFAX. N. S

ture Co., warrants me fn believing that I can fill
any order entrusted to my care to your entire satisfaction. Assuring you tbut we liave one of the
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
suits In the country to select from, I remain
Yours Very Respectfully,

oot20

.Joseph A.

STEAMSHIP CO.,

of Cairo.

No sure, no pay, only for medicine.
liou mid examination tree. Office
» a. m.to 8 p. m.

Three deers

International
j

NEW ROOMS, MECHANICS’ BUILDING,

In

1">*

removed to

180 MIDDLE

aid

consulted at his

corner

have

at

Moudats and Thursdays.
pAYHON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. d. BOOTHBY. GetPl Pass, and Ticket Agt.
oct33tI
Portland. Oct. 30.1»««.

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

of

la

m.,

LOCKE At LOCKE.

J. B. COYLE, Ju.
General Alien t

m.

—

uow

WFAMta

novl7_

arc

Steamer CITY OF BlCM.nON® makes two
trios per week oil the rvtte between Portland autf
Machlasport. leaving Portland at 11.00 p. in..
Tuesdays and Fridays, and Machlasport at 4.00 a

PORTLANQ ME

.tlKS. OCTAVIA C. E.HEKV,
■y 17 Cumberland Hi., will treat patient*
Christian Science, from 1 to 6 p. in., daily.

M

PORTLANO. BAN60R. MT. DESERT 1 MACHIAS
STEAMBOAT CO.

For NEW YORK.

DR. WILSON
can

rate

all aainta in Ike Pr.fi.rca
dared rates.

—

je2n

Bteamcrs leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesday;
aud Saturdays at 0 p. m. Returning, leave Plei

WOOD,
!>>w

oftB

KITCllEV FIK\ISI1I\G GOODS.

Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Fine Street Wuarf,

Freights for the West bv the Penn. K. K., aud
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Hound Trip SISPasragr SI0.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
B. H. HAIIPaON, Agent,
TO l.oug Wharf, Booton.
Sldtf

THE NEW CURE.
—

AMI

—

LINE.

at 10 a. m.
■’! 'XKjMb-X Philadelphia,one-half
the
insurance
j\ JMBnfriy-;
*'>~xTssJEt®'sailiiig vessel.

jell*_ _S&Tu&wly

Catarrh, Hay

m.

The moreare due In Portland as follows:
Ing trains from Augusta and Bath *.46 A m.;
Lewiston, 8.60 a m. .the day trains from Bangor at 12.40 and 12.45 p.m.. the afternoon trains
from Bangor, Watervllle, Bath, Augusta. Hockland and Lewiston at 6.45 p. in., tbe night Fultman Express train at 1. 60 A m.
I.■ mitrd Ticket.. Meet and armed clava, fa!

STOVES, TIN WARE

From
P-

via

Trains

Dealers In

Wholesale and Retail

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY

CO.,

days Included, through to Bangor but not I*
Skowhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday morro

DUNHAM,

TENNEY &

Boston? Philadelphia
{DIRECT STEAMSHIP

CONOKESS ST, STATION,
ticket* and baggage check* may
principal points East and West
tThe 11.16 p. m. train Is the night exprees with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sum

Prow Uftce.

novo

12 EXCHANGE ST..

fled with pure blood and » properly nourished
frame.”—Civil Sendee Gazette
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Bold
only In half pound tins by Grocers, labeled thus:
KPPS A

ow

above from Commercial Street

where through
Iw obtained for

QUINCY’S,

.A..

AV.

Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cabin
*60, *65 aod 875; intermediate, *30; steerage,
*20.
For passage apply to U. & A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State SL, Boston; and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T P. McGOWAN,
422 Congress St., or (or passage or freight to H. St
A. ALLAN. Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
dtf
nov23

HUE AH FAST.

B. GRIFFIN.

a*

Station, stop at

books made and warranted at

Dec. 30
Jan. 13
Jan. 27
Feb. lo

1

ED.

R, trains timed

A. D. LITTLE.

Dook-blndlng of every description done iu a satisfactory manner at low rates. Also blank

THURSDAY,
Dec. 2
Dec. 18

|

20

1887.

From Portland
via Halifax.

1

lead aad Verlh A a sea, 1.20 p. m.; Parasiagtoa ria Braaewiek, 7.10 A m. and 1.26

decl____dtf
BOOK BINDING.

and Portland Mervice.
utwampp
aiEAMEK.

and 2 till

103 nilk Street, llostvn.
IE.

follow*:

Kata;

Me.

a. ui.

a*

For Banger, 7.10 A m., via Aagaatai 1.20 0
III., via Lewiaten. 1.26and 111.16 p. m, via 1»
for Kllcwarfh. Bar Hnrbar [Vnecara, Ml. Jaha. Halifax, aad the Prana,
Ml.
Mtrpkra aad Areeatealt I'aealT,
era,
1.20 p. in., 1.26 and (11.16 p. m. ft* Banger
* Placated a la B. H.. 7.10 Ain., 111.16 p. m.,
(oi Mkawhegaa, Brlfaat aa.1 Dexter. I 30,
1.26,111.16 p. m.: Walerrllle. 7.10 A m.,
1.20,1.25, and, 111.16 p. in., and on Saturday*
only at 5.15 p. m., for Augusta, Hnllawell,
Cardiacr aad Biaaewick, 7.10 a in., 1.26,
6.16, til.16 p. ra., Bath, 7.10 a m., 1.26, 6.1*
p.m., and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m.;
Itecklaad and Haai and I.iarela B. B.,
7.10 a. m.. 1.26 p. m. ; Aul nr* aad l.ewie
tea at 8.30 A m., 1.20, 6.00 P. m.; l.ewialoa
via Braaewiek, 7.10 A in., 1.26, til.16 p.m.;
Purxaiaglea, linninnylh. IVixIhrep.Oak

GRIFFIN & LITTLE,
Chemical Engineers,
Analytical & Consulting Chemists,

:

__dtl_

HALVE CENTRAL RAILROAD

aecl__

in.

ADA.Vin

ALLAN

EPPS’S COCOA.

cor-

I.ET-0 rooms, up stairs
TO bago.
coal and water closets,
the

tTFURBER,

M. L. WILLIAMS, Gen'l Agent.

STREET,

NEAL

Office Hooks—From 10 to 11
m.
Telephone No. 850.

113 State Street, Car. If road SI., Ilostoa.
dtt
jelu

compart*™

CARD.
permanently associated myself with

LET.

TO

real xirrri. rwllnid. nn.1 * lIM IKtn
IIIHf r. lO Kickaaxv »l»(l
Gen’l Manager.
JAB.
D. J. FLANDERS, Gen. F. A T. A
nr

4 p.

For Freight, Passage, or general Intormat ion
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.

GRATEEl'L-COM FOBTIN4S.

Congrrn Nl.,

PRATT’S PATENT
HUTTON
AUENT8
FASTENER.
Address
I’KATT MANUFACTURING

-»

CAKDB.

Fortland.,

Great reduction In rates to San Francisco, Cabin
>; Steerage 030.
From San Francisco, 1st and Branuan Sts.
For Japan and China.
CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO sails Saturday Dec.

Gilman M. Wilson.
novISdlm

No. 74 Winter Street.

02

Panama,

firoved.

good occullsts, but must say that In
with yours they were very defective.
Gratefully yours,

ailoo.

COLON.sails Wednesday, Dec. 8, noon.
From New York, pier Not ol Canal 8t., North
River, tor Han Francises 'la The Isthmus ■(

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.

AI.HANV,
novl8-d&wlm_
WANTED.

n

*' —

&rpL
B. F DUNN, M. D.,
Cenbil/jt^
.^bgaSantr

California, Japan, Chin'

nov25_dim

AN ENIIKGKTIC, GO-AHEAD .71 AN,
who has cither had experience and been successful, or who has the ability and energy to succeed,
to act as General Agent for an old and prominent
Life Company for a desirable district. To sucha
man rare inducements wilt he offered.
Address
stating age and references,
DBAAVER tl.Vt,

nr

vMuivit

—LINE FOB—

crew.

HOTEL._dec7d.3t

>

TtiVf

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY'S

Maine._12-4

WANTED—Six
cent, for five years

■

•Connects with Ball Lines for New York, South
West.
sConnects with Sound Lines for New York, South
ind West.
To leave passengers only.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
'or sale at L'aiaa Mtatioa Ticket OiBcc Coneind

RETCRNING-Leave Canton 4.15, 9.15 a. in.;
at Portland 8.25 a. m., 12.06 p. m.
NTAttE CONNECTION*.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.27 p. m. lor Hebron
Academy; Buckfleld 3.60 p. in. for W. Snmner
and Turner; Canton 4.26 p. in.; arriving at Peru
5.30: Dtxfleld 8.00; Mexico 7.00p. in.; also for
Brettun’s Mills. Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico 6.00, Dtxfleld 7.00 a. in.; arriving at Portland 12.06 d.
V ni.
L. L. LINCOLN. 8upt.
R. C. BRADFORD. O. T. A.oct29dtf

o’clock; arriving
every week day evening at
season (or connection with earliest trains lor

D—Agents for the Miller Glass Tele-

be

..

lag via Western Division.

arriving

WHARF, Portland,
alternately leave FRANKLIN
In
7

J.tnGk

phone Transmitter, by which conversation
distinctly heard at a whisper. Easy to
sell ami large profits. Sample sent post paid upon
can

Effect Nav. I.

Arrangement la
1NMO.

uwiiviit

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

»»»

THIS

EASTERN DIVISION.
For Boston *2.00, *9.00 Am., .1.00, *8.00 p m
Koskoa for Portluad 17.30 9.00 a. m., 12.80
,7.00 p.m. Cape Kllzabelb, 9.00 a. m., 1,00
1.00 p. m.
Macs, 9.00 a. in., 1.00 p. m
Biddeford, 2.00, 9.00 A m., 1.00, 6.00 p
ii.
Portaaaoath, Nowharyport, Sales and
i.yaa. 2.00, 9.00 a. m., 1.00, 8.00 p. m.
Aateobary 9.00 a. m 1.00 p. m. Parlor and
Pullman cars ou trains leaving Boston at 8.30,
9.00 a. m., 12.30.1.00,4,00, 7.00 p. in., and leaving Portland at 2.00, 7.30,8.40, 9.00 a. m., 12.40,
1.00 and 8.00 p. in.
Through Pullman sleeping
cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m., and
Portland 2.00 a. hi.
{From North Berwick to Mearbw.ro ( raw.

Leave Portland, via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a. in. ;
Lewiston 8.00; Mechanic Falls (mlied train)
8.45; arriving at W. Minot 9.06; E. Hebron 9.30;
E. Sumner 10.35; Hartford,
Buckfleld 9.46;
10.65; Canton 11.15.
Leave Portland 1'30 p. m.; I as w is ton 1-67;
Mechanic Falls 3.16: arriving at W. Minot 3.27:
E. Sumner 4.0«;
E. Hebron 3.37;>, Buckfleld 3.60;
ltllt.._S..llla .4 OR

FARE ONLY $1.00.

TO LET—Furnished or unfurnished,
ROOat 68 FREE
ST.4-1

situation to
Andress K,

a. as.

Winter

STEAMERS.

STREET.__0-1

young man, a
or coaching.

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINM LKttK PORTLAND
Far Moaioa at t7.30, t8.40 A in., 12.40, *3 3d
Hmiou far Partlaad7.30,8.3© A m., 1.0©
i. m
For ikarWra Beach, Ptaa
itul 4.00 p. m.
Foist. 7.30, 3.40 a. m.. 3.30, 6.30 p. m. Mac#
Biddcferd, Krnnrbuak, 7.30, 8.40 a. ai.
12.40, 3.80, 6.30 p. in. WelD Bearh 7.30. 8.40
Nerth Berwick, Crest
A in., 3.30 p. ni.
Falls, Dorn
ICseter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, 7.30, 8.40 A m., 12.40, 3.30 p.
n.
Bacheater, Paratiaglaa and Alloa Bay.
3.40 A m., 12.40, 3.30 p. m. Tlaacheater and
Concord via Lawtence 8.40 a m., (via Newmarket Junction) 8.30 p. m.
•Connects with all Kail Lines.
MONDAY TBAINM
or H *.1*0 l.oo, 4.16 p.m. via Eastern Division
io Scarboro Crossing.

hr-

1.1886.__octldtl
Rumford Falls k bud field Railroad

BOSTON

PROF.BROWN, Ol

DAY THAID
Portland and Tloatrcal.

follows:
for Brldgton, Fryeburg, No. ConwsyWhitefleld
Lancaster.
Fabyans, Btehleham.
Littleton, Wells River, Montpelier, St. John
BurlingMontreal,
bury. Newport, Sherbrooke,
ton, Swanton, Ogdensburg and West.
Interand
Bartlett
to
3.13 p. as. Local Portland
mediate stations, with stage connections for
Sebage,
Llmlngton,
No. Windham, Standlsh,
Naples, Farsoniield, Kezar Falls, Denmark,
Lovell, and Conway Corner; also for No. Brtdgton, Harrison and Waterford via. Brldgton.
Traias Arrive ia Parllaadi
10.33 a. in. from Bartlett and Way Stations.
ns.
from Montreal, Burlington and West
N.33 p.
J. HAMILTON, BupL
H.
CHAS.
FOYE, G. T. A.
Oct.

f7, (Avonmouth Dock.I
STEAMERS. iFroni Fortlaiid.
11 h November.jTEXAa,
|2d December.
25th November. | Dominion,
116th December.
From

name

Ogdensburg

R.

PAMKMIKB TRAIN MEHVICK,
la effect Naaday, October It, i

Leave Pert land as

N..T3

BR1MTOI. si:KV»

co-partnership heretofore existing under
THE
the firm
and style of Nutter, Kimball &
Is this

Room*

a

iwcei

From
I From Portland
i STEAMERS.
UTD amvrh
| vU Halifax.
|
Liverpool.
18tli November,1 Vancouver, 19th December.
2d December. I Sarnia.
[23d December.
16th December, I Oregon,[utlt January.

i'OPABTNEBHHIP HOTICKM.

BOSTON AND MAINE R.

R. R.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday, October 4, 1886,
and until further notice Passenger Trains will

Londonderrj.

NAILINO DATES

For freight or passage apply on board to captain.
GEO. F. WEST. Manager.
aepUOdtf

KAII.KOADM.

Oily Liar running

via. Moville and Halifax.

LIVERPOOL SERVICE, (ria

TO BENT- Flue rooms to let In
suite or single, furnished or unfurnished.
References required. Call or address 84 HIGH

AND —

I

^OPPOSITE PREBLE HOISE.

PORTLAND A MONTREAL LINE.

Sailing between Liverpool and Portland,

BOOH*.

WANTED.

Portland and

1886-7-WINTER ARRANGEMENTS 1886-7

WANTED—Live

DEBENTURES
Cuaranteod Farm

Congress Street,

488

Kill. HOt OH.

8TEA.VEB*.

agents for the best and fastest selling article out; country rights given.
Senn stamp for particulars to C. T. & C. H. CURRIER, 120 Worthington St., Springfield Mass.
novl9-4

I SharpPains: I WA'Tli

novSW

THE CLOTHIER,

482

INI,AND NTKA.VIRKN.

AtiENTB WANTED.

tage._27-4

TI.HK

IRA F. CLARK,

Congress Street,
OPPOSITE PREBLE HOISE,

Congress Street,

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

FOUND—A

address to E. O. TOBEY, 104 Tremont St., Boston, Mass., and learn something to their advau-

NOW—THE

We have Just put In stock a splendid
assortment of Winter (Hoves, Hosiery,
Mufflers, Ac. Also, a flue line of Sleeve
Buttons, Scarf Pins, Collar Buttons,
ft c. Best Linen Collars, 2 for 25 ets.
Celluloid Collars and Cuffs always la
stock.
Look at the 40 cent Braces that we
are selling for only 25 cts.

THE CLOTHIER,

■ xanir >i

Foreien Ports.
Hong Kong Oct 27, barque Edward May,
Johnson, Honolulu.
Aral Colombo Nov 9tb, ship Annie H Smith,
Howes, Singapore.
Sid fm Havre Nov 30, ship Alex Gibson, Speed,
Philadelphia.
Ar at Valparaiso Oct 2D. ship Red Cross, Mein
tyre, Buenos Ayres.
Sid fm Cardiff 4tli tost, ship Wachnsett, Penfield. Hong Kong.
Off Broadstairs Nov 21, slilp Euroka, Davis, fin
Hull for San Francisco.
Sid fm Liverpool 6th inst, barque C Southard
Hulbert, Watts. New York.
Passed Lizard 4tli lost, ship Louis Walsh, Pendleton, from London lor New York.
Passed Tuskar 3d lust, ship Gen Kuox, Llhny,
from Liverpool for Sau Francisco.
At Honolulu Nov 21, ship Theobald, Reed, from
Newcastle. NSW. arrived 14tli. disc.
At Buenos Ayres Uct 27. barques Kucliel T.mcry. Wyman, clearing; POMerriman, Howes, for
Boston. !<Jg; Kate, Crowley, from New York;
Matanzas. Simmons, ami Martha P Tucker, Smith
from New York.
Ar at Barbadoes Nov 22, brig Edw H Williams,
Gould, Boston.
Sid 21st. barques Ketinard. Bettencourt, Trinidad; 23d, G M Stanwood, Webber, Demarara, to
load for Boston.
Ar at Barbadoes Nov 17th, brig Mfirla W Norwood, Atwood. Norfolk.
Ar at St Thomas Nov 29, brig Kocky Glen,Bray,
Boston 12 days.
Aral Demarara Nov 19, brig Hattie, Coombs,
Norfolk 22 days.
Sid fm Matanzas 1st Inst, barque Sanil E Spring,
Hose, Havana.

each.

lug
visiting all other clothing storesln this
city, say it Is a POSITIVE FACT THAT
WE UNDERSELL THEM ALL.
100 doi. So A 45 cent Neckties at only
26 cts. each.
50 cent Scarf Pins at 25 cents.

COTIIIEK,

TIIE

482

32 doz. slightly imperfect 75 cent Undershirts anil Drawers at only 50 eta.

IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK,
I

CLOTHIER,

at

same

ager.____2-1

ARf&WJALsm

Mary

$20,00
THIS IS THE L4ST LOT WE CAN
GET AS WE CLOSED THE ENTIRE
LOT, and like the four previous iuvoicea
arc hough! to sell not to show.
42 doz. 50, 75 ets., $1.00 and #1.25
Sleeve Buttons at only 50 ets. each.

first class Upright Plano that we
can sell for *250.
Please call and see and
hear It. NEW ENGLAND ORGAN CO', 16 Free
street. W. H. H. Saunders, Manager.
2-1

acts

(jtet

THE

LOST—On

This Plaster

V

That he is selling for

IRA F. CLARK,

Monday evening, a Lady’s Beaver
Fur Collar. The Under will be suitably rewarded by leaving it At this oMce.2-1

Dealers

MADE BY
W. KINSMAN A CO., Druggists,
New York City.

_fob6_

$30 Overcoats

;

OFFICE._4-1

by Magic.
Medicine

Druggists and
Everywhere.

a

a

and Cures as

Price lOcts. and 36 cts.
F.

city
Monday, Nov. 27th,
Central Wharf, a double charm
for watch chain, consisting of an English gold coin
and a miniature compass In a square bloodstone
setting with gold ring and eye-bolt attachment.
Both attached to one ring. A suitable reward
will be given If the property be restored to the
owner.
M. A. ILANNA. Keeper "Two Lights.”
In the

lady’s pocket book, betwetu East

Consumption

jieopie

any manufacturer or retalle
in Portland. We are giving customer
Come in aud share it.
a benefit.
Si:
dollars saved is $12 earned, and yo I
will be lucay to ever meet such a cbanc
again. These goods are not off color »
nor marked down because they are Ugh
weight, and we don’t want to carr
them over, but genuine new fashionabl
goods this season’s make, bought for k
surprise to our customers aud competi
tors.

Portland. Nov. 1,1886.

WHICH LEAD TO

Pleasant,by

well.__7-lAwlw
on

COLDS

ii.•

tierce lard, l bbl. Water White oil, yi bbl. Water
White oil, 2 bbls. flour, 1 package wrapring paper
The owner can have the same by proving property
and paying charges. G. R. JOHNSON, So. Harps-

LOST-While
probably

AND

uie

of

fered by

at ».10

ADBIFT—near Haskels
PICKED
Island. Harpswell, the following articles; 1

delay.

never

ON

owner

H.

Stable, Oak Street.

Prepared by AVERY

Do not

was

$1.25.

—

flourishing eity near Boston; furnished
complete, and paving *200 per month clear, year
round; always full; low rent; good location; never
changed hands; Investigate. Address J. W. FERGURSON 2nd, Lynn, Mass.13-12

Colds, Croup, etc.
“O.O. CILLEY. A M., M D.”
Get a 10c. trial size bottle of your druggist.

remedy

or

Also Houses’ Double Seated Drawers.
Call and see them.
3 cases each of All Wool Scarlet and
Blue Ribbed Undershirts and Drawers
at only02c. Sold everywhere for $1 aad

67 more of the $lS.OODoubleBreasted
at
Blue Suits, with detachable buttons
railroad
for
suit
the
just
only $10,00,
These Suits are worth $12 at
men.
lot
wholesale, and this will be the last
at
counters
our
on
that we shall put
this price. We pay Spot Cash for our
goods, and we know we are selling
cloth*
more goods than any other retail
bouse in this city. Customers, after

Rceived Nov. 17th, the fifth invoice of
OH of those elegant Silk and
Satin Lined

$#.00, $7.00, $8.00 o
suit, but a regular $12.00 Sui t
a

(110.00
$0.00, and its equal

lungs.

I____

$12 SUITS FOR $6

HACK—New milk cows, at TEWKESI30B
BURY FARM, Ocean St., Deering.
12tf
BALE
Owner leaving the country will
FOB
sacrifice for *400, Boarding and laid King
House In

BOSTON.
I recommend Lactart and
Honey' as a safe and very
efficient remedy for Coughs.

confident of

Look at all the $12.00 Suits in Port
land, theu come to our store
and see our

2-1

FOB

LACTART

We have always In stock a Hue assortment of Outside Flannel Shirts, Clove.,
*■< t uffs, and In fact
V L“,Ur*
H,V’‘^r
of goods found in a iieutlekinds
all
mail’s Furnishing Store.
Railroad and Policemen have you seen
Conger’s Patent CHE.M EK-MUEI l>
UJiDERSUI .TS. It Is the oolv garment
that affords absolute protection to the

ANOTHER LEADER.

This Is not

cts. each.

<o

16 Free street.

BALE-8chr. Forest Maid: 43 tons,
built In Newbury port 1877; Is In good order
and well found. Enquire of W. 8. JORDAN
A CO.

FOB
street,

I> selling 50'doz. of the celebrated
$1.00 White l.aundried
Petersburg
Shirts at only 75 ceuts each, the best
best made nod best nearing 75e.
Shirt in the city.
25 doz. $1.00 OH Tan (llores at only

not manufacturers, nor hav
we got 20 stores, but we have got th
best lot of Clothing for the lea.t uione;
of any clothier in Cortland. I.ow price
tell.
Spot Cash brings Cow Price
and Cow Prices brings patrons. Lool
into our store as you go by and be < 011
vinced.
are

■

BALE-A

\T

Marrett. and Maggie Bell, Uocklaud; Thomas N
Stone, Boston; Eri, do; Irene E Meservev, Fall
ltlver; St John, Vlnalhaven; Henry Wbltnev, and
Mexican, Bangor; Jed Frye, Calais; Ftlro,from
St John, NB.
Cld 6tb, sch Oneida, McGlivery, lor Blaye; sch
Clifford. Crabtree, Polnt-a-Pitre.
PERTH AMBOY-Ar 4th, sch Hattie E King,
Collins. New York.
Sid 6th, brig Arcot, Cates, New York.
NEW HAVEN—Sid 6th, sch LHolway, Bryant,
New York.
NEW BEDFORD—sid'etli, sch Daylight, Hodgdon, Baltimore.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 4tli, schs Falatka,
from Satilla River for Boston;
Mary B Smith,
Hoboken for Tliomaston; Nellie Star, Gardiner
for New York.
Sid 4th, sells Clias J Willard, G I) Loud, Wesley
Abbott, Glen Ullen.
Ar 6th, schs June Bright,Brunswick for Boston;
Ada S Alien, Elizabethport for Boston; Alfred
Keene, and Abby Wasson, Amboy fordo; A J
Fabens, and S S Bickmore, do for do; Abm Richardson, and Mabel Hall, Hoboken for do; Light
of the East, and Catharine. Rondout for do; Douglas Haynes, Hoboken for Lynn; Olive Branch, uo
for Salem; Diadem, Elizabethport for Tliomaston;
Stephen G Hart, Providence for St John, NB.
HYANN1S—Ar 6th, schs Gleuullen, Georgie D
Lord, and Etna, from the west bound east.
In port 6tU, sell Bertha D Nickerson, Nickerson
from New York for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 6tli, sells Ada A Kennedy, Ken-

2-1

MALE—A good second hand Cblckering
I?OB
S’
fnr ntllv
Thic ia a
irroof

same

Somerset.

nv

3-1

LET—flood rooms with board.
TO3-1NO.
CO FREE STREET.

__A*
-_A__J
vrivuoiuil
auvi

trade, for a medicine
FREE from objectionable
drugs, which will effectually cure Coughs, Colds,

Below, brig Fidelia, Blake, from Turks island.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar Gth, barque Hannah McLoou, Bowers, Cardenas.
Cld Gth, sells Eleanor, Poole, Fernandlua; Gen
Banks, Dyer, Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar Gth, sells Ralph Sinuett, from
Kennebec; Beta, Calais; Luis G Rabel, Boston:
1 Hnlu

Cumberland streets.

8-1

Sch Native American, from Boston for Cutler,
was rescued from a bad position 6th by wreckeis
and taken into Cutler. The owuers are trying to
settle salvage.

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Bid 4th, ship John R KelGibbous.
ley,
Liverpool.
ASTORIA, O—Sid 27th, barque Xenia, Reynolds. Buenos Ayres.
GALVESTON-Ar Qth, sch E U Cornell, Crocker, Philadelphia.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar up 2d, sch 8au Domingo,

a

MALE—Indurated Fibre Co.’s tubs, palls
ami keelers, by KENDALL & WHITNEY.
FOB

TN response to many in■*"
quiries, from both the

men.

Buenos Ayres, Oct 28th— Barque Isaac Hall,
which put back here In distress, was sold by auctiou25th,at *10’ 0 paper, *S*3u Am coin. The
hull Is lu good condition and the copper on it is
worth more lliau she sold for. The spars, rigging
sails. &c, sold tor *1.000 paper.
EP“See general news columns lor other reports.

unsurpassed In tone; and
recommend them to all that
first-class Keed Organ. 4-1

cor.

•

Barque Charles Fobes, Bucknnm.

llolon

SALE—The

elegant Palace Organs, for
sale by C. K. HAWES, No. 431 Congress St„
FOB
In

are

SALE—The Never

Ar at

■

FOB

the

FROM ODR CORRESPONDENT.

BOOTHBA Y, Dec 6—Ar, sebs Hannah Graut,
Milllinclge for Boston; Annie Condon, d* for do;
Marcia Bailey, fm Columbia Falls for do; Louisa
Smith, Bangor for do; Allston, Sullivan for New
York; H S Boynton, ltocklaud for Bostou; Frank
Fierce. Deer Isle for do; Idella Small, do for do;
It H Colson, Bangor for Fortlaud; Cbas Cooper,
do for Plymouth; Kldnra, Millbrldge tor Bostou;
Forest Belle, Baugor for Plymouth.

4_1

SALE—The good will, stock and fixtures, of first class fruit and confectionery
store: one of the best locations in the city; rent
low; fine trade; Just tue place to make money
during the holidays; must sell. Address BARGAIN. Press Office._
4-1

Slip llorseSlioe shod
In good shape, for $2.00 per set. E. MORFOB
Preble and
RILL.

----

Thninoolnn

li'O It SALE!- The I vers 5; Pond" Pianos
■T both upright and square, so favorably known
by all musicians; used In the New Kngluud Conservatory amt by many of the best artists in the
country, are for sate by C. K. HAWES, No. 431

««

I IRA F. CLARK

J7-1

_

TUESDAY, Dec. 7.
Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, HUlyard, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Bos n.
Barque Hattie H, (Br) Cochraue, New York for
Windsor, NS. Has been as far east as Halifax,
where she took a violent gale and was blown back
Put In for shelter.
Sch A R Weeks, Henley, Windsor, NS, via Spencer's Islaud, where she put in with sails damaged.
Has experieuceed continuous gales for twenty
navs; lost and split sails, broke fore boom and
gait, and also spanker boom. Is hound to Balti-

Kairlo

MALE:.

back seat, but will sell for cash,
take
Burts French Kid bools for 85.50 and New
Including
Banisters make for $6.50,
Jersey boots
former price *8 and the same as others advertise
for $0.50. M. U. 1 ALMKtt, 64| Congress St.

_NTEWS.

IRA F. CLARK
We

no

WE

nuciiiuuiioiia.

wa-

^_17-1

DECEMBER 8.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

by,

exorciso, Hebago
H. CL 1 HUM AS,
Saecarappa.

county,
ter, box stalls.

6,1886.—Cotton heavy

middlin' c 1316c.
MOBILE, Dec. 0,1886—Cotton Is Arm; mid
dling 8%c.
MEitiFHJS, Doe. 6,1880.—Cotton is Arm; mid
dllag 8%'.

FROM

15

«!■*«»}•.■.•;;;; Ill
5S51S
aaMfy.:::: 5.S?
MARINE

I

MISCELLANEOUS.

.niacELLANEori.

11

for

FREIGHTS.

90c

...Dee

11

Thompson, Puget Sound.

(By Telegraph.)

Hams at 10Mj®llc4> lb, according to site and
cure: smoked shoulders 7@7Vfec; pressed hams at

IT IS WONDEFUL
how easily rheumatism begins, and how insidiously it grows in the system, until one is startledto And himself its victim in the acute or chrome
form. He then learus the fearful tenacity of its
grip and the utter powerlessness of the ordinary
remedies to give relief.
Probably to no disease have physicians given
more study, and none has more completely baffled
their efforts to provide a specific; and until Atliloplioros was discovered there was no medicine
which would surely cure rheumatism, neuralgia

...Liverpool

Polynesian.Portland
Republic.New York.. Liverpool. ..Doc
Dec
Suevla.New York .Hamburg

Michigan Central.

Mmn. A St. Louis.
21%
do pref.
Vs
Missouri Pacific.114

uoiurauo,

Little Louisa, not three years old, was observed
to attempt to spit with
as she sat at the table
great energy Into the corner of her bib, and when
Use trying to
asked what she was doing said:
spit out my teeth as Aunt Mary Ann does.” Poor
Aunt Mary Ann’s false teeth hurt her, so she
slyly slipped them out Into her napkin when she
fondly hoped she was unobserved, but the little
one’s sharp eyes had seen her.

js

Elevated..

Texas Pacific.
Union IPaclllc.
U. B. Express.
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pref.
Western Union Telegraph

When she booatuo Miss, she clung to Castoria,
Whan aho had i 'hildrcn, aho ga. o thorn Castoria.

My trend, look here!

West.I

LakeiiShore. 98%
Louisville A Nasu. 63%

ao

When Babj nsick, we gave her Castoria,
When aho cr»> Child, sho cried for Castoria,

34

Era*.New York..Bremen.Dec
Westernland.New York..Antwerp. ...Deo
Allianca.....New York..St Thomas. .Dec
Eider.New York..Bremen ....Dec

JLs

vv.

RODMAN WINSLOW,

132 NASSAU ST., (Yanderbllt Bulldlnfl,

NEW YORK CITY.

WHITNEY.
«*lln

Established Feb. 1st, 1877.
I'niiuestlonabl#
references. Write or call for particulars.
eodAwlm
novl6

■g'""

.

TH1<]

A

WEDNESDAY MORNING, DEC. 8.

Heavy

Yesterday,

Cale

DEERINC

THE

THE STORM.

PKESB.

FAIR.

Hon. Charles

Successfully

Accom*

Opened
Yesterday
Despite the Storm.

paned by Snow.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
WBW

ADVKRTIMISnBNTtl

w>

Hard Times for Vessels Approaching
the Coast.

TO-UAV

AMUSEMENTS.
Stephen's Fair-Y. M. 0. A. Hall.

St.

Yesterday was

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Neckwear—Rlnes Brothers.

Owen, Moore & Co.
Linens—Millett. Evans & Co.
For Bale—House.
Wanted—people to Call

In

lusolveucy.

Comforters—Rlnes Brothers.
Wanted—Y ling Man
For sale—Punas and
Sleighs.
Proposals for Dredging.

Tolit-*g^^°nt!'lyfor1887-

PREVENTION BETTER THAN CURE.
Many persons are afflicted with skin eruptions'
boils or ulcers. Brandretu’s Pills taken freely will lu a short time effect a complete cure of all
such troubles. Ulcers of long
standing have been
cured by them. Carbuncles have been
checked
in their lucipieucy by them.
The worst fever

Advice to .Tlelhere.-MRS.
WINSLOW’S
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children are cutting tectli. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; It produces natural, quiet sleep by
relieving the child from pain, and the little cherub
awakes as "bright as a button.” It Is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the
bowels, and is the best known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
causes. Twenty-live cents a bottle.
'alll«

_SMftW&wly

Lorenzo .1/umt, Providence, It.
writes:
"I contracted a severe cold which
settled on my
lungs, causing inflammation and distress. 1 had
night sweats and fever for eight or nine days, lost
...J appetite uuu menus s;uu 1 was In
consumption. Alter considerable doctoring, from which 1
received no beneflt, I was advised to
try Ada
son’s Botanic Cough Balsam, and the result is
my appetite is good, night sweats and fever have
left me, gaining la flesh and getting to feel like a
new man.’’
MW&S&w

Captain Ilenley,

Christmas Goods opening Wednesday, Dec. 8.
Chaklks Day, 2*1 Middle street.
mu2t

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT.
DECEMBER TERM—BEFORE JUDGE WERR.

SUPREME

JUDICIAL

DECEMBER RULES—REFOllE

as

freezing as

JUDGE 11A8KEI.L.

ToJtth*

rand uni:
“The balance to be paid in thirty days, interest
after January l, 1886. If Mr. Berry refuses to
pay the balance, Mr. Ricker is to have the *600
,,e
°r 9e<'ure9’1
Before the expiration of the
both
thirty
Kicker and Berry demanded of Mason days
the *600
deposited with him. and both were refused. At
the expiration of the thirty days
Berry did not
complete the purchase, but was afterwards dehls
guardian
demanded
the
.raXSd lu.s.ane’ a,.ld
*600 of Mason, claiming that as Berry was insane
the contract was void, and that the funds
belonceri tn the entato ,.f i<iu
-..

raandad the money, and
was refused.
payment
Ricker denied that the sum had
been deposited to
bind the bargain, but claimed that It had been
paid directly to bhn by Berry as part
in
the trade, and that it was by him given payment
to Mason
111 t,le Li'nerlck National
Bank,
.‘SfeW'i?
of which bank Mason was the
president. Each
paity oiTered to Indemnify Mason upon payment
but
tills
him.
was refused, and
£? hill in
Mason Hied his
court, offering to pay into
court the
and asking a decree discharging
him from money
all liability to these
respondents on account of the fund, and that tlie
respondents be
required to .nterplead with each other as to their
right to tlie fund.
hearing occupied nearly the entire day, and
at its conclusion the court
took the papers.
crank M. Higgins, Esq., of
Limerick, appeared
tor the complainant, and Isaac W.
Dyer, Esq^ of
this city, for the respondents.

Mati1,?„,c1ild.i

.The

SUPERIOR COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE BOKNKY.
*

Tuesday.—Tlie December term was opened In
the morning. Tlie traverse jury is the same as at
the last term.
Charles]]. Bucknam vs. William H. Sanborn.
Action to recover damages for breacli of contract
In not delivering to plaintiff two hundred shares
of the Blue Hill Bay
miuing stock. Damages
claimed $100.
The plaintiff claims that in March, 1880, the
defendant told him the Blue Hill Bay mining
stock was a good investment and he had some
sell him for60cents a share.
,'''mid
Plaintiff told
him lie would take two hundred
shares. Within a few days defendant sent ids
«“** to plaintiff asking for the
money and plaintiff paid the $100, taking Sanborn's
receipt therefor- Plaintiff says from that time lie
frequently
asked Sanborn for the stock and was always told
that It was not ready, or that it was at the house
and lie would bring It down; that tlie stock was
never delivered or offered to tlie plaintiff until
after the suit was brought and then defendant
tendered a ccrtilicate of the stock which plaintiff
refused to accept.
The defendant claims that the plaint iff
requested
him to hold the stock until lie,
defendant, sold Ills
and then to sell tt all; that lie did so but tlie stock
instead of going up went down ami in two months
was worthless; that then plaintiff refused to accept the stock but wanted the money lie put into
Tlie Court instructed the
in substance that
..

Jury

as no time w-as mentioned in
w ithin which the
stock was

tlie
to

contract of sale

he delivered tlie
defendant was entitled to a reasonable time. If
lie did not deliver it within a reasonable
time. If
there was a breach of tlx contract, the
plaintiff
would be entitled as
to tlie highest
damages
market price iiie slock reached at any time between the expiration of the reasonable time for
IIP ivpm arwl ftm
il>o
.......

i_..

diet for tlie plaintiff for $123.10.
C. W Morrill aud A. F. Moulton-for
plaintiff.
Mattocks, Coombs & Neal for defendant.

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Tuesday—Charles Landry, Intoxication; ten
(lays iu the county jail.
»
Henry W. Kipley, common 'drunkard; four
months In the county Jail.
John Kooncy, common drunkard; three months

in the county Jail.
John Kelley, vagabond and idle person; two
months io the county Jail.
T Charles Wagner, larceny; three months in the
county jail.
Kimball, Ingambling
nuisance; bound
over to the grand
Jury the sum of $1,000.
Maxwell,
Frank
M.
Burrows,
George
m
:,1"‘
A
Lorette. gambling;
’ViVilined
Maxwell
$Jo and one-fourth costs; others
$10 and one-fourth costs.
A Toboggan Slide for Portland.
Hr. W. W. Burnham of this city has been
in New \ ork for the past two
weeks, making

investigation in regard to tobogganing,
which is such a popular winter sport in Canada and some places in this
country. It has
been definitely decided by Mr. Burnham and
other gentlemen to build a slide in this
city,
and work will begin as soon as a site is decided upon. Several places have been looked
at, and the most available will he selected.

The

Charity

Ball.

It has been decided to hold the charity
ball, Thursday evening, Dec. .30th, at City
Hall. The following committee will have
the affair in
charge, which is a guarantee of
a perfect success: Mrs. A. W.
Longfellow,
Mrs. C. W. Goddard, Mrs. P. II.
Brown,
Mrs. J. E. Blabon, Mrs. Howard Gould,
Mrs. W. E. Millikeu, Mrs. Edward Kent,
G. M. Moore, Mrs. A. A. Strout.
Police

Examining

Board.

At a meeting of the Police Examining
Board last-evening, George H. Williams of
Ward 2, and Joslah H. Dill of Ward 3, passed successfully a physical examination. The
Board adjourned until Monday evening,
Dec. 13, at 7.30 o’clock.

Among the

as a souvenir.

attractive display
here of curious and pretty
Japanese goods,
the rose jars attract
attention; and from the
articles
can
everybody
select something
which she or he wants.
Adanoy work table is next to the Japanese booth on tlie left.
Among the handsome
things here are a carriage robe presented by
the banford Mills, a placque painted
by
Miss Annie Frye of Portland, table cover
presented by Mrs. J. B. Curtis, picture
drape painted by Mis. Moshier, fir pillows,
decorated pottery, Mrs. Fred Kendall. Here
also are a painting by H. B
Brown, Esq.,
and some shells bearing bits of fine
painting
by Mrs Stevens, of Stevens’ Plains, a lady

after four

87 years old.
At the flower booth, which comes next, a
variety of button-hole bouquets, cut
ewers and plants present a
pretty sight.
The
school table,
the proceeds from
which are to be devoted to the benefit of the
schools, is equally as attractive as the other
booths. A handsome quilt hangs here waiting to be given to the High School teacher
who shall receive the
highest number of
Miss Anderson, one of the teachers
v?‘«sof the High School, has presented a
picture
painted bv herself. There are nice specimens of fancy work, a
hand-painted tidy
from Miss Barnard of Calais.
A booth, furnished with handkerchiefs
from the store of Owen, Moore &
Co., offers
an excellent
opportunity for patrons of the
fair to buy their handkerchiefs.
The upright piano which stands in the
corner by the handkerchief booth is
from
the warerooms of ltobinson & Co., and the
1 ortland Stone Ware
presented
Company
the vase which is beside it, the choice flowers with which the vase is
filled being fur“r: Hulsey. At this end of the
hall is the children’s tree,
hung with a variety of presents, and conducted in the same
manner as the time-honored fish
pond
A second fancy work table
occupies the
first position in the remaining side of the
hail. Among the articles here are an engraving from Miss Mary Clapp, a pastel by
Mr- S-M. Watson, a toilet set
presented by
Mrs. YY lutney and Mrs.
Phinney, a sofa pillow from the Sisters of
Mercy of Deeriue. a
handsome silk quilt and paintings by Miss

§reat

{.liSnid«y

Maine Central Lease

A table of
confectionary from Boston,
hand made jellies and
preserves, with a
cake
guess
upon it, comes side by side with
a table loaded with an
assortment of Goudy
& Kents
candies and a guess bottle of

President and Directors of the P. and 0.

candy presented by Mr. Geo. Sawyer.
The‘grocery store takes up considerable

space

for the

proper

display

of

a

stock of

choice groceries. Gen. C. I'. Mattocks has
presented a«!ot of canned goods put up by
the Winslow Packing
Company: pickles
have been presented by C. W.
lielknap &
Co.; Dwight’s soda, John Dwight & Co.,
New \ ork; jellies. E. T. Cowdrev A- f'n

Very respectfully,

dosiou

; oox ol raisms. tv. T

rnlman

x. rv,

Charles J. Chaeman,
Stephen R. Small,
Fred N. Dow.
The proposition from the Maine Central
referred to has already been published. It
seenu^ proper to say here that for eight
months of the last year the Ogdensburg
road received the gross receipts of all busi“too u* a.i

uu»iucos>, cuniiug

or

going,

over

the line of the road between Fabyan’s and
Scott’s Mills,
as the road ran Its own
through engines and cars for passengers and
freight, but this year, and since June, the
road has practically stopped at Fabyan’s,
and this corporation neither received the
gross receipts between Fabyan’s and Scott’s
nor was it put to the expense of
running
their trains there, so that this explains the
difference between the $400,000 gross receipts President Sewall, of the Maine Central, understood this road would show with
its increased business, and the $301,000 it
does show.

THE

JOTTINCST

day.
Workmen in the cellar of the United
States Hotel yesterday afternoon set off such

heavy blast that a large quantity of glass
in the basement was shattered.
The sale of seats for the Wheelmen’s ball
will begin this morning at 9 a. m.; checks
will be given out at 7 a. m. No one will be
permitted to purchase more than six seats.
The late afternoon train and the Pullman
from Boston were over an hour behind time.
Trains from the east were not delayed by

II.

Elwell, Esq.; a
loaned by Mr. J. P.

the shape of

a

ball, about eight

inches in diameter, Mr. J. Johnson ; tea c«ddy. at least 130years old, Miss Julia Boyd; a
of delicately carved bamboo, Mrs.

until after the Stockbridge concert.
Doyle, who some time ago attempted to
escape from the officers as he was carried
into the jail, jammed his hand so badly in a
machine at the workshop Monday it was
feared he would lose the fingers, but Dr.
Foster thinks he shall save them.
The ladies of the New Church will hold a
fair at Y. M. C. A. Hall tomorrow afternoon
and evening. There will be a large collection of very pretty useful and fancy articles
adapted for Christmas gifts. Don’t forget
the hot baked beans and lobster salad which
will be served from 0 to 8 p. m.
Officer Gray of the Bostou force, who was
badly cut in the bead by Tom Conroy when

loaning

mir,

miss

v

tnc,u

arpenier;

pottery,

from 400 to 1000 years old, Mrs. Wheeler;
Kensington tapestry work, Mrs. Frederick
Kobie; fosll fish, Gov. Itobie.
THE

PBOGRAMMK.

The addresses to have been delivered last
ivening will be given this evening, and the
iriginal programme for this evening will be
•arried out Saturday evening. The fair affords a good opportunity for the purchase of
Jhristmas gi ts at reasonable prices, of
ivhich the managers hope the public will
tvail themselves.
Supper is served from G
;o 8 o’clock each evening.
Eye and Ear Infirmary.
Treasurer Geo. F. French in his

report

showed an expenditure of $:S08.<10 aud receipts of $374 during the past seven months
if the corporation's existence, leaving the
aim of $G5.50 in hand.
There have been delations of material and labor amounting to
GOOD.
The report of the medical staff through
>r. Holt, showed that 320 patients have been
egistered at the institution comprising 430
liseases of the eye and ear, and there lias
icon an attendance of 2,432.
One hundred
ind forty-one operations have been perform] d, comprising all the principal ones in oph, halmic and aural
All have been
surgery.
uccessful except in two instances.
-—-a

Thatcher Post Election.

Monday evening the following

< fficers of
Thatcher I’ost for
j ear:
Commander—C. W. Hadlock.
s. v. c.—Wm. II. H. lYitengill.
J. V. O.—W inslow Lawton.
Q. M.—Charles H. Cummings.
Surgeon—Wm. H. True.

were

the

chosen

coming

o.

1

George W. Sawyer.
Trustee—c. W. Hadlock.
Delegates to Department Encampment—D. W.
crlbner, Lyman W. Hanson.
Alternates Wm. li. True, M. D., William

layes.

--

Crcenlcaf

Royal Arch Chapter.
At the annual meeting of Greenleaf Koyal
itch Chapter, Monday evening, the followi ng officers were elected for the ensuing year:
High Priest—George E. Raymond.
King—Charles D. smith.

Scribe—Ahnoii L. Johnson.
Treasurer—Thomas P. Shaw.
Secretary—Francis E. Chase.

Standing Committee—George

the result of heart disease.

McLaughlin was descended from William and Robert McLaughlin, brothers, who
emigrated from Ulster county, Ireland, and
settled in Scarborough. William was born in
170C; his wife, Sarah
Jameson, was
born
in
Plymouth,
Mass., in 1715,
and
died in Scarborough,
Jan.
21,

Mr.

Ii.

1 am II. Smith, Martin A. Dillingham.

French,

Sliaw.

WM.

ernf

ITil

niorarc

made many incur-

until the peace of 1783 that they were finally
safe from the depredations of the savages.

William McLaughlin was a town warden
in 1777. He died in 1782.
His son Kobert,
born in Scarborough, July 18, 1752, died May
8,1823; his wife, Martha Johnson, was born
Feb. 0, 17U1, and died at Monmouth, Me.,
June 9,1851. They had three sons and six
daughters. Betsey, the eldest, who married
Edward Sargent, of Bangor; Sally and

Nancy who were never married; Catharine
who married nenry Vanschaick
CumstOn,
of Scarborough, afterwards of Monmouth;
William; James; Dionysia who married
Wiggins Hill, of Bangor; Kuth who married Joseph Hasty, of Standish; Charles who
was never married; James who went to Bangor, and operated in real estate, became quite
wealthy, and died there Oct. 14, 1872, at the
age of eighty-two; his wife was Almira Tilton, of Scarborough. Charles, the youngest
of the family, settled in Louisiana and became a large planter; he died Dec.
19, 1835,
in his thirty-eighth year. William took to
farmiug like his ancestors, and was known
as a man of good
judgment, of strict integri-

reports

unwilling to leave being uuderevil influence,
but he also says that the
complaint against
the Indians comes from those
persons who
tiave some selfish end to gain.
One of these
Indians carries the mail ko miles twice a week,
m

M

foot, and considers himself well paid at
week, no thought of striking, and say

a

is not tired at all.
An interesting

le

report was given of the
National meeting in New York. It was well
ittended and enthusiastic.
Several ladies
were present from this
city.
Allusion was made to the President’s message, andofthis society would advise a careful
ending it by all. He says and truly that
lie Indians are a
portion of our people. The
government cannot relieve itself of
this
until
esponsibility
they can care for themlelvcs,
Hr. Merrill, Hr.
Cummings and several
ithers interested in the propagation of fish
1 ind
game, have leased a large barn, between
me and two hundred feet
long, at Cape
Elizabeth, where they propose wintering
everal hundred live quuil, to be liberated iu
| I inerent sections of the county, next spring.
ho building is being
prepared purposely
or the accommodation of the
quail.
Ine quail have been engaged in New York
1 md lennessee and will arrive from the first
'f February to as late a date in
February as
1 hey can be purchased.
The cost is $L'.00 per
* Inzen at the
shipping point in Tennessee,
nd $3.so in New York.
The movement
,
riginated from the fact that several bevies
f quail have been found in the county re-

ently.

A ten

—

pure cream of
other brands.
The

of

are now

Royal Baking

pronounced more

Powder than when leavened

by

dyspepsia

those who

appreciate

WrvltStSsV
EBB9

—»w-w

and other ailments that follow the

food will not hesitate to select the

of

use

“Royal.”

___

Ladies’ Astrachan Trimmed Wraps
FOR $4.00.

Ladies' Boucie Jackets
For $2.50, $3 and $4.

year in advance, postage
number.
With superb life-

a
a

size portrait of Hawthorue, Emerson, LongfeL
low, Bryant, Whittier, Lowell, or Holmes, $5.00;
each additional portrait, $1.00.
The Net ember

December numbers

sad

tm

aews«b»cribcr» nhoar •'■barriptioaa
received before December 'iOtta.

by money-order, draft:

or

registered tetter,

NIFFLLV
BOIGBTOV,
(Iec8

EASTMAN BRO. & BANCROFT.

o

ai»+

nou/

occ

saw**

aMWWWB

o*
k

Cl AA

V

50 dozen Cents’ Unlaundered Shirts $ .41
“
$1.25
.75
“
Extra Fine
1.00
25
Laundered Shirts
1.00
11
“

“
25
Good $1.00
.69
Cents’ Suspenders
from 14 cents up
Gents’ Linen Collars, assorted styles, 10c
“
“
“
Cents’
15c
Cuffs,
Earl and Wilson and Crown Collars and Cuffs now

in stock in

Large

,

good

size

assortment.

collars,

up to 19 inch, can always be
had in our stock.
Cents’ can also find largest underwear made,
say
up to size 52, in our stock, in good and medium
qualities. Now is the time to buy as our assortment
is first-class.
Our stock of Gaiters, Mittens, Hoods, Dolls, Shoppine: Bags, Silk Handkerchiefs, Linen Handkerchiefs, and all kinds vf goods suitable for Christmas
Presents was never so complete and attractive as
at the present time.

RINES
BROTHERS.
qtC*__
lilt

■

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

Dyspepsia^

Indigestion and TouB
uearty Hating, A per-jfl
If
iljhrL
feet remedy for Pizzi-B
Bi |
1/ j. £B
-BB B U
ness, Nausea, Prowsi-B
JKt B3I fl 41
rices, I In, I Tusio in th(B
B lr ■ PafasJa Mouth, CoaledTongneB
MS
tee]
I’ain in the Side, icl
They regulate the Bow-B
Icls and prevent Consti-B
at ion and Piles, 'rite smallest and easiest to takeM
fitly one pill a dose. 40 in a vial, Purely Vep-S3
Stable. Price 25 cents, Cviulshy tfMilfor$1.00.B
CARTER MEDICINE C0„ ‘Sop'rs, New York. B
Bold by all Druggists.
33

Utf

dec2

nrr

Postals Xotes and Money are at the risk of t he
sender, and therefore remittances should be made
to

TURNER

CO., Boston.
list

k

Silk Handkerchiefs,
From the Great Handkerchief Sale,
50 cents, regular price $1.00.

$1.00 Muffler* for $2.00.

54 inch Canras Cloth, 50 cents; for*

Photographer,
tall and

mer

price $1.25.

44 inch Silk and Wool Gilbert Salting,
42 1-2 cents; forme* price $1.00.
Black French Dress Goods, 50 cents;
usual price 75 cents.

SEAL PLUSH CLOAKS
nee our new

picture
pecially appropriate for a

es-

A SPECIALTY.
Extra Value* just received.

CHRISTMAS (JIFT. FINE CLOAKS HIDE TO ORDER
eodtf

at short notice and in the very
best manner.
AORNTS FOR TIIF

CENTEMERI KIDS.
Insolvency.

Court of Insolvency lor the County of Cumberland,
•State of Maine,
December, 7th, A. D. 1886.
lu ease of JULES EDWARDS, Insolvent Debtor.
Is to give notice, that on the seventh
.day of December, A. D. 1886, a Warrant In
insolvency was Issued by Henry C. Peabody,
Judge of the Coart of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
MILES EDWARDS, of Raymond,
to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition ot
adjudged
said Debtor, which petition was died on the
seventh day of December, A. D. 1886, to which
date Interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment ol any debts to or by said
Debtor, ana the trausler and delivery of auy
property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more
assignees of bis estate, will lie held at a Court ot
Insolvency, to tie holden at Prohate Court Room,

THIS

ber.A. D. 1886, at 10 o'clock in the forenoou.
Given under my hand the date first above written*
H. K. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
dec8&15

Large Assortment in Dressed and Undressed and Embroidered Suede.
Bargains In Cashmere (.lores and Silk

Mittens.

488 and 490

Mrs. Frances Hodgson Burnett,
of “Little Lord Kauntleroy,” begins “a
in the Christmas ST. Nicholas. Other notable contributions of the same
number are from J. T. Towbrldge, Helen
Gray
Cone. Alfred Brennan, John R. Coryell, and other
favorites. Although It Is “designed for younger
readers, and hits their needs exactly, older folks
find themselves lingering
delightedly over Its
pages” (to use the words of the Boston JournalI),
and It Is fairly called a “magazine for
everybody,”
It is popular wherever it goes.
Secure the Christmas St. Nicholas. Sold
by
alt dealers. Price 25 cents. The number contains. also, Part X of a new sea-story by

dainty fairy story”

Frank R. Stockton.

dec8

du

CHRISTMAS,
ANNIVERSARY and WEDDING
PRES3S3NTS.
One of the most desirable stock.* to select from to be foiriid in the citj at

„NO. 8 ELM STREET,,
Propo.nl. for Dredging

in Portland Har-

bor, Tlaiae.
United states Kncineeb Office t
Portland. Maine. Dec. 3, 1886. (

AUCTION SALeT

HallowdI Cotton Manufacture
iiii*

Store
all

will

be closed

day
Thursday Morning the
Grand Opening of New
TO-DAY.

Store and

AIX

Thursday, the 9th Day
December, 1886.

IWumhAF

*»A

iuwi'

..J

...hi

Holiday

JARED

_

to call and
\V*1^’*'*-**—People
tl,at
*•» «* work b>

k.:

A

bounded. Norther'y by Academy, Westerly by

Second, Southerly bv Temple and Easterly by
Water Sts. covering tn the whole about 8,000
square feet of land.
This mil! has been In active, and of late, successful operation ujp to within a few weeks.
The parties purchasing will take the stock lu
process of manufacture, supplies coal and repair
materlhls at an appraisal.
Por full particulars and all further Information,
enquire of

E. W. CONVERSE, Yructee,
No. 62 Franklin Street. Boston,
Where schedule of machinery end plans can be

seeu, or at the mill.
TKHVI* OK WALK-03,000 cash

at time
of sale, balance to be paid January 1,1887.
B. W. « ON VKKWK, Trustee.
nov23
dtdecS

My

assortment la

I* the
selection.
now

country

^fi^Cnnlnr^r*
SOULES

functions.

n

PILLS)

® I LI 0 U S

Stock

N. E.
Me.

NAI.K-Incousequcuoeof

leaving

S-l

I.VOK
the city we otter

Vt?n ttv,p?!,,m,.,,n''
Regulator
n|M8

FM W & wly 1 stoi 4thpnmi

make

your

an

unusual

owner

Top Sieiglis (or Physicians’Use.
Sleighs of best quality aud lowprices.
*

est

opportunity to

purchase a desirable cottage in western portion of
city, In thorough repair, containing eight rooms,

compact and well arranged, good hath room, furnace In good order, best of
plumbing- drainage
perfect. Terms easy. BENJAMIN SHAW, 48Vt
Exchange street.
g_l
V

well furnished
TOatI.KT-Three
gl per week each. Ala*' one
second

rooms

Boor, suitable for

room on

Board If wanted at *3 per week.
SPRING STREET.

WAREROOMS ANO MANUFACTORY.

3*1 to 38 Union Street.
decs_dim
WILL
BE
SOLD AT

let

to

large front

DARRAH’S

two

persons.
Apply at 37
8-1

MALE—Traverse runner pmigs, roll and
square dashers, light and medium weight,
double sleighs, comfort and single sleighs, cheap
at WRY & SCANLON, Corner pure and Cotton St.
S-l

FOB

KID GLOVE
STORE,
FOR

LINENS.

All Clamp Skates!
Best in the Market, 87 Cease Pair.

MILLETT,

EVANS

>Tos. 517 Congress and 7 Casco
Open

10-DAl

a

complete line of

Splashs, Tides, Bibs,

CO.,

Streets,

Stamped Linen,

Sideboard Covers,

Also real Scotch Linen Thread.

&
in

All colors for outline

Nickel Plated All

Kmbroidery.

EVANS & CO.

U3t

WEEK.

50 do*. 5-huUon Kids for
50 ets.
25 “ Children's Mitten*.
|5 ..
u
25 “ Udles’
„
“
-•»
Gent’s and Boy’s double
•
Mittens,
25 “

{£

Also

CHEAP!

241 MIDDLE STREET.

A

MILLETT,

0.\F

nd

SHOW SHOVELS,
dec7

&e.

Clamp Skates!

Per Piiir.

fray Cloths,

Carving Cloths,

PILLS

Sldeachc, Cos led Tongue,
hitter Taste In th. Mouth,
jne Mst Llver
known. 25c. t 5 boxiD,
•* *» «H
Pruttshmi unit by Mail.
ueo. Pierce &
Uanover
30
St„ ltoston.
Co,,

complete and
to

be convinced

attention; don't forget the place.
rrompt
•YE HOUSE. No. S3 Union St.. Portland.

WA.’VT*D

and

—'LIVER

lime

SMITH,
Engineers.

young man about IS years of
age for assistant book keeper. Must be
willing to make himself generally useful and come
well leecomended. Address in own
handwriting.
G.. 40 PARK SI REKT Portland.
a 1

wc

purin°3 the blood, and that is tho secret of
piSs/ihi11
alue as a vltaluer of the exhausted

VI.

Tlie property is centrally located near the M.
C. R. R. depot and the Kennebec and Boston 8. B.
wkart and consists ot Brick Budding 252x47 (eel.
5 stories high, contamlug 15,1118 8plndles. 1128 40
lu. and 28 4H In. Looms. All in good condition
(or Immediate use, a part ot the machinery being
uearly new and of modern manufacture.
Power Is supplied by two •‘Corliss' Engines,
each 48x20 Inches with six Tubular Boilers
4^xl(! feet Brick L. 52x43 feet, 3 stories high.
In whleh arc the boilers and pickers.
Brick office 1 story with basement, 57x25 feet,
Mill and Office piped for gas and steam.
One frame 2 storyjstore bouse, 58x40 feet.
One large 3 story frame boarding house, directly
opposite mill.
Nino (ram*-tenement houses divided Into 14
tenements, part of which have boen recently repaired and are In fair condition.
All the above buildings, except the (warding
house and one t< nement are located In one square,

_>

dyeing, cleaning,
nnlihlng an<U>resslug of all kinds of
Is
done at the New Dye House on Union garments
street. Our
colors are fast and bright, do not crock or smut,
and are not poisonous i the work Is coudnetsd by
a practical dyer and chemist of 21
years practice:
1° try us: orders may be left a t HOman’s
V.
“9*.
Hat Blcachery. on Casco street, and will receive

-■

Y NERVOUS PROSTRATION.

its great \
us

3 P.

of

Sealed proposals In triplicate for
dredging in
Portland Harbor, Maine, will be received at this
onice No. 637 Congress street, until 3
p. m. of

dec8-9-10-11-22-23_Major of

will commence.

NEURALGIA and

deblUty,
meXwl5!“al0z?VMkncsl’and
»t
Evidence from thouSind^i?f»at c(lUfllH
in the
substantiate this

Coiupany.

the property ot the above corporation, situated In Hallowed. Kennebec County,
Maine, will be sold at public auction to the high
est bidder, on the premises in said Hallowed, on

A For RHEUMATISM,

nt«..n#»T-r
toiuuch* Ulcer*. 1‘lliiploH, Boilfl.
and
For
rd,8^afctia‘ A always gives satisfaction.
there is not a

St.
utf

AT

author

Congress

uov23

thereafter in the presence of such
bidders as may attend.
All necessary blank torms and full Information
on the subject will be furnished
to parties desiring to bid, on application at tbls office.

_!l’-_

w

at

56 inch Camel’* Hair Uemespun, 30
cent*; former price $1.25.

prldAv

Thoroughly cleanse tho blood, which Is tho
fountain of health, by using Dr. Pierce's Gold.
•'•Medical Discovery. ancT pootl digestion, a
fiur skin, buoyant spirits, vital strength, and
soundnessl ot constitution will be established.
Golden Medical Discovery cures all humors,
from tho common pimple, blotch, or
eruption,
to the worst
Scrofula, or blood-poison. Especially has It proven Its efficacy in euring
Salt-rheum or Tetter Fever-sorts, Hip-Joint
Disease, Scrofulous Sores anti Swellings, Enlanred Glands, and Eating Ulcers.
Golden Medical Discovery cures Consumption (which is Scrofula of the Lungs), by fts
wonderful blood-purifving. invigorating, and
nutritive properties. For Weak Lungs, Spitting of Blood. Shortness of Breath, Bronchitis,
Severe t oughs. Asthma, and kindred affections, it is a sovereign remedy. It promptly
hurt's the severest
Coughs.
_for torpid Liver, Biliousness, or ‘‘Liver
Complaint Dyspepsia, ami Indigestion, It Is
an unequalled
remedy. Sold by druggists.
DM' PIERCEIS PELLETS
Ann.
Hiljous nut! Cathartic
•»c. a vial, by druggist*.
d&wurui

do not claim that
Though
Vegetinl will cure every case
of rheumatism, there la positive
proof that It has cured many. In fact,
its power to correct tho acid condition
and chemical changes in the blood which
produce the disease hasiiecome remarkable.
Tou can use nothing with greater certainty
of success. It, has cured when other reinfailed. I'se Viqetink with perfect conWblood impurity. For Canker In tho

Quantity ol

Large

Immediately

_

It

BROS.

WILL OF'FEK TODAY

X

In

fcyH

tress from

35 cents

;

opp. FALMOUTH HOTEL.

100
25

They ataorelievcDis-B

isSa STTLE

#4.00

free

the

ufiiwlvunu

Postti v- y Cured
these iiittle Ihils.

TERMS:

of health, therefore, what

Doses One Dollar.

DjlSQ

Contributions may be expected from John
Gkkeni.kaf Whittier, Thomas Wentworth
Higginhon, Charles Dudley Warner, K. C.
Stedman, Harriet W. Preston, Sarah Obxk
Jewett, Charles Egebkkt Craddock. Ak
thur Sherburne
Hardy, Henry Cabot
Lodge, Edith M. Thomas, Horace E. Sc id
der, George E. Woodbury, George Frederic Parsons. Maurice Thompson, Lucy Larcom, Cella Thaxter. John
Bukuocohs,
James Freeman Clarke, Elizabeth Robbins
Pennell, Bradford Torre y, and many others.

any other

SICK HEADACHB
PA

FOR $12 to $20.

wholesome when raised

selling a line of qualities which have been
duplicated several times by gentlemen who have
come back to us and said they had
previously never
found so good shirts for the money. See below:

The Peculiar Medicine

a. &

Ladies' Fine Cloth Suits

Occasional Papers,
By .JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL.

and

we are now

be a potent and peculiar medicine lor
this disease
bomeof these cures are
really wonderful. If vou
suffer srom scrofula in any of its
forms, be sure
to try Hood’s barsapai ilia.

___

By OLIVER WEMDELL HOLMES.

will

IN GENTS' LAUNDERED AND UNLAUNDERED SHIRTS

How Can it be Cured

.nr,100

chemically

uses

adulteration

We shall offer to gentlemen of Portland over 50
New Patterns in Fall Shades of Puff Ties at only 25
cents each. Also a new assortment at 50 cents.

By taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which, by the
remarkable cures it eas accomplished, often
when
other medicines have failed, has proven itself
to

Mass

No other

NEW TIES JUST RECEIVED.

What is Scrofula

lsowen,

the

eliminated.

totally

Wrappers

FOR $5.00.

and Poems,

decs

It is that Impurity in the blood, which, accumulating in the glands of the neck, produces unsightly lumps or swellings; which causes painful running sores on the arms, legs, or feet; which develops ulcers In the eyes, ears or nose, often
causing blindness, or deafness; which Is the origin of pimples, caucerous growths, or the mauv
other manifestations usually ascribed to
••humors;” which, fastening upon the lungs, causes
consumption and death. Being the most ancient
it is the most general of ail ilihpuhcii or ufltciloiis'
for very lew persons are entirely free from
it.

Prepared

is

Ladles'til Wool Tricot

500 Gents* Fall Ties, half price, as follows:
Choice from over 200 different patterns of real 25
or 30 cent Puff Ties at 2 for 29 cents.
This is to
close out the large lot we have on hand.

late residence.
In Batn. Dec. 4, Daniel D. Hodgkins, aged 70
years 3 months.
Iu Bath, Dec. 0. Martha A., wife of Win. Webw
ster, aged 59 years.

fur *5.

fully

me

upju

realized in

JEW PRICES AJD JEW STILES TO-MORROW!

at her

fl; six

ucuuu^

GENTS’ NECKWEAR!

[Notice of funeral hereafter.
In Cumberland Centre, Dec. 7, Sarah H., wife of

D. Humphreys Stover, LL.
D., Bowdoin
College class of .’22, a noted naturalist, and
author of numerous works on /.oology has
presented to the Bowdoin College library- over
100 volumes and 200 pamphlets
treating of
natural history. Many of the books are of
great value, and the donation is the most
important one for years.
J. E. Ladd, Bristol, Conn.; E. E.
Rand,
Locke.s Mills; F. J. Gladding. Providence;
F. C. Coon, Bangor; C. H. Venner, G. F.
Mayland, J. B. Hosford, Boston; Amos
Sherman, Woonsocket, R. 1.; S. S. Strouse,
C. H. Brown, C. B. Burgess, New York; J.
A. McLellan, Quincy, Mass.; were
among

Regardless of the violent snow storm
several ladies met at their monthly meeting
imi oi enmusiasm ior the Indian work.
The
regular .business was attended to, and interesting letters were read. A private letter
from one of the commissioners
appointed to
influence the Indians of Mills Las to goto
\\ bite Earth lieservation
them as

impure

Capt. N tll’f Plnkham, aged 56 years 4 months.
[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock,

Sold by all druggists,

the

miseries of

please copy.)

tlPri

public

uo

more

in

is much

particularly a question
baking powder we shall use; and

.ISllUlglOU Ol.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

matici

It is

Douizetti

M have running sores on my limbs for five
years, so bad at times that I could not walk, nor
sleep nights. When I commenced taking
Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, I was iu pain so severe that I cannot
describe it. I had no appetite and fell
But
away.
Hood s Sarsaparilla did me a wonderful
amount
of good. I have a good
appetite, have gained in
flesh, aad can sleep well. My sores are almost
healed, and I can easily do a good dav’s work ’’
Mrs. 0. *. Lord, Dover. N. It.

*i

FOR $10.00.

agent.

Iu this city, Dec. 8, Hannah, widow of the late
Bernard It. Coster, of Brooklvn. N. Y., aged 78
years, 4 months. (New York aiid Brooklyn papers

It was reported that Mr. Porteous of the
Grand Trunk had resigned to take the general managership of the Great Eastern. That
report is denied.
Governor-elect Bodwell arrived in the cityyesterday and was the guest of Hon. Albion
Little, who gave a dinner in his honor last
evening at his residence on the Western
Promenade.

Woman’s Indian Association.

by

In this city. Dec. 7, Mary A., daughter of John
Quinn, aged 18 years 3 months.
[Funeral on Thursday afternoou at 2 o’clocl,

Bangor.
Capt. and Mrs. Samuel F. Snow of Bath,
leave for Havre today where the
Captain
will take command of the
ship Hecla.

ning.

these articles

street.

Lieut J. E. N. Graham of the United
States revenue marine, died at Detroit Dec.
3. He had numerous friends in

ui

11

manufacturer

hence

Essays

reduces their

“Royal” is, accordingly,' the only baking powder that
produce perfectly pure bread, biscuit, cake, pastry, etc.;

DEATHS.

PERSONAL.

eve-

tartar, and

In tills city, Dec. 6. Fanny A. Si., wife of Alfred
A. D niniock. and daughter of the late Joel W.
Merrill, aged 34 years.
[Funeral on Wednesday alternoou. at 2.30 o’clk,
from her late residence, No. 320 Portland street.
Burial private.
In this city, Dec. C, Thomas Cox, aged CO years.
[Funeral on" Wednesday alternoou at 2 o’elk,
from his late residence, rear of No. 47 Newbury

chants of Portland.
He leaves two children, Agnes
Hasty Me
Laughlin and Charles McLaughlin, Jr.

ii
uuo

Ladies' Fur Lined Circulars

I'rencli and English,
A continuation of the admirable papers comparing the French and English people,
By P. G. HAMERTON.

from five to

quantities

England, where severe punishments, under stringent laws prohibiting the manufacture and sale of adulterated articles of
food, are of frequent occurrence.
The “Royal” has been determined by the Government
chemists and the most prominent food analysts to be the only
baking powder made that is entirely free from lime, alum and
other impurities, and absolutely pure. It is made from cream
of tartar refined for its exclusive use by patent processes
by

In ,Southport, Nov. 27, Luther SI. Bearce and
Nettie A. Marr.

sought public preferment
devoting himself closely to business, and his
integrity, care, and forethought secured
him a position among the foremost mer-

%

effects upon
useless substance

e

tuuv.c

At

never

:__i._

life and health of the

MARRIACES.

.ur.
jncjjaugnun, alter ms two terms in
the lower house, served one term in tho Sen
nto.
llu was a director In the Casco Bank
and president of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
He was an active member of the Grocers Association and
the Board of Trade.

the arrivals at the Falmouth Hotel last

'T’l.

ELLIS FAMILY BELL RINGERS.

V»

alum—in

ARE SELLINC

American History,

on

Whose previous papers have been so interesting,
full of information, and generally popular.

the other

one or

E. B. & B.

By JOHN FISKE.

bodies of the full sustenance necessary to maintain that
bodily vigor requisite to protect us from disease.

Selection—Carmen.Bizet

lie* MW H aiUCIHTi 1'U. 1X0

Papers

avoid

to

use

By F. MARION CRAWFORD,

our

Regiment....

Marie and Quartette.

we

_dtl

ALDRICH.

Author o( “A Roman Singer,” “Mr. Isaacs,” cte.

system) by debasing our food with a
robs it of a portion of its nutritious qualities, thereby depriving

Satanic Variations—Carnival of Venice..Paganini
Hall Columbia.

member,

but

only

contain

the

Selection—Rlgoletto.Verdi
By little

shall

poisonous. Lime
(aside from its injurious

baking powder

Cundy’s Harbor, Dec. 3, at the residence of
tlie Hon. A. T. Trufant, by Hon. Geo. R. Mersey,
representative elect from Harpswell, John Eastman and Miss Rosilla Marks, both of
Fhlpsburg.
In Bristol. Nov. 25. Fred A. Thompson of Portland aud Miss Ada Deane Gandy of Bristol.

He

is

THE ABMANINI FAMILY.

Scarborough

a

Alum

cent.

not

which the tartrate of lime

This talented family produce a programme
embracing a new. varied and refined collection of pleasing features. They will appear
at City Hall to-morrow night, aud tickets are
for sale at Stockbridge’s.

not

‘‘Royal”

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Grand Fantasia—Daughter of

with other friends of the law, rallied to its
defense, and by good management secured
its retention, with slight
modifications, upon
the statute book.

of the

or

per

And T. B.

Paul Patoli,

the

to

concern

V. W. ALiKN

V. O. BAILEV.
mar 14

The Second Son,
By MRS. M. O. W. OUPHANT

now

serious

Exchange Street.

in

—

generally made by the aid
largely into our daily food that
introduction of any injurious or

of these adulterants—lime

strength

Overture—Wilhelm Tell.Rossini

Davis had been at one time publisher of the
Savannah Republican, and was for
many
years well known as a business man of Portland. In 1851 Mr. McLaughlin formed a
partnership with W. L. Alden, under the firm of
McLaughlin & Alden, flour jobbers. After
the dissolution of this firm he entered into
business with Mr. Davis, his father-in-law,
in 185G, under the firm name of Charles McLaughlin & Co. This firm afterwards embraced such well known citizens as George
E. Davis, Charles Walker, Daniel W. Ames
and Albert Drummond.
Mr. McLaughlin always took much
interest in local improvements in Portland,
and;although not holding office enjoyed no
little prominence in the affairs of the
city.
He was elected to the Legislature of
1878,
and as a member of that body contributed an
important part to some of its most useful
legislation. Confident of the repeal of the
national bankrupt law, Mt. McLau^ilin
originated and advocated successfully the
present State insolvent law.
During the
session of the Legislature of 1879 an attack
was made upon this law, and for a time
there was danger of its being repealed.
But

the

BAILEY & CO.
Aoetioneers and Commission Merchants
F. O.

Salesroom 18

addltiou to the best Short Stories
Sketches, Essays, Poetry, and Criticism, two
Serial Stories

now

single exception

twenty

from

on

Of these sons, Robert staid on the old
homestead, which has thus been in his family for four successive generations. James removed to
N. J.
Montclair,
Charles
was
born in
Scarborough, July 10,
1827; he
his
spent
boyhood on the
old homestead; at
seventeen
he left

McLaughlin, although

the

Desorroes

to make his own way in the
world. For Borne years he served as clerk in
a store.
In 1851 he married Annie I„
daughter of Charles Davis, of Portland'.
Mr.

so

found in so many leavening agents,
and to insure pure, sweet and wholesome bread, is a
question,
therefore, of direct importance to every individual.
It is an indisputable fact that all
baking powders with

celebrated family of mandolin
players will appear in the Stockbridge course
to-night. The criticisms of the press of
London and Paris aro very laudatory.
The
following will be the programme:
Overture—Zanipa.Herald
Selection—Masaniello.Allard
Valaque.itrauss
Serenade—Legende
Russian Air—La Moskva.N. N.
Execution by little Marie, nine years old.
Danse Napolltalne—Tareutella (first time)

He married Agnes

by

the lime and alum

This

Hasty (whose mother, Kachel Deane, was a
niece of Parson Deane), by whom he had
three sons, James, Robert and Charles; he
died at Scarboro, April U, 1837.

debasement

cake,

enter

deteriorating substance is a matter of
public health. What baking powder

the
same story.”
In a moment Mr. Stone had
ascertained Irom Dr. Gordon that he had
given no such order, and then, following al
ter his friend, discovered the man had been
in to Ranks’ store, where be failed to secure
the same amount of goods, on a statement
that Dr. Files wanted thorn, and also failed
at Dana's.
In front of Brown’s Memorial Block, Stone
and friend found the swindler, and as no policeman was close at hand, and Mr. Cummings, the Janitor of the block, is a special
policeman, the story was told to him,
and he yrrested the fellow and took
him to tile station. At first lie stoutly
denied everything, but finally confessed.
The cigars obtained from Mr. Robinson,
worth about $15, he sold at Sam Lee's laundry for $2.50, and they were recovered. In
the Municipal Court yesterday morning, the
swindler, whose name is Charles E. Wagner,
got three months for larceny. He resides on
Federal street, Portland.

sions into the town.
In those days the
alarms of danger were frequent enough; the
McLaughlins were obliged many a time to
leave ineir nome ana seen
security with the
garrison on Scottow’s Hill: and it was not

ty and correct habits.

inuf

Robinson, the hotel proprietor,

biscuit and

baking powder,

their

in

“WllV. that. fpllnw

Robert was never married.
William and Robert cleared the farm on Beech
Ridge, in Scarborough, owned and occupied by his great-grandson, Robert McLaughlin. The family, like other settlers of
Scarborough, had their share of trouble from
the Indians, who, both in their own interest
and in that of the

of

his store. He therefore declined to deliver
the goods. As the man stepped out of the
store Mr. Stone thought he would make inquiry of Dr. Gordon, who lives but a few
doors away, and in the meantime asked a
gentleman friend to keep an e5'e on the bearer of the message.
The gentleman, who had
been sitting in the City Hotel office, said,

Mr.

QUESTION OF HEALTH.

Bread,

working his racket there, the
man went to
Stone’s, on the corner of Green
and Congress streets, and there asked for
fifty cigars for the Doctor.
Mr. Stone
thought it strange Dr. Gordon should send
such an order to him, as he does not trade at

mediately summoned and came promptly but
could do nothing. The dying man lingered
a short time, but did not regain consciousness.
The physicians express the opinion
was

A

was

Failing

Wintering Quail.

Chaplain—Samuel shorey.
0.1>—Daniel II. Towle.

Saturday.
Associated Charities.
The ladies of the Associated Charities
work room are requested to meet at 10.30
o’clock this morning, at room No. 18, City
Building, and bring their sharpest scissors.
Those who forgot to attend last season are
requested to be on hand this year. A few
hours every week is but a little time to give
and not only their helping hands arc needed
but also their interest in the work. The
work will be ready to give out Friday, Dec10th, at 10.30 a. m.

in

grown

the storm.
The ladies of St. Luke’s Guild will continue their sale at the hall of the Y. M. C.
Association today and this evening; open
at 3 p. m. Refreshments will be served

Tiie young ladies of the Mission Band are
preparing to give an entertainment next
Monday evening which will be of especial
interest and it is expected will amply repay
all who attend. Interest in missionaries and
their work
is always increased witli
knowledge concerning the lands and people
where they labor. Efforts are being made to
gather curious and valuable articles which
have come from various mission lands all
over the world, and to exhibit these for tiie
pleasure and benefit of the Band and all its
friends. Music will give additional interest
to the evening; ice cream and cake will be
served to all who wish. The Band will esteem it a great favor if any lady of any denomination having in her ^possession articles
from missionary lands will lend them for
this occasion.
Notice of such could be sent
to Miss Ilamblen, No. 10 Alder street, before

E.

longing to a set of armor; iron money box of
the sixteenth century; a musket with silver
mountings, vestal virgin’s lamp, tear bottle
and a basket for holding cakes, taken from a
tomb in Bahia and over 2300 years old.
Other articles are a cup once owned by Louis
Philhppe, loaned by Miss Julia Boyd; a curious picture, painted in
1790, by a child
twelve years old, Mrs. J. W. Perkint; Moorish vases, Mrs. John Warren;
pine cones,

a

The Mission Band.

by

massive gold grail cup,
Baxter, who has also loaned from his collection an Alaskan god, pipe and
spoon, affording excellent examples of the rude carving
done by the natives; an old
hunting sword
with gold handle and mountings of gold,
and scabbard of serpent skin, made for a
German nobleman; a chair over 200 years
old, from Chester Cathedral; an alms plate
from a Dutch church, and
plaque which
is a reproduction of the celebrated Milton
plaiiue; a fac-simtle of a chair taken from
the hospital founded by the Earl of Leicester in
expiation of the murder of Amy ltobsart, said to be the oldest chair in England;
a model of a horse ship; an alms box
with
interesting carving and decoration, from an
Italian monastery; a pair of gauntlets be-

Don’t forget the fair at Good Templars’
Hall.
The steamer Polynesian of the Allan line
left Halifax for Portland at 7 a. m. yester-

for assault with intent to kill, provided he is
pardoned out of Thomaston State Prison.

loaned

Italy,

two weeks.

he arrested him in that city, was in town
yesterday, with papers, seeking his arrest

LOAN EXHIBITION.
in the loan exhibition,

The display
as
above, embraces a variety of rare and
valuable articles.
Among them may be
noticed specimens from a set of rare
china,
150 years old, loaned by Dr. Pendleton of
this city; a handsomely cut cameo from
stated

the proposition of the Maine Central for
BRIEF

When
room to get one.
returned, which was in a few' moments, she found her father unconscious.
I)rs. Gordon, Dana and Gerrish wrere im-

Monthly

FOR 1887
will contain

*

AUCTION IALKN.

ADVEBTIRE.HENTS.

The Atlantic

told that the Doctor had a
club at his house and sent him
for the articles named.
The clerk said
he could uot deliver the goods, and the
man went off and came back with what
pretended to be a written order from the
Doctor, but so ill-spelled that its forgery was
evident nt a glance

she

Mr.

pany.

After reading the report, after some discussion it was decided to postpone action on

an

In connection with the slide there will be a
building, which will contain waiting rooms
for ladies and gentlemen, and there will
probably be a restaurant where hot coffee,
tea and other refreshments can be obtained.
Many of the best people of the city are interested in having a toboggan slide built,
and it will no doubt prove to be a success.

him, for a small sum, and in addition give
the buyer the cup in which the tea is served,

thf^Maine c'^tr'VRAl aC<ifPt

tojfive'liinftbla bl!"^

nan, ne finds just

entrance, the Japatable where In a booth hung with
Japanese lanterns and fans.the three little maids
from school in national costume will make
tea and provide sandwiches and cake for

the P. and O. R. R. on certain terms therein
stated.
In submitting this communication we deem it
proper to add that we do not consider it for the
tllP ProP°sition of

menu

and

NEW

Man Who Tried It On.

Young

medical

and to say so to any inquiring friends.
About 2 p. m. his daughter, Mrs. Post, took
him some dinner, of which he partook sparingly. He then asked for a cigar and his

that death

*»VEKT»E1IIENTR.

Monday evening a man called at Schlotterbeck’s drug store and asked for fifty cigars
for Dr.
the
Gordon.
knowing
Not
man, the night
clerk questioned him,

1818.

nese

undersigned, a sulxommittee ol vour
board, beg leave to report that they have" received from the Maine Central Railroad a letter,
welch is herewith submitted,
proposing to lease

Limerick, sliowlug a credit of *MX), and was
receipted by ltlckcr. This bill and the *600 paid
Berry were left with Mason, who, by consent
by
of both parties, made upon the Mil the following
b

me

at the left of the main

The

in

Articles.

waiiui enters

*■“«

The monthly meeting of the board of diof the Portland and Ogdensburg
Railroad was held at their office in this city
yesterday. The following communication
was made by the sub-committee to whom
was presented the proposition of the Maine
Central to lease the road:
Portland, Dec. G, 188G.

of the case are as follows: On December
19,1884. James C. Ricker of Portland, oue of the
negotiated a salo of the Limerick
respondents,
and Waterboro stage line, of which lie was the
proprietor, to Harmon V. Berry of Cornish, the
other respondent, for the sum of *1800, flye hundred Uollant cash, the balance to be
paid in thirty
days. A bill of the items of the property sold
amounting in the aggregate to *1800, was written
by Mason, the complainant, at the latter’s office

Rare and

Exhibition of

The hall has been handsomely decorated
and the bright streamers radiating from the
centre of the ceiling and crossed by lines of
flags extending from one side of the hall to
the other gives a pleasing effect. The booths
are arranged around thefsides of
the hall
trimmed with evergreen and
bunting. The
supper room on the lower floor is also finely
decorated, and the parlor adjoining, in
which the loan exhibition is
accommodated,
is a cosy apartment.

rectors

stances

For tho

ble,

IN THE HALL.

Postponed.

Tuesday.—Jeremiah M. Mason vs. James C.
Ricker and Harvey V. Berry, iu equity. Tills was
a hearing upou a bill In
equity. The circum-

*

storm

PORTLAND AND OCDENSBURC.

COURT.

I

AN EXPENSIVE RACKET

daughter left the

it struck.

Action on the

at

The fair of tho Deering Village Improvement Association at Lewis Hall, Woodford’s
was successfully opened last evening, notwithstanding the fact that the wind was
whistling outside and doing its best to make
it impossible to get to the hall through tho
drifting snow- Inside the brightly lighted
rooms, however, there was nothing to remind one of the storm. A large number of
people was present and although the addresses were postponed until this evening,
the remainder of the programme passed off
pleasantly. Mr. George A. Thomas sang in
his inimitable manner and the
Deering Centre Band gave a concert.

Weeks,

of this port,

Loan

Valuable

hours’ wrork, the Weeks having succeeded
in getting into the lower harbor. The Weeks
has been twenty days from Windsor, N. S.,
bound to Baltimore. She has encountered a
succession of heavy gales. Upon her arrival
here yesterday her jib and foresail were
torn and fore and spanker booms broken.
After the Weeks had been left at anchor,
the Warren towed in the bark Hattie II., of
New York. The bark left New York September 10th, bound for Windsor, N. S., and
on November 20th, two months and ten days
later, entered Halifax harbor. This extremely long voyage was caused by a constant succession of storms and contrary
winds which forced her far out to sea. Leaving Halifax the same day, she was at once
caught in another tempest and blown out to
sea so far that she only succeeded in
making
port yesterday.
The tug Salem went down to Falmouth
Foreside and brought General Brown’s
steam yacht Winona to this city. The
Winona was lying at her moorings off General Brown’s place, and It was so rough that
the waves were breaking over her with spray

Mrs. Chas. Smith, of Junes, Ohio, writes: “I
have used every remedy for Sick Headache I
could hear of for the past fifteen years, but Carter’s Little J vtf pills did me more
good than
all the rest.
dec7 d&wlw

Tuesday.—The grand Jury was empanelled
follows:
Joseph H. Webster. Portland, foreman.
Freeman H. Bennett, Albany.
Charles H. Feruald, Albany.
Edward H. Leavitt, Blddeford.
John Wilson, Blddeford.
Charles D Fessenden, Brownfleld.
John Hodsou, Brownfield.
Kbeuezer K. Bennett, Gilead.
Harlan P. Wheeler, Gilead.
Moses E. Hall, Harrison.
George W. Hanscom, Kennebuukport.
Wallace W. Andrews, Otislield.
Cyrus Knight, Otistleld.
William E. Carter, Portland.
William H. Marstnn, Yarmouth.
John W. Bussell, Yarmouth.
J. Howard Junkins, York.
Almon H. Merrow, York.
The petit jury comes in on Thursday.

The

that a small vessel was ashore on Clapboard
Island, and wreckage was reported as coming ashore in large amounts at Harpswell.
The tug C. A. Warren, Captain Bogan,
■went down the harbor early in the forenoou
and brought in the schooner A. R.

She's coming—now I pause and shrink.
And like a coward on the stair
1 wait, and smell the sweet ('lore
l'ink,
Which marks her presence everywhere.
(J. & E. Atkinson.

Display

to be Seen.

very little
and Maine
the

and Attractive

Some of the Many Handsome Things

in its full force.
The morning was rendered one of excitement along the water front by the arrival of
several vessels, all of which brought reports
of the great force of the wind and their difficulty of getting into port. The steamer
State of Maine left her wharf early in the
forenoon and proceeded far enough down
the harbor to feel the effect of the gale.
Finding it too rough for comfort the
steamer returned to her moorings. The sea
ran very high in the upper harbor but it was
not sufficiently rough to interfere with the
regular trips of the ferry boats.
The captain of a British barkeutine took
his chances and entered the harbor through
the narrow White Head Passage, coming to
on anchor under the lea of House Island.
The vessel was light and it was evidently a
matter of choice with the captain whether
he would run the risk of going ashore while
entering .the harbor by running between
Cushing’s and Peaks’ Islands or staying outside during the storm.
There was a report

ease.

__

one

During the early part of the day
snow fell on the Ogdensburg line,
Central trains did not encounter

sores, bed soreB, and the like have been driven
from the skin by them. Only begin in time and a
few of Brandueth's Pills will prevent
many a
sickness. Taken freely they will cure
any dis-

d«c^

by

Large

Lewis’ Hall.

of the fiercest storms which have occurred hero for
several years. The snow commeuoed to fall
early in the forenoon and the high northeast
wind filled the streets with blinding clouds
of snow and left it piled in drifts along the
sidewalks. The streets were nearly deserted
during the day, everybody who could do so
On the railroads the
remaining indoors.
noon trains were very nearly on time
except
those from Boston, which were thirty minutes behind time, the storm commencing
earlier to the south than in this vicinity.

Christmas Sale -Ladles of St. Paul’s Church
Cents’

marked

A

McLaughlin.

The community was shocked yesterday afternoon by the news of the death of Hon.
Charles McLaughlin. It was but a few days
since that he fell and broke one of his legs,
and was therefore confined to his home on
Spring street. His leg was set and he
In fact one
seemed to be very comfortable.
of his partners, Major Walker, called on him
yesterday noon about 12.30 o’clock, and Mr.
McLaughlin told him he was quite comforta-
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NEW PUZZLE!
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FITTEB.

DARRAH’S KID GLOVE STORE,
DEERINC

4t*II

BLOCK,

Congress

Street.

FOR THE OLD AND YOUNG
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